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ABSTR A C T
The development o f the m odem  space stations into large, highly complex orbital 
stmctures such as the International Space Station (ISS), has brought about a requirement for 
free-flying vehicles to perform various inspection and maintenance task on the exterior o f the 
station. Concentrating on the ISS-Inspector vehicle, this thesis investigates the trajectory and 
mission planning required for a small free-flying vehicle operating in close proximity to the 
ISS. Two complimentary methods are presented to permit safe manoeuvring around the ISS. 
Ellipse o f Safety trajectories enforce long-term passive safety requirements in the presence o f 
differential air drag during the fly-around phases o f the mission, used to transfer between the 
docking port and observation points. Short-range, close proximity manoeuvring is permitted 
through the use o f Potential Field Guidance methods, enhanced through Velocity Selection 
strategies to provide passively safe trajectories where possible. Finally, a mission planning tool 
is presented to permit the integrated planning o f ISS-Inspector missions, with automated 
scheduling and trajectory selection, designed to optimise the use o f available manoeuvring 
methods to maximise overall mission safety. This facilitates the rapid planning and 
prototyping o f Inspector missions from within a single tool, which is available both to 
operators on the ground and the crew onboard the ISS.
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C H A P T E R  1: I N T R O D U C T I O N
1.1 Introduction
Ever since the first orbital flight by Cosmonaut Yuri A. Gargarin onboard Vostok 1 in 
1961 increasingly complex structures have been launched into space, capable o f supporting 
greater numbers o f astronauts for extended durations. With increasing size and capabilities, 
come increased assembly and maintenance requirements, demanding enhanced support and 
assembly techniques. In December 1998 the first two modules o f the International Space 
Station (ISS), Unity and Zarya, were docked in orbit to complete the first step in the assembly 
o f the next generation o f space station, and at the time of writing a further 12 major station 
element have joined these modules. An artist’s impression o f the completed structure, 
pictured with the European ATV supply vehicle docking at the rear o f the station, is shown in 
Figure 1-1.
Figure 1-1 The International Space Station (Source: NASA)
The ISS is the latest in a long line o f crewed space stations, and benefits from the 
combined expertise o f not only the U.S. and European space agencies, but also that o f Russia, 
Japan and the many other ISS partner nations. As such it is largest scale orbital program ever 
undertaken, requiring a large number o f assembly flights to launch the planned 18+ modules 
into orbit. Compared to the previous generation o f space station, the Russian Mir station, the 
ISS will have three times the pressurised volume, three times the power generation
1
capabilities, and up to double the crew o f Mir. A brief overview of the history and 
development o f orbital space stations is given in Appendix I at the end o f this thesis.
As the assembly o f the ISS continues there will be a need for a large num ber of 
external inspection missions, both during the lengthy construction phase and throughout its 
operational life. Some of these inspections will be made by external cameras m ounted either 
on the ISS structure or on the station robotic arm. However because o f the size and 
complexity o f the ISS, the entire station exterior is not visible from station m ounted cameras.
A free-flying vehicle outside the station would be capable o f malting inspections o f any point 
on the ISS structure and supporting astronaut EVA operations, as well as providing desirable 
documenting capabilities in the latter stages o f station assembly to recording accurate 
reference information on the final ISS configuration. Once the station is operational these 
vehicles could also enable possible robotic maintenance and repair operations; for example, 
the case o f the Mir accident on 25‘*’June 1997 [1][2], when an unmanned Progress supply 
vehicle impacted on the Mir station while performing a manual re-doddng operation. The 
collision punctured the Spektr module and damaged a number o f solar panels and power ?
cables, but the damage was not fully inspected until some three months later. In this situation, 
a rapid inspection o f the damage made by an external free-flying camera would have been 
invaluable for assessing the accident.
1.1.1 Robotics and Autonomy
Many tasks and activities that require intelligence, but are required to take place in 
environments hazardous to humans, have been subject to the development o f robotic entities 
- either remotely controlled or possessing their own form of intelligence to perform these 
tasks. Such tasks range from the inspection o f radioactive or chemically contaminated sites, to 
the maintenance o f underwater pipelines. A variety o f autonomous robots have under 
development to fulfil these requirements, and a number o f these state o f the art robots are 
described in Appendix II. In  addition, a lesser degree o f autonomy is often applied to 
robotics and control systems to reduce the workload o f a human controller, by automating 
simple tasks such as the monitoring o f battery power supply levels or the execution o f a pre­
planned sequence o f manoeuvres. This level o f automation, which is already in common use, #;
is distinct from the goal o f overall robot autonomy which remains in the early stages o f 
development. However, the automation o f increasingly complex tasks is an important stage in 
the development o f fully autonomous robots.
The orbital environment outside o f the ISS is particularly suited to the use o f robots to 
help reduce the worldoad on the crew, by avoiding unnecessary EVA’s and actively supporting
the astronauts during EVA missions using a range o f inspection cameras and other 
instruments. The problems encountered in the space environment such as high energy 
radiation and extreme variations in temperature are well documented [3], and robotic vehicles 
can be shielded against these hazards, while the structure o f the ISS and any surrounding 
vehicles will be Imown in advance, facilitating manoeuvring around the space station.
Vehicles such as the German D A S A  Inspector the American N A S A A E K C a m  are 
already under development to fulfil some o f these ISS support tasks. However, one o f the 
major obstacles to operating free-flying vehicles in close proximity to large crewed space 
structures such as the ISS is manoeuvring the vehicle within the constraints o f safety, time, 
and propellant usage. In order to free astronauts onboard the ISS from some of the worldoad 
o f controlling these free-flying vehicles, the vehicle operations can be enhanced through the 
use o f autonomy, especially in such procedures as extended transfers between docking points 
and observation/inspection points. Previous ESA /ESTEC contract work at the University of 
Glasgow has developed a real-time controller for similar types o f path constrained proximity 
operations [4].
This thesis presents a set o f tools and techniques that have been developed to assist
mission planners on the ground and astronauts on the station to quicldy plan inspection
missions. The missions are planned within the constraints o f the observation geometry and
safety requirements imposed by tight rules. In  addition to this, an active manoeuvring phase
o f the mission may be used for onboard control through pre-calculation o f an artificial
potential, which can then be uploaded to the ftee-flyer for use by the vehicle for active 
.guidance during constrained manoeuvring at observation points.
.Development for this thesis was based on the planned Inspector vehicle. The author
spent 6 m onths in 1998 working with Daimler-Chrysler Aerospace (now Astrium), at which
.time the desired manoeuvring requirements and restrictions were defined by the project 
engineers[5]. During this time the use o f  Ellipse o f Safety trajectories, that wül be developed 
in Chapter 4, as a strategy to move from point to point was developed by the author along 
with the observation point selection tool - which incorporates an approximately rendered 
representation o f the space station, with visual observation point constraint indicators, to 
permit the interactive selection o f observation points. Details o f the X-Mir Inspector mission, 
a precursor to the ISS-Inspector which was designed to test the operation o f a free-fl}dng 
camera equipped robot in proximity to a large orbital space structure, and details o f the 
planned ISS-Inspector vehicle are included in Appendix III. 1
1.2 Path Planning
The automation o f any tasks requiring some degree o f human sldll or intelligence is 
usually grouped under the general heading o f artificial-inteUigence (AI), and AI research can 
be broken down into a small num ber o f key fields:
Problem Solving Methods 
Processing Sensory Data 
Language Processing
O f these, problem solving is the broadest aspect o f current AI, as summarised by Nilsson in 
1971 [6], and as been the primary focus o f much o f the AI research performed in the past 30 
years. Furthermore, one o f the key applications o f a wide range o f problem solving 
techniques has been the specific problem o f path planning.
The path planning problem can be defined as the task o f finding a continuous sequence 
o f robot configurations between an initial configuration (start) and a target configuration 
(goal) while satisfying any obstacle constraints. Basically this describes the task o f finding a 
collision-free path from an initial configuration or position to the goal configuration through 
an environment o f known obstacles. In  addition there are a number o f factors that may 
influence the development o f a path planning method, such as the manner o f collision 
avoidance, optimality o f m otion o f the resulting paths, and the ability o f the method to find a 
path to the goal if one exists.
Path planning may be applied to a range o f moving robot configurations, from the 
simplest problem o f a small circular or point vehicle moving in a sparsely populated plane, to 
a large complex robot configuration with 6 degrees-of-freedom (DOF) moving in a tightly 
constrained environment. Typically the moving robot problem is applied to non-deformable 
or rigid-body vehicles, and often the robot vehicle itself can be considered as a point by 
expanding the obstacles by the radius o f the robot, thus simplifying the problem. This 
modification is particularly applicable to configurations where there is a relatively low obstacle 
density, or a desire for the robot to maintain a distance from any obstacles and not attempt 
passage through narrow gaps. Rotational D O F only need be considered in highly constrained 
environments or when the robot’s means o f locomotion is highly dependent on orientation 
direction, however the path planning problem’s complexity increases exponentially with each 
additional D O F.
4
One of the first defining problems in path planning, that o f finding a collision free path 
for a 3d rigid object that can translate and rotate in 3d space, is often known as “The Plano- 
Mover’s Problem” [7]. Given a tightly constrained obstacle environment such as the 
interconnected rooms of a house, the path planner must determine the sequence o f rotations 
and translations required to move a piano between the rooms o f the house without Intting 
anything. Most methods o f solving this problem however have had to ignore the dynamics 
and other differential constraints in order to solve these tight geometrical constraints with 6 
DOF.
The path planning problem is also frequently applied to robotic arms which are fixed in 
translation but possess only rotational degrees o f freedom in their joints. Robotic arms have 
been a popular subject o f research due to the relatively constrained range o f motion, scalable 
complexity arising from the range o f D O F  given by the number o f joints o f the arm, and uses 
in a wide range o f applications, including space robots [8]. Most basic techniques o f path 
planning however are equally applicable to either rigid body moving robots or robot arms.
1.2.1 Simple Reactive Path Finding and Collision Avoidance
To find a collision-free path from an initial position to a specified goal, even a m ethod 
as simple as moving in a random  direction until, either an obstacle is encountered and a new 
random direction is chosen, or the goal is reached, will provide a solution given sufficient 
time. Flowever this is obviously highly inefficient and it would be preferable to make as much 
use as possible about the surrounding environment to optimise the search and the resulting 
path. The simplest step would be to move directly in the direction o f the goal in the absence 
o f any obstructions, in fact if there are no obstacles between the start and goal this method 
will yield an optimal solution. I f  an obstacle is encountered, the path can then side-step tlie 
obstacle until a direct route to the goal is once again clear. For obstacle configurations 
consisting o f well spaced convex objects, this technique is relatively efficient. However, 
concave obstacles can trap the path finder, as shown in Figure 1-2, preventing the goal from 
being reached.
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Figure 1-2 A Basic Path Finder
An alternative method for real-time path planning algorithms makes use o f reactive 
obstacle avoidance techniques, such as those based on Braitenberg’s theory [9]. This theory 
utilises direct connections between a vehicle’s sensors and its actuators, to produce a 
behaviour that reacts directly to sensed objects. In the case o f a free-flying vehicle such as 
Inspector, this could be implemented using proximity sensors situated on the exterior o f the 
vehicle, directly connected to the control system as shown in Figure 1 -3, so that a detected 
obstacle triggers a thruster firing in the direction o f the obstacle and a corresponding 
acceleration in the opposite direction. On its own, the Braitenberg obstacle avoidance 
behaviour wiU only ensure that the free-flyer stays away from obstacles, but when coupled 
with an attraction toward the goal point, it wiU result in a free-flyer behaviour that moves 
toward the goal while being automatically repelled by obstacles.
Network
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Figure 1-3 Sensor/Actuator Connection Structure
This simple technique has the advantage that no prior knowledge o f the obstacle 
configuration is required, and even in the absence o f navigation data obstacles will still be 
avoided autonomously. The problem o f getting trapped behind large or convex obstacles can 
be solved by adding a wall following behaviour [10] to the control system to guide the free- 
flyer around large obstacles [11]. Similarly, the ability to add additional behaviours to the 
system permits the integration o f human controller input, or even a secondary path finding 
algorithm, into the final control system behaviour [12]. Each behaviour is then weighted 
depending on current information such as obstacle proximity and available navigation and 
control data. Then for example when the free-flyer is in open space the goal attraction or path 
finder will be in control, but when an obstacle is approached the obstacle avoidance and wall 
following behaviours will take precedence. This ensures the safety o f the free-flyer, even in 
the event o f inaccurate navigation information or human controller error, for as long as 
propellant is available. However, the stability o f these methods is highly dependent on the 
weightings o f the relative controls, and the nature o f the competing control actuations may 
produce undesirable excessive thruster firings under certain circumstances. Figure 1-4 shows 
the effect varying the weighing o f the wall following behaviour. With the wall following 
weighting over 100% the path follows the wall at a fixed distance, but with a reduced 
weighting the path is pushed away by the obstacle avoidance behaviour, and leaves the 
obstacle on route towards the goal earlier.
No Wall 
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Medium \  
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Following
Strong Wall- \  
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Figure 1-4 Wall Following Behaviour W eighting (adapted from [11])
The methods described above are purely reactive and require no prior knowledge of 
their surrounding environment other than some means o f detecting obstacle proximity. They 
are not forward looking such that there is no real planning involved in the path finding. This
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results in a num ber o f limitations. Paths are prone to becoming trapped and there is no 
control over the optimality o f the paths produced. In  addition, these reactive methods tend to 
result in paths that pass in close proximity to and obstacles they avoid and often require rapid 
last-minute changes o f direction to perform obstacle avoidance. It is often desirable in path 
planning to produce paths by planning ahead so that obstacles may be avoided in advance, 
and optimal paths with sufficient separation from obstacles may be produced.
1.2.2 The Configuration Space Approach
A key early development in path planning was the concept o f the configuration-space 
approach introduced by Lozano-Perez [13] and the free-space approach developed by Brooks 
[14] [15]. These methods recognise the key to path planning solutions as being the 
representation o f the obstacle environment with respect to the robot configuration. This 
enabled the first unification o f the path planning o f both holonomie mobile robots and robot 
arms. The configuration-space is the space o f all possible configurations o f the robot, so for 
robot that can be represented by a point moving in a plane this would simply be a 2d map of 
the environment, whereas for a robotic arm the configuration space would be given by a 
multidimensional map with an axis for each rotational D O F o f the robot with areas 
representing configurations which result in a collision between the arm and it’s surrounding 
environment. In this manner, the problem o f determining the motion and interaction 
between both rotating rigid bodies or jointed manipulators and their environment can be 
reduced to the problem o f determining the m otion o f a point in higher dimensional space.
The free-space approach uses a representation o f natural pathways between obstacles
represented by a union o f geometric shapes, in the case o f the original papers these shapes ;
were limited to generalised cones, allowing path-finding to be performed by following these
collision free routes.
A common feature o f many problem representations is their generation o f a 
configuration-space graph as an intermediary stage to planning a path to the goal. A graph 
consists o f a set o f nodes, with certain pairs o f nodes connected each other by arcs with a 
given cost for transfer in each direction across the arc. For the purposes o f path planning 
each node on the graph represents a region o f free-space, with the connection arcs between 
them  defining the ability to transfer from one region to another and the costs for this transfer.
Given a graph o f the configuration-space, a path can then be found from a start point within 
one region o f free space to the goal point within another region by finding a path between the 
corresponding nodes on the graph.
There are a large number o f algorithms are available to find a path through the graph, 
with the choice o f a suitable method defined by the size and connectivity o f the graph and the 
computational power available. One o f the earliest methods is Dijkstra’s algorithm [16].
Given a graph consisting o f a small set o f sparsely connected nodes V, Dijkstra’s algorithm 
can be used to find the optimum route from any node to the goal, and in fact the best path 
between all nodes and the goal for the same calculation cost. Given the traversal cost between 
each connected node on the graph the algorithm works by first giving an estimate o f the 
shortest path distance to each node, usually zero for the goal node and oo for all others, and 
then through a process called ‘Relaxation’ updating the distance estimate o f the nodes adjacent 
to nodes for which the shortest paths have already determined. This operation can be seen in 
the sequence shown in Figure 1-5. The algorithm maintains two lists o f nodes, the set S o f  
nodes whose shortest paths have been determined, and the remaining nodes V-S. While V-S 
contains nodes the distance estimate at nodes connected to the last member o f S are updated, 
and the closest o f these nodes is added to the end o f S. The process is then repeated until V- 
S is empty and the correct minimum distance from the goal to each node is determined. A 
path can then be found from any node by simply stepping along the nodes with the lowest 
distance to the goal.
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Figure 1-5 Dijkstra’s Algorithm Operation
The results o f a path planning traversal o f the configuration-space graph can be 
viewed as planning a sequence o f discrete state transitions its initial state to a goal 
configuration. Unfortunately this is a very rigid path definition, referring to an abstracted 
global representation o f configuration space, and not necessarily easily applicable to freely 
moving vehicle taking consideration o f its resulting motion. From this discrete path, some 
form o f motion planning must therefore be applied to obtain a smooth path between these 
discrete states while respecting the movement capabilities o f the robot. However, recent
research has developed a num ber o f local methods that integrate both initial path planning 
and motion planning into a single stage, in many cases resulting in a more efficient overall 
solution.
A wide range o f algorithms have been developed to solve the configuration-space or 
free-space representation and path planning problem, but in general all o f these can be 
separated into two categories distinguished by the m ethod’s global or local representation of 
the configuration space. Global (or exact) methods, such as that used in the original work by 
Lozano-Perez and Brooks, essentially attempt to solve the path planning problem through the 
precise representation o f the configuration-space. The most common o f these approaches use 
“cell decomposition”, which separates the set o f free configurations into a finite number o f 
cells, usually utilizing geometrical shapes to define these closed and free-space areas, and 
generating a graph containing the interconnectedness o f all it’s free-space zones. A path may 
then be found by simply traversing the graph to reach the desired goal configuration. The 
representation is Imown as global since the entirety o f the configuration space is encapsulated 
within in the graph. These methods are exact since they are guaranteed to find a path to the 
goal or prove that none exists within their representation, however they tend to have high 
complexity which increases both with the num ber o f D O F o f the robot and with the 
complexity o f the obstacle environment. For this reason they are efficient for sparsely 
populated environments, but costly to apply to complex obstacle configurations.
Local methods simplify the representation o f the configuration-space by constraining 
it to a local subset o f space. This permits the use o f a wider range o f obstacle representations 
o f configurable resolution, such as discrete grids or potential fields, so that the problem of 
path planning in configuration-space is abstracted into this alternative representation. These 
local methods often simplify the difficulty o f representing the obstacles, but shift the problem 
to finding a path through this new representation. Local methods potentially offer greater 
flexibility however, both in integrating dynamic constraints into the paths found, and in 
controlling the general characteristics o f these paths, to for example optimise movement costs 
or favour certain routes.
Research has also been performed to combine the use o f individual global and local 
methods [17] [18]. This enables the use o f a global m ethod for high level planning to find a 
route between large areas o f free-space, with a local m ethod then used for the path planning 
within and between each individual free-space area. In Hwang and Ahuja (1992) the global 
and local configuration space representations are in fact generated using the same potential 
field method. In the global case a graph o f the free-space regions is generated from the 
network o f minimum potential valleys in the potential field, and this is used to generate a path
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to the goal. The local path planner then uses the potential field directly navigate through each y
potential valley, ensuring collision avoidance and allowing the path to optimise the length and 
smooth the motion o f the path. Further overall surveys o f path planning methods may be 1found in [19] and [20]. ■j
There have been a wide range o f alternative exact methods developed using 
geometrical representations o f the global configuration-space problem. Earlier global j■ifapproaches to path planning in three-dimensions have concentrated on specifying surfaces o f 
obstacles in the configuration-space, and using these configuration surfaces to search for
■'7colHsion-free paths [21]. Critical curves were employed in the original piano movers’ problem 
[7] but require a double exponential run time in the number o f required D O F. This 
calculation cost has been reduced to single exponential time [22]. O ther exact approaches 7
have used Jacobian based representation o f free-space [23], Integral curves or Flows [24],
Polygonal obstacle representations [25], and retraction methods [26], but all these methods
"8;have similar exponential time complexities.
1.2.3 The Visibility Graph and Voronoi Diagram
The global configuration-space representation originally used by Lozano-Perez and q
Wesley [27] utilised the concept o f a visibility graph (V-graph). Based on the vertices of
polygonal obstacles, the visibility graph basically consists o f a graph o f aU the visible j
%connections between every vertex (node) in the configuration-space, as shown below in Figure |
1-6. Defined more rigorously, the visibility graph is a graph o f nodes, including a node at each 
obstacle vertex, and a set o f links between nodes such that each straight line segment does not 
intersect any obstacle in the configuration space. Given this graph, the shortest path from any ■
start point to the goal can be obtained by finding the shortest path in the V-graph between the 
corresponding start and goal nodes.
The first efficient algorithms for constructing visibility graphs were first developed by 
Lee [28] and Sharir and Schorr [29], and more recent results have improved on this efficiency 
[30] while being able to give optimum results in the worst case [31]. By illustration, the (
technique employed by Welzl functions by creating a set o f line segments joining each node to 
every other node in the configuration-space, and then sorting the connections from each node ;l
to it’s surrounding nodes by angle. During the sorting o f each node j), the algorithm maintains S
VIS(y) which is the line segment seen just before the last sorted node, and each consecutive 
line segment from node ^  to the next sorted node q can be determined to be part o f the 
visibility graph if q lies closer to p  than VIS(y) or if  q is an endpoint o f VIS()!)). 1
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Given that the computational complexity o f finding the optimal path through the V- 
graph is dependent on the size o f the graph, a number o f a approaches have also been 
developed for creating a smaller sub-V-graph which still contains the shortest path. A popular 
method o f achieving this is to “prune” the fully calculated V-graph [32], but a new technique 
presented by Fu and Lui [33] also optimises building o f the V-graph itself by selecting only a 
subset o f obstacle vertices and rejecting other obviously “occluded” obstacles and obstacles 
whose vertices are never possibly part o f the shortest collision-free path, as shown in Figure 
1- 6 .
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Figure 1-6 The V-Graph and Sub-V-Graph (adapted from [33])
The fact that the generation o f the visibility graph requires a polygonal representation 
o f the obstacles, as well as the fact that it produces only straight-line paths can drawbacks for 
certain applications. A further disadvantage o f the method is that since nodes in the graph are 
located primarily on the surface o f obstacles, the paths produced will inherently pass close to 
these objects at each point on their route, which may be a problem for applications where 
greater obstacle clearance is desirable. A comprehensive overview o f visibility graphs, along 
with two new efficient methods for computing visibility graphs is given in Overmars and 
Welzl [34].
An alternate method that solves the problem o f passing close to obstacles by 
generating routes that follow distance contours between obstacle surfaces is the generalised 
Voronoi diagram [35] [26]. The nodes o f the two dimensional Voronoi diagram represent 
points that are equidistant from three or more obstacle surfaces in the configuration-space.
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and these nodes are joined by edges which are one-dimensional curves along contours that are 
themselves equidistant from two obstacle surfaces, as shown in Figure 1-7.
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Figure 1-7 The Generalised Voronoi Diagram
The nodes and edges o f the Voronoi diagram can be calculated discretely by propagating 
“waves” corresponding to contours o f the distance from the surface o f each obstacle along 
with the configuration space boundaries. The edges o f the diagram are given as the set o f  
points where the distance waves meet, and the nodes as the points where the edges between 
different obstacles intersect.
The geometric structure o f the Voronoi diagram is o f a form used for path-planning 
called a roadmap [22]. Roadmaps are used to plan a path by first finding a path from the start 
point to access the roadmap, then through the roadmap network, before departing the 
roadmap to reach the goal point. This describes the key properties o f a roadmap, accessibility, 
connectivity, and departability. Given an arbitrary start point it was shown in O ’Dunlaing [26] 
that there always exists a direct collision-free path onto the Voronoi diagram, guaranteeing 
accessibility. In addition it has been shown in Choset and Burdick [36] that all points in free- 
space are within at least one edge o f the Voronoi diagram, giving departability provided that 
the robot can traverse the whole o f the diagram. Finally, the Voronoi diagram is connected 
[37| ensuring a path between the start and goal can be found through the diagram. However, 
the roadmap structure does not itself contain information concerning the traversal costs o f the 
edges o f the diagram since the edges are not straight, and although maximum clearance 
between obstacles is maintained there are no comparisons made between the relative 
proximities o f alternate routes. The question o f traversal costs was solved by Barraquand and 
Latombe [38] by combining the Voronoi diagram with a separate distance cost potential 
propagated from the goal point over the same discrete workspace, which was then used to
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choose routes through the Voronoi diagram. The method was extended to the three- 
dimensional Voronoi graph in [39], giving a graph consisting o f equidistant faces between 
obstacle surfaces which can be treated in a similar way to the edges o f the Voronoi diagram.
1.2.4 Analytical Potential Fields (Potential Functions)
The concept o f path finding using a potential field is based upon being able to define a 
scalar potential function that represents the obstacles in the configuration-space. The 
potential field must have a global rntnimum at the goal point, and areas o f high potential 
representing obstacles, so that a path to the goal may be found by traversing through the 
potential toward the minimum at the goal avoiding high potential areas. Potential functions 
are a specific case o f a potential field that can be represented by an analytical closed form 
expression from which scalar potential values may be directly obtained. By comparison a 
more general potential field would typically require the pre-calculation o f some discrete 
representation o f the potential field before values o f the potential at an arbitrary point can be 
obtained.
Potential functions have been investigated previously for applying controller 
feedback [40] and constraints [41], or direct obstacle avoidance [42], but the earliest 
application o f potential functions for path planning was due to Khatib in 1985 [4 3] applying 
potential fields to provide real-time control for robotic arms. In space applications, potential 
fields have been applied to a range o f problems, including spacecraft pointing controls [44] 
and docking approach controls [45]. A summary o f potential field applications to spacecraft 
guidance and control is given in [46].
An example o f a global potential function, in the absence o f any obstacles, would be 
to define the potential ^  at any point {x J), as
E qnl-1  ^ { x , y )  = { x - a Ÿ  + { y ~ b Ÿ
This describes a potential field that increases as the square o f the distance from the goal point 
{a,b) . By differentiating the potential function equation, the potential gradient at any point can 
also be obtained in each axis, as
Eqn 1-2
d é— { x , y )  = 2 { x - a )  dx
d é-— { x , y )  = 2 { y - b )
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Finding a path to the goal is then a simple case o f traversing down the potential gradient to 
reach the minimum potential. Unlike the methods described previously that generate a 
configuration graph o f nodes and edges as a means o f finding a collision-free path to the goal 
and then applying the robot’s motion to follow the chosen path, the potential field method 
provides a continuous method o f control across the configuration space, eliminating this 
intermediate path finding step, and allowing a robot to directly navigate to the goal. Provided 
the control laws o f the robot, or the path planner, are designed to ensure the rate o f decent o f  
the path through the potential field remains always negative, then by Lyapunov’s theorem [47], 
the path is guaranteed to converge to the global minimum potential at the goal. Provided 
there is a single minimum o f the potential field, this gives the important result that the method 
will be able to find a collision-free path to the goal, if one exists.
Obstacles in the potential field are represented by areas o f high potential, shown in 
Figure 1 -8 , so that the increasing potential gradient approaching the obstacles will force the 
path planner around them.
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Figure 1-8 The Potential Surface
A good analogy for the two dimensional case is that the potential field represents a 
height field surface, and to reach the goal the path will travel down the surface to the lowest 
point. In the absence o f any vehicle dynamics the path will travel directly down the steepest 
direction toward the goal, but with real world dynamics the path will, like the path o f a ball 
rolling down the imaginary slope, follow a route dependent on the applied forces whilst still 
being guided toward the goal. This illustrates one o f the major advantages o f the potential 
field method, its ability to integrate with vehicle dynamics to provide continuous guidance, 
independent o f the exact path followed. For a free-flying vehicle in space this flexibility is
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important since it would be costly in terms o f propellant to attempt to follow a path planned 
without respect to the relative orbital dynamics acting on the free-flyer.
The main problem in the potential field method is that if there are any additional 
minima in the potential field other than the goal, the path finder may get trapped at these 
points and be unable to find a route to the goal. The aim in defining the potential is then to 
accurately represent the obstacles present in the potential field, whilst avoiding the creation o f 
any unplanned local niinima in the field that might prevent the goal from being reached.
The use o f potential fields generated from analytical potential functions has already 
been demonstrated for path planning and guidance at the ISS by the research performed at the 
University of Glasgow for the European ATV project [4]. In the ATV software the potential 
field was created by summing a num ber o f potential functions consisting o f a goal potential to 
guide the path to the target, and individually shaped potential functions to represent each 
obstacle. The goal potential is described by a quadratic function increasing with distance 
from the goal point, as given in E qn 1-1. Each obstacle potential function is then chosen to 
decrease (or increase) rapidly as the position retreats (or approaches) the obstacle. The global 
potential function away from any obstacles should then approximate
A number o f different potential function types can be used to approximate different 
obstacles, but the primary obstacle potential is based on a Gaussian probability distribution. 
The general form o f the Gaussian potential function is given by
Eqn 1-3 exp - a j )/=l M  ^ij
Where and CT^ are constants, and x,- and represent the current co-ordinate and obstacle 
co-ordinate in the i  axis respectively. This is the approximate equivalent o f a multi­
dimensional Gaussian probability distribution with standard deviations aj;,- and cross 
deviations (7,y (i^j). The distribution o f  the Gaussian potential function can then be shaped 
along each axis through the matrix constant O}^  to represent the individual obstacle shape, and 
the size o f the potential is controlled by the constant Another alternative to represent 
obstacles is the Power Law potential function, given by the form
Eqn 1-4 (j) —pow „
1=1
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where is again the obstacle sizing constant, and the constant N  is chosen to ensure that
the function’s influence in the global potential decreases rapidly away from the obstacle. The 
characteristics o f the Gaussian and power law potential functions can be seen by looking at 
the profile o f the combined global potential field in one dimension. Figure 1-9 shows 
potential fields consisting o f a quadratic goal potential function and a range o f obstacle 
potential functions.
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Figure 1-9 Potential Function Combinations
Potential fields generated from analytical potential functions also support the use of 
alternative potential functions to represent obstacle shapes [48], but the range o f geometric 
shapes is still constrained to a limited num ber o f specific Euclidean shapes such as spheres 
and stars and combinations o f these. Potential functions have also been constructed based on 
ideal fluid flow [49], utilising the representation o f a fluid sink as the attractive goal potential, 
fluid sources for obstacles with vortex potentials to provide a preferred direction o f motion 
about obstacles.
The use o f analytical functions to describe the potential field has many advantages for 
real-time control in terms o f speed o f definition and calculation. N o pre-calculation is 
required for path finding beyond specifying the type and size o f potential functions used to 
represent the obstacle configuration. Furthermore, since obstacle positions are represented as 
variables in their respective potential functions, moving obstacles are inherently supported. 
Updating the potential field to add newly detected obstacles Is also simply achieved by adding 
additional potential functions. For large numbers o f obstacles however, calculation time may 
become significant in a real-time onboard control system.
The main difficulty with the potential function method is in the formation o f local 
minima in the potential field. From  the one dimensional profile shown in Figure 1-9 it can be 
seen that the combination o f a single obstacle potential with the goal quadratic potential forms 
a saddle point in the global potential field on the far side o f the obstacle. In two dimensions
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this is not critical since the potential will still decrease about either side o f the saddle point,
> 0 but < 0 , so the path finder cannot be trapped. However, if a second obstacle dx dy
potential is placed beside the first so that their influence on the global potential combines, a
d ^stable local minimum area between the two obstacle potentials may be formed, > 0  anddx
d<!>
dy > 0 , as shown in Figure 1-10.
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Figure 1-10 Local M inim um  Formation
For configurations consisting o f well separated obstacles, each represented by an 
individual potential function, this is not a problem. And, for isolated cases o f  local minima, 
techniques have been developed that use random motion to escape from a local minimum 
area [50], and alternative potential functions have been employed to attempt to avoid the 
creation o f these minima [51] [52] [53]. However, for complex configurations o f obstacles, 
such as that required to represent the International Space Station, high numbers o f local 
minima become prohibitive to the use o f a potential function field. Another factor against the 
use o f potential functions for path finding close to the ISS is that the position o f the goal 
minimum in the global potential field relies on the influence o f the obstacle potential 
functions being negligible at the goal. For the large combination o f potentials required to 
represent the ISS this may not be the case, especially for goal positions relatively close to the 
space station structure.
1.2.5 Harm onic Potential Fields
The formation o f undesirable local minima in many potential functions, which can 
prevent a path to the goal from being found, has lead to the development o f alternative
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potential field representations to avoid the formation o f such minima. The most popular o f 
these use a harmonic function to generate the potential field and guarantee the absence o f 
local minima. A  harmonic function ^  on a domain CT R" is a function that satisfies Laplace’s
equation
Eqn 1-5 = —0
i=l
The closed domain represents the configuration space o f the path planning problem, with 
the function (j) used to calculate the potential field. The obstacle and goal points provide 
boundary conditions for the calculation o f the potential field, with obstacle boundaries fixed 
at high potential values, and a low potential value fixed at the goal. The resulting harmonic 
potential satisfies the “Maximum Principal” [54] guaranteeing the there are no local minima in 
the function. It is this property that makes harmonic potentials highly attractive and lead to 
the choice o f a Laplace potential function as one o f the primary methods for close proximity 
path planning in this thesis.
The application o f harmonic or Laplace potential functions to path planning was 
introduced by Sato [55], and developed independently by Aids hi ta et al. [56] and Connolly et 
al. [57]. Aldshita et al. presented an analytical potential function based on the hydrodynamic 
potentials for a pair o f moving obstacles in simplistic closed space. Connolly et al. chose to 
represent the potential field discretely, iteratively applying the Laplace equation over the 
configuration space to obtain the potential field. This discrete representation o f the 
configuration space has been popular for the calculation o f harmonic potential fields [58] [59] 
thanks to its easy application to arbitrarily complex obstacle configurations and the order that 
is imposed upon the environment [60]. Typically the potential across a discrete grid is 
computed by a m ethod called “relaxation” [61] which iteratively calculates the potential at 
each point as the average o f the surrounding potential values, while maintaining the high and 
low potentials at the boundary and goal points respectively. The calculation o f potential fields f
based on the Laplace equation will be investigated fully in Chapter 5.
Although harmonic potentials are generally pre-calculated based on a specific obstacle 7
configuration space and goal configuration, efforts have also been made to apply discretely 
calculated harmonic potential fields to environments where the obstacles are either moving or '7
not fuUy known [62]. In this paper Zelek proposes the application o f discrete potential fields 
to a dynamic environment through the modification (recalculation) o f the potential field while 7
combining existing potential values and new results during computation, to guarantee proper «
control while the new potential field is being calculated.
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The link has also been made between the uses o f harmonic potentials for path >
planning and collision probabilities for random walks within the same configuration space 7
[63]. The probabilistic interpretation o f harmonic functions was investigated by Doyle and 
SneU [64] in terms o f lattices, but was applied directly by Connolly to discrete grids, who 
generated potential field values using random  walk collision statistics for each node on the 
grid to demonstrate the equivalence o f path planning using collision statistics. This result is 
important for the application o f harmonic functions to path planning for safety critical 
applications, since it proves that the paths found using these methods will automatically
ychoose a path with the minimum chance o f a collision in the event o f any uncertainty in the 
execution o f the motion. In  practice it ensures that paths generated from a harmonic 
potential field will provide good clearance away from obstacles boundaries wherever possible, 
unlike alternative methods that may produce paths that travel close to obstacles.
The first applications o f harmonic functions to path planning were based on 
hydrodynamic theory [65], and this physical representation o f the configuration space has 
been used in a range o f subsequent work [66] [67] [68]. However a num ber o f alternative |
physical representations whose steady state satisfies the Laplace equation have also been used 
to derive harmonic potential fields. Com m on alternative representations include molecular 
diffusion [69] and thermodynamic or annealing solutions [70] [71]. The solution o f diffusion 
and fluid flow problems through direct representation by analogue electrical circuits was 
developed previously [72], and more recently this has lead to the harmonic potentials 
represented by electrical fields [73], and the use o f inductive circuits to quickly and directly €
calculate harmonic potential fields [74].
1.2.6 Discrete Solutions
Although potential field methods are often computed over a discrete grid in order to 
obtain specific solutions to complex potential functions, there are also a wide range o f 
problem solving methods that can be applied directly to this discrete representation o f the 
configuration space. Dijkstra’s algorithm has been mentioned previously as a solution to path 
planning though a graph o f nodes, however for a large set o f highly interconnected nodes 
such as a regular grid there are far more efficient methods available. Like Dijkstra’s algorithm 
however all these alternative methods function by calculating across the grid some form of 
estimate for the distance or cost to transfer from each node to the goal. A path can then be y
found by stepping to each successive lowest cost node until the goal node is reached. This 
cost field can be considered similar to the potential field calculated using a harmonic potential i
function since the results can be used in the same manner to solve the path planning problem.
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.Dijkstra’s algorithm is an example o f a depth first search algorithm since it only
' Iexpands a single node o f the graph at a time, moving on to the next best cost node and ; :
updating that until all nodes have been calculated. Conversely a breadth first search is . j
performed by starting at a single node, expanding the cost values at each o f its surrounding yj
nodes, and then using these nodes to expand the cost values o f all o f their surrounding nodes, 
until all nodes have been updated. Both o f these blind-search methods are exhaustive 
techniques however, and while they will provide a path planning solution to reach the goal, in 
many situations they wiU expand too many nodes in the process. A  solution to the problem of 
expanding unnecessary nodes is to use some extra information about the configuration space 
to direct the search in a more efficient manner. One o f the most popular methods used in y
path planning is a directed breadth first algorithm known as A* [75], which has been widely 7
applied to a range o f applications from general AI problems [76] to path planning in computer 
games [77] thanks to its simplicity and ease o f application. A* (pronounced “a-star”) is a ii
generic m ethod that can be applied to any graph o f nodes provided that some heuristic 
estimate o f the remaining cost from a node to the goal node can be given. Tliis gives the cost 
o f any node on the graph by the function
Eqn 1-6 f  (n )  =  c { n )  + h { n )
w h e r e i s  the cost at node and e(n) and h{n) are the cost to reach n and the estimated 
remaining cost to the goal, respectively. Typically h{n) could be given by the direct distance 
remaining to the goal, or from a previous investigation. By searching only in the direction o f !the m ost promising nodes guided by the cost estimate h(n), the A* path finder is directed 
towards the goal, as shown in Figure 1-11, rather than spreading across the entire control 
space as is the case for a wave-front expansion. The efficiency o f  the search in quicldy finding 
a path to the goal point is dependent on the estimate o f the remaining distance to the goal.
Provided however that the estimation function b(n) is admissible, that is the estimated distance 
is never greater than the actual distance to the goal, an optimum path to the goal will always 
be found.
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Figure 1-11 The A* Algorithm (adapted from [77])
Although A* methods have proved very popular, a significant amount o f research has 
also performed into improving the exhaustive breadth first method. If it can be computed 
sufficiently quickly a breadth first search offers a number of advantages over A* because the 
cost field exists over the entire configuration space rather than the specific area searched. The 
breadth first search, also known as the wave-front method because o f the wave o f nodes 
propagated out from the goal during the search, has been developed in detail by Donald [78] 
and Dorst and Trovato [79]. Furthermore, the analogy of the propagation o f wave-front 
methods to the extensively optimised flood-fill algorithms utilised in computer graphics was 
made by Pavlidis [80], which lead to the application o f low-level computer rasterizing 
hardware to directly perform a breadth first search for path planning [81]. An additional 
solution to the problem o f expanding large numbers o f nodes is to reduce the total number of  
nodes used to represent the configuration space by grouping together areas o f free-space [82]. 
This can be achieved for a grid based representation by using a hierarchical data structure, 
such as a quadtree structure, so that areas o f free-space can be represented by a single node 
[83].
Both A* and wave-front methods have been further enhanced through the use o f  
distance transforms in the formulation o f the movement cost between nodes [84] [85]. The 
standard formulation o f these methods does not discriminate between the proximity o f free- 
space nodes o f the grid to any obstacle nodes, unlike the Laplace method which ensures safe 
clearance o f obstacles. However this can be provided by incorporating into the cost of
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transferring to a node an additional cost based on the nodes proximity to obstacles or some 
estimate o f the collision probability at the node [8 6 ] [87].
The final problem for discrete path planning solutions is how to deal with unknown or 
changing environments. A typical approach to partially unknown environments from other 
areas o f path planning is to treat unexplored regions as obstacles and only enter if goal is there 
[8 8 ] [89], however this severely limits the paths that may be found and precludes finding 
optimal paths to the goal [90]. Boult presented an updatable A* method [91] which was later 
extended in [92]. The method maintains an optimal cost map from the goal to all states in the 
environment, so that when differences between the obstacle environment and then map are 
discovered, only the affected portion o f the cost map needs updated. A new algorithm known 
as the D* algorithm (from Dynamic A*) [93] has also been developed from the A* algorithm 
to speed the recalculation of the cost field in a dynamic environment. This technique operates 
by limiting the required recalculation to the specific areas o f the cost field that are affected by 
the change in obstacle configuration. So for example, if a new obstacle is introduced into the 
control volume, then only those nodes that are hidden, or shadowed, from the goal by the 
new obstacle need be recalculated, as shown in Figure 1-12.
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Figure 1-12 The D * Algorithm
Alternately, an adaptable quadtree representation o f the grid and distance cost 
transforms were combined by Zelinsky [94] to provide an efficient discrete grid which can be 
easily updated when new obstacles are encountered, but avoids unnecessary nodes in the grid 
to speed up the calculation o f the cost field.
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1.2.7 Integrating Motion Constraints
Once a m ethod has been found for planning a path to reach the goal configuration, it 
then remains to plan the actual motion o f the robot to follow this path. In most cases a 
number o f motion constraints wiU have already been applied in the generation o f the 
configuration space, for example the range o f m otion o f each joint in a robotic manipulator. 
Some additional constraints, such as the cost o f traversing different terrain for a ground based
vehicle, may also be integrated into the original path planning problem [95] [96] [97]. These 
papers also distinguish between the incline and slope direction o f the terrain, allowing uphiU 
and downhill sections to be assigned different costs to take account o f the acceleration and 
braldng capabilities o f the vehicle. However other factors such as acceleration restrictions for 
a ftee-flying vehicle, or turning circle constraints for a wheeled vehicle, wiU limit the paths that i: >
may be followed.
For global search m ethods such as the V-graph that produce a graph o f nodes for path 
planning, the paths produced only define direct m otion from point to point through the 
graph, and often there wiU be sharp changes in direction between segments o f the path. While 
this type o f motion may be possible for a highly manoeuvrable vehicle with precise navigation, 
in most cases such a path could only be followed approximately. Since the configuration 
space graph itself does not contain any information concerning collision probabilities outside 
o f the nodes and edges o f the graph, the original method must therefore be formulated to 
include a defined patli following error, and the m otion used to follow the path constrained to 
within this error margin from the prescribed path.
Conversely analytical potential functions naturally provide path planning information 
over the whole configuration space, with the result that they are ideally suited to motion 
planning since the path can be allowed to follow its natural motion constraints while path 
planning control is continuously applied using the potential values [46]. The continuous 
nature o f this type o f path planning is also highly suited to on-line path finding and guidance 
control. The robot can be allowed to traverse the configuration space, with the potential 
function used to supply direct control inputs based on the robot’s current configuration to 
guide the robot along a path to the goal, automatically incorporating any motion errors since 
the robot’s true position rather than pre-planned position is used throughout, ensuring a 
colHsion-free path. Nevertheless, safe collision avoidance stiU is dependent on the ability o f 
the robot to satisfy the requested motion from the potential function path planner, so the 
stability o f the system is critical. Typically this can be ensured by imposing strict Hmits on the 
velocity o f the robot, and shaping the magnitude o f the control inputs supplied from the 
potential function [98].
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Lilce graph based methods, discrete potential field or grid based methods (such as A*) 
also often plan paths from point to point through the configuration space. Depending on the 
semp o f the grid this can often produce undesirable path characteristics since the route can 
only follow axis aligned or diagonal directions. An attempt has been made to overcome this 
limitation with applications to free-flying space robots through randomisation o f the grid node 
placements with impressive results [99], however the m ethod requires a high resolution grid 
which limits its usefulness. Unlike generic graph results however, grid based methods do 
provide additional path planning information away from the primary patli thanks to the 
potential or cost data stored in the surrounding nodes. This can be used by interpolating the 
data between nodes to obtain a continuous potential or cost field, which can be used in a 
similar fashion to analytical potential functions to provide integrated path planning and 
m otion planning, with applicability to on-line path planning [59]. This method of 
interpolating a discrete potential or cost field to provide continuous path planning and 
guidance wiU be developed in Chapter 6 for use in this thesis for close proximity path 
planning at the International Space Station.
1.3 T h esis Goals
The primary goal o f this thesis is to develop the techniques and tools that wiU be 
required to manoeuvre a free-flying inspection vehicle safely around the exterior o f tlie ISS. 
The development o f these techniques wiU focus specifically on the ISS Inspector vehicle, and 
the design o f the associated ISS Inspector project systems. As demonstrated earUer in this 
chapter, there is a pressing need for such a free-flying vehicle to reduce the need for astronaut 
BVA and to support external missions. However, many of the problems involved in 
operating a free-flying vehicle based ISS have yet to be fuUy investigated, specificaUy the 
problem o f safety constrained path planning for a vehicle moving in close proximity to the 
structure o f the space station.
1.3.1 Required Manoeuvring Methods
The types o f manoeuvres required for the Inspector free-flyer are determined by the 
ISS-Inspector mission profile, which caUs for the vehicle to transfer between its docldng port 
and various observation positions around the ISS. The manoeuvring strategies developed 
here to achieve this wUl be broken up into two distinct phases; long range transfers to and 
from docldng and between observation points on opposite sides o f the ISS, and short range 
local manoeuvring between adjacent pairs o f observation points. The main priority o f both o f
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these phases must be to preserve the safety o f the space station at all times. However, the 
cost o f each transfer in terms o f duration and propellant usage must also be optimised in 
order to achieve mission goals within the finite capabilities o f the free-flying vehicle.
Constraints on the long range manoeuvring strategy are that it should provide the best 
available long term passive safety, to ensure the safety o f the ISS in the event o f any 
malfunction, but still be able to approach the ISS structure for docldng and close observation 
phases o f the mission. To achieve this, a strategy using an Ellipse o f Safety (EOS) transfers 
wiU be exclusively developed in this thesis for long range manoeuvres. The EOS is concept 
that was used in the X-Mir Inspector mission to provide a safe trajectory to fly-around the Mir 
space station, but has not to the authors knowledge been utilised for point to point transfers. 
Being a pre-planned sequence o f manoeuvres it should be possible to demonstrate, through an 
investigation o f each element o f the transfer, that the complete manoeuvre will be entirely 
passively safe.
The second stage o f ISS Inspector manoeuvring consists o f path planning and 
manoeuvring between observation points in close proximity to the ISS structure. Path 
planning methods using both  discrete Laplace potential fields and discrete wave-front cost 
fields will be adapted and applied to the problem o f path planning in a relative orbital co­
ordinate frame attached to the ISS. The dynamics o f the resulting relative motion problem in 
this rotating co-ordinate frame will be investigated, and the results used to develop a gradient 
impulse manoeuvring m ethod combined with a pre-calculated potential or cost field to plan 
the motion required to reach each observation point. The focus during this phase wHl be 
placed upon the passive safety o f  the collision avoidance strategy and the minimisation o f 
potential collision impact velocities.
To simplify the path planning problem a number o f approximations and assumptions 
WÜ1 be made to the dynamic model o f the Inspector vehicle. First the vehicle model will be 
constrained to consider only translational degrees o f freedom. This is a valid assumption for 
collision-free path planning since the ISS Inspector vehicle itself is a relatively compact shape 
that can be easily approximated by a sphere, and is capable o f providing thruster control in 
any direction independent o f orientation. From  a control point o f view, Inspector attitude 
control using reaction wheels wiU be relatively decoupled from any translational control 
actions until the reaction wheels become saturated, which is unlikely given the relatively short 
mission duration unless some significant external torque is applied to the Inspector vehicle.
In addition, all Inspector manoeuvres wiU take place with a relatively long transfer time 
between each thruster action, allowing an extended period o f free-drifting for attitude control 
to take place. The low relative magnitude o f the velocity changes required compared available
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thrust also allows the thrusters actuations to be approximated by impulse manoeuvres - 
velocity changes o f negligible duration at a point [100]. Finally it will be assumed for 
development that accurate relative positional and velocity information is available, and that 
thruster actuations are also accurate. The effects o f errors in each o f these systems must also 
be considered and investigated, however, to verify the integrity o f any developed methods.
1.3.2 Thesis Contributions
The contributions made in the development o f these tools and methods can be 
described in a num ber o f areas, primarily concerned with the advancement o f passively safe 
manoeuvring techniques o f a free-flying robot close to the ISS. The primary contributions 
can be listed as;
•  The Ellipse o f Safety point to point transfer method, developed from a simple fly-around 
trajectory into a fuUy passively safe manoeuvring method for point to point transfers.
•  The first application o f both harmonic potential fields and a discrete cost field to path 
planning for a free-flying space robot. The suitability o f these functions for path planning 
in close proximity to a complex obstacle structure such as the ISS is also demonstrated in 
the results.
• The development o f a new velocity selection manoeuvring method, to use potential field 
information to generate paths while observing dynamic constraints to minimise impact 
velocities in case o f failure, with the aim o f providing enhanced passive safety for the ISS.
•  The development o f an interactive graphical software interface to enhance mission 
planning, and enforce safety constraints such as passive station keeping safety using visual 
indicators.
•  The use o f prior information about obstacle structure (ISS configuration) at a high level to 
perform pre-selection o f optimal manoeuvre types, and automatic scheduling o f transfers 
to observation points using this information.
Combined with the predefined ISS-Inspector manoeuvres such as forced m otion along the R~ 
bar and collision avoidance manoeuvres, an overall strategy providing highly safe transfers to 
and from docldng and to any point around the exterior o f the ISS is provided.
1.3.3 Software Tool Overview
In addition to the development o f the individual manoeuvres required for the ISS 
Inspector, the objective is to make use o f these manoeuvres in a cohesive manner for overall
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mission planning. By combining the selection o f suitable observation co-ordinates, the 
optimisation o f the choice and sequence o f transfers between docking and the chosen 
observation points, and the visual analysis o f the final mission plan, the rapid development o f 
ISS Inspector missions wül be possible. An integrated tool will therefore be developed for 
rapid mission prototyping and planning. This tool should be able to demonstrate the 
operational use o f the developed manoeuvring techniques, as well as investigating feasibility o f 
the ISS Inspector mission concept. An overall schematic of the mission planning software is 
given in Figure 1-13.
M ission Plan Display
Numerical and visual and presentation of 
mission plan and trajectories
Transfer Scheduling
Selection and optimisation o f sequence 
o f transfers
M ission Analysis
Safety analysis o f each mission segment 
and estimate o f passive safety and 
collision probabilities
Observation Point Selection
A visual, interactive representation o f the 
ISS, used to choose suitable observation 
co-ordinates
Trajectory Planning
Automatic evaluation and planning o f 
each available transfer combination 
between observation points and docking
Figure 1-13 Mission Planning Software Schematic
One of the key requirements is that the tools developed for mission planning must be 
portable to the computing facilities available onboard the ISS, so that missions can be 
investigated by astronauts on-orbit as well as mission planners on the ground. In  addition, if 
rapid inspection o f the ISS is to be successful the problem o f mission specification, the
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selection o f suitable inspection positions within operational as well as visual constrains, must 
be addressed. Finally the tool must be able to provide results o f the planned mission, both 
quantitatively and visually, and with a brief analysis o f the passive safety o f each element o f the 
mission.
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C H A P T E R  2: O R B IT A L  D Y N A M IC S
2.1 Planetary and Satellite M otion
To plan motion for a free-flying vehicle at the International Space Station we must first 
consider the motion of the ISS in its orbit about the earth. The ISS flies in a circular orbit 
approximately 400km above the surface o f the earth, and rotates 360 deg throughout each 
orbit to maintain it’s orientation with respect to the earth below. Over the course o f its life 
the station’s orbital radius will vary as the orbit decays under the influence o f atmospheric 
drag and is periodically re-boosted. For the duration o f an individual free-flyer mission 
however, it is acceptable to approximate the orbit radius as constant. To perform ISS- 
Inspector path planning relative to the ISS we therefore wish to refer to the Inspector position 
and motion in a co-ordinate system fixed relative to the ISS, as shown below in Figure 2-1.
y - axis
X - ax s
orbit radius 
(R -bar)
orbital velocity 
(V -bar)
Figure 2-1 ISS Fixed Co-ordinate System
The local co-ordinate system to be used has its origin fixed at the ISS co-ordinate 
reference point, located at the ISS centre o f mass near the centre o f the main truss structure. 
The axis system is then orientated so that the x-axis is aligned along the positive orbital 
velocity vector (referred to as the V-bar), the y-axis is aligned along the outward radial
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direction (opposite to the R-bar), and the z-axis completes the triad. This axis orientation is 
used since this is the co-ordinate system adopted by EADS Astrium for the Inspector 
programme to comply with thek Russian partners RSC Energia in the project. It should be 
noted however that the standard co-ordinate system used by NASA for the ISS has the z-axls 
aligned along the inward radial direction (negative y-axis in Figure 2-1), and the y-axis 
replacing the z-axis from the Russian configuration.
Before we investigate the relative motion o f a free-flying vehicle in this ISS fixed co­
ordinate system it is useful to first consider the relative motion o f the two bodies’ orbits about 
the earth. The geometry o f an elliptical orbit about the earth can be described can be 
described by the mathematics o f conical sections. The ellipse is one form o f conic section, 
along with the parabola and hyperbola, which though also applicable to interplanetary 
spacecraft trajectories are not relevant to this investigation o f orbital dynamics. The premise 
o f conic sections is that the shape o f any ellipse may be found by taldng a section through a 3- 
dimensional cone [101]. One property o f these conic sections is that they have two foci, 
which can be used to generate the ellipse using a Hne segment o f length 2a attached to each 
focus. This is shown by the two Hnes 2 a —p  andp  in Figure 1-2, with the Sun or planetary 
body located at one o f the foci.
Apogee I ^ \ Perigee
r, -  a( ! +e) t; ^  a ( l - e )
Figure 2“2 Orbital Ellipse geometry
Any ellipse may be completely described by two parameters, the semi-major axis a and the 
ellipse eccentricity e. These can be calculated from the radius o f the orbit at the furthest and 
closest points on the ellipse to the central body, the apogee and perigee.
Eqn 2-1
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r. -  r.E q n  2-2 6 = —----- -
In addition the speed at any point on the orbit can be determined by
E q n  2-3 V —^fjU{ )\  r a
O r for a circular orbit where r = a, the speed reduces to
E q n  2-4 =
Kepler’s third law states that the radius vector between the two bodies sweeps an area 
at a constant rate d A !d t  This can be calculated from the angular momentum  o f the orbit as 
d A /d t — H /2^ with the angular m omentum (per unit mass) H  equal to the vector product of 
the radius and velocity vectors at any instant. The ellipse orbital period can then be calculated 
by dividing the ellipse area, given h j  A  — TVab, by d A /d t  Using the equation for the angular 
m omentum
E q n  2-5 H  =
gives the orbital period as
E q n  2-6 j ,  ^ 2 m '^
VA
The time taken for a complete orbit is dependent, therefore only on the semi-major axis o f the 
ellipse, and notably, not on the eccentricity. I f  the free-flyer is on a circular orbit o f  a different 
radius to the ISS, it will have a different orbital period from the station and wiH either drift 
ahead or behind o f the station. However, an elliptical orbit with a semi-major axis size o f a 
will have the same orbital period as a circular orbit o f radius a. This allows a vehicle moving
relative to a target vehicle in a circular orbit to use elliptical orbits to move around the target
vehicle, without continually moving away from the target because o f a difference in orbital 
periods. Motion on an elliptical orbit will cause a periodic relative motion between tire free- 
flyer and the ISS in its fixed circular orbit, that will drift with each orbit if the orbit periods 
differ. This drifting elliptical motion can be seen in Figure 2-3, which shows the relative 
m otion between a circular orbit and an elliptical orbit with a longer orbital period. If  the orbit 
periods were tire same, tire relative m otion would itself describe an ellipse about the centre o f 
the ISS reference frame.
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Figure 2-3 Relative Motion between Circular and Elliptic Orbits
The equations o f motion o f a free-flying vehicle moving relative to another vehicle in 
orbit about a planetary body are given by a set o f non-linear equations [102] that can only be 
solved for the free-flyer motion using numerical methods. They cannot be easily manipulated 
further to derive equations to predict and plan trajectories in the orbital co-ordinate frame. 
However these equations were linearised by Clohessy and Wiltshire [103] by making the 
assumptions that the origin o f the co-ordinate frame is on a circular orbit, and that the 
positional offset o f the free-flying vehicle in this co-ordinate frame is small relative to the 
frame’s orbital radius. The derivation o f the full equations o f motion and their linearisation is 
provided in Appendix III, to give
x  = -2o ty  + f ^
Eqn2-7 ÿ = 2oJtk + 3co^ y + 
z = ~ 0 )^z  +
These equations are Imown as the Clohessy Wiltshire (CW) Equations, regardless o f the frame 
o f reference in which they have been obtained. It can be seen that the two equations 
describing the in plane motion (x-y plane) o f the free-flyer are coupled together, while the out 
o f plane motion (z-axis) is completely separate.
The CW equations can now be solved by integration [104], given some initial position 
(Xq, Zg) and velocity components (Xq, ÿg, Zq) ,  for the free-flyer position at time t
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Eqn 2-8
= Xg - 6 ((y f-s in (y f)y g  + — sin c o t - 3 t"(0 CO
+ - ^ ( l - c o s ( y f ) - —f^ f x  ~ \ l t - 2-—sin (Of_(y" 2 _ 10) CO J />
Eqn 2-9
2 1y (f)  -  ( 4 “-3cos6?r)yg (cos6)f- l)X g  + — (sin (üf)ÿo
9 9-4 - s in A ;f - — rw CO f x  + ^ ( 1 - COS (O f)/ 0)
Eqn 2-10 z{t )  = Zg cos (Of + - ^ s i n  (Of + - ^ ( 1  -  cos (Of)
and for the free-flyer velocity at time /
i ( f )  — 6 (0 (c o s (0 f- l)y g  + (4 cos (Of ~  3) Xg - 2  sin (Of ÿg
Eqn 2-11 a 9
+ (— s m (0 f-3 f ) /^ . - ~ (1 -c o s (O f)
j ( f )  = 3(0 sin (Of y g + 2  sin (Of Xg + cos (Of ÿg
Eqn 2-12 9  1-  — (c o s (O f - l) /^  + — sin (Of
E qn 2-13 z (f)  = -(O sin (Of Zg + cos (Of Zg + — sin (Of
These equations illustrate the somewhat counter-intuitive nature o f the free-flyer motion in 
this reference frame. For example, Eqn 2-11 demonstrates that the free-flyer velocity in the x 
direction, whilst initially dependent on Xg, qulcldy becomes influenced to a great extent by the 
initial velocity in the y direction as well as the initial y offset from the V-bar (y = 0).
Therefore, no initial velocity in the x direction is required to produce motion in the x direction 
at a later time. In  fact, to travel to a point along the positive x-axis it may even be necessary to 
make an initial AV in the negative x direction. The relationship between the direction o f the 
initial velocity and the shape o f the resulting m otion does, however, follow a pattern since the 
in-plane relative m otion will always be part o f an elliptical path.
As expected, the initial x co-ordinate Xg has no effect on velocity since the motion is 
independent o f where on the circular ISS orbit it takes place, the resulting trajectory is simply 
shifted along the x-axis. This has the im portant result that the free-flyer can remain stationary 
with respect to the ISS, Imown as station keeping, at any point on the V-bar without requiring 
any propellant to maintain its position. Any other position relative to the ISS however, will
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need continuous thruster activity to counteract the accelerations acting on it. This is shown in 
the velocity equations as the yo and Zq contributions to the velocity components. The effects 
o f these accelerations can be seen in Figure 2-4, showing the path taken by the free-flyer when 
allowed to drift from an initial stationary position. The resulting path drifts away from the 
origin on a looping path, in a direction dependent on the initial y co-ordinate.
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Figure 2-4 Free-Drift from a Stationary Position
I f  the initial velocity is non-zero, the free-flyer may enter an elliptical path at a different point 
on the eUipse and can control the size and shape o f the final ellipse. Figure 2-5 shows a 
typical example, calculated using the CW equations over one complete ISS orbit.
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Figure 2-5 An Example CW Trajectory
In  this example, the free-flyer has started from the co-ordinates (-10.0, 10.0, 10.0) m with a 
velocity o f (-0.02, -0.01, 0.10) m s'b This resulted in an in-plane ellipse, drifting in the negative 
X direction by approximately 10 metres per orbit, and a periodic out-of-plane motion which 
returned the free-flyer to its initial z co-ordinate after one orbit.
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it can be shown that
^0,,, = - - ^ { c o s C O T ~ - l ) [ 2 i X f  - X q ) +  4 F j  s ï n c o T - 3 0 T ( F 2  -  yg )]
Eqn 2-15 3 jo  + F 2 ------------   sin (Of°  ^ (0 (cos(0f - l )
In general, all paths in the rotating frame o f reference used to calculate relative motion 
describe an elliptical path, the centre o f which may be drifting parallel to the x-axis.
2.2 Two-“Im pulse M anoeuvres
In  addition to using the CW equations to predict the motion o f the free-flyer, there is 
a requirement to calculate the change o f  velocity and hence thruster activity required for the 
free-flyer to follow a desired path and reach its goal position. Eqn 2-8, Eqn 2-9, and Eqn 2-10 
above, determine the free-flyer position after time t given an initial position and velocity.
These equations can be re-arranged to give the initial velocity required to reach a target 
position after time t = T, from a given initial position. Using these equations it is then possible 
to plan a manoeuvre to move from one position to new target position, and calculate the 
velocities required to accomplish this.
Substituting for / =  T, and introducing F, and Fj to simplify the result 
E q n  2-14
Ü)
which gives the initial change in velocity AV|. For a given a starting position and target co­
ordinates, the required initial velocity and the path followed is therefore depended solely on |
the time taken to reach the target T. Furthermore it can be shown that as the transfer time A
T-^0 then each equation is approximated by the distance to the target along that axis, divided 
by the transfer time T, as expected. The final change in velocity required to reach the final 
state AVg, can also be calculated by substituting for the transfer time and initial velocity in Eqn 
2-11 - Eqn 2-13, to give the total required velocity change AV,Q^ ,^.
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2.2.1 The Effect of Transfet Time X
The transfer time used to plan a manoeuvre between two points has a dramatic effect 
both on the propellant requirements for the manoeuvre and on the path the free-flyer will 
follow to reach its target. The effect o f increasing X can be seen in Figure 2-6, which details 
the trajectory between two sets o f co-ordinates for a range o f transfer times.
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Path X (sec) Xq (ms'^) jo  (ms"') AV] (ms )^ AVg (ms ') AV, ,^  ^ (ms'')
A 500 0.0059 -0.0334 0.0349 0.0288 0.0637
B 1000 -0.0074 -0.0247 0.0257 0.0167 0.0424
C 2000 -0.0168 -0.0154 0.0227 0.0116 0.0343
D 6000 -0.0235 -0.0204 0.0311 0.0242 0.0553
Figure 2-6 Increasing Transfer Time Comparison
As the transfer time increases, the path taken to the target deviates increasingly from 
the direct line to the target. All the trajectories shown represent an ellipse segment, the size 
and eccentricity o f which is dependent on the target co-ordinates, and the fraction o f an orbit 
over which the manoeuvre takes place. For the case shown in Figure 2-6(D), T exceeds the 
ISS orbital period o f 5560 seconds, and the free-flyer path must complete a fuU ellipse before 
arriving at its target. This pattern continues if  the transfer time is extended past two orbits, 
with the resultant path executing an additional ellipse for each additional orbit on its path to 
the target.
The cost o f each two impulse transfer in terms o f propellant can be determined by the 
total change in velocity or AV required for the manoeuvre. A two impulse transfer consists o f 
two parts, the initial velocity change AV  ^ to start the free-flyer on tlie deshed trajectory, and 
the final velocity change AVg to bring the free-flyer to rest at its goal. In the first three 
examples shown AV^, AV2, and AV^^^ , decrease with increasing transfer times, although this
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trend does not continue as Figure 2-6 demonstrates. Also, a decrease in the initial impulse 
AVj may not necessarily result in a corresponding reduction in AV2 since the magnitude o f the 
second impulse is simply dependent on the free-flyer velocity at the target, which wiU vary as 
the free-flyer travels around its elliptical path. Looldng at the individual component velocities 
in the X and y axes, it can be seen that the direction o f the initial applied AV also changes 
dramatically as the transfer time varies. In  the example transfer shown, the required x velocity 
component is initially positive moving the free-flyer in the direction o f the target for T = 500 
s, but changes as the transfer time increases so that for X = 2000 s the initial x velocity is 
actually directing the free-flyer away from the target.
2.2.2 Optimisation of Two-Impulse Trajectories
To choose a transfer time for any specific manoeuvre, it may be desirable to optimise 
X with respect to some cost function for the manoeuvre [105] [106]. The most obvious cost 
for a trajectory is the propellant required to perform  the manoeuvre, which is proportional to 
the AV for the two impulse transfer, and varies with X. For each manoeuvre there will be a 
transfer time which requires the minimum possible AV. Figure 2-7 illustrates the variation o f 
AV against X for the manoeuvre from (-10, 10) to (0, 0) described in Figure 2-6.
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Figure 2-7 AV Required vs Transfer Time X
The transfer times shown range from 500 to 20,000 s, encapsulating nearly four complete 
orbits o f the reference frame. It can be seen that the cost varies periodically, with one cycle 
and hence one minimum in the first orbit, and one minimum every half orbit from there on.
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It can also be seen that in this case the minimum of the first cycle appears to be the global 
minimum for the whole function. The only exception to this cycle o f minima in the cost 
function comes from transfers between two sets o f co-ordinates which lie at the same orbit 
radius, i.e. the same y co-ordinate. In this case a drifting ellipse is able to reach the target 
point relatively efficiently in exactly one orbital period, if  the drift o f the ellipse in a single 
orbit is equal to the distance to the target point. For transfers between differing orbit radii, a 
transfer time equal to one orbit is not possible, since the orbital dynamics determine that any 
elliptical path will always return to the same orbit radius after each orbital period. This can be 
demonstrated using Eqn 2-14. I f  the transfer time X is equal to the orbital period o f the 
reference frame, then the term COT becomes 2iz. The term F2 therefore tends towards infinity, 
except in the case o f y^  = yo where it equals zero.
Nevertheless, it is reasonable to assume that in general the optimum transfer time for a 
two impulse transfer Mes within one orbit period. The distribution o f the AV over this period 
is variable for different combinations o f start and goal co-ordinates. This is illustrated in 
Figure 2-8, showing AV as a function o f transfer time for a range o f start co-ordinates to reach 
a constant target point.
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Figure 2-8 AV Distribution for Varying Start Co-ordinates
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An additional factor to the overall cost function is the cost o f the time taken for each 
manoeuvre. Time constraints are an important factor during both crewed and automated 
missions, and a wide range o f factors will determine the cost o f transfer time, including:
•  Crew time for tele-operated free-flyers controlled from the ISS.
•  Astronaut movements for EVA support missions.
•  Crew time for automated free-flyer supervision.
•  Time windows for specific lighting conditions.
Including the cost o f time, a linear example o f a cost function for a two impulse transfer can 
be given by
Eqn 2-16 Cost{ i:)  =  + k f t
The choice o f weighting o f the time constant k t , which represents the relative cost o f the 
transfer time to the AV or propellant requirement, is important in influencing the optimal 
transfer time as can be seen in Figure 2-9.
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Figure 2-9 Transfer Cost for Varying T im e Cost W eighting
Increasing the time cost has the effect o f displacing the total cost distribution towards lower 
transfer times, resulting in faster optimal solutions. This allows for a certain amount o f 
flexibility for mission planning in the case o f emergencies where time is critical, or for cases 
where time is limited by operational constraints. For normal missions though, despite the
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high cost o f astronaut time, the even higher propellant costs dictate that the total cost is 
primarily driven by the AV requirement, and savings in transfer time have only a small impact 
on the final cost o f a manoeuvre. This is even more important for automated free-flyers, 
where astronaut demands are reduced and lower AV requirements lead to enhanced mission 
capabilities and mission durations.
2.3 M ulti-W aypoint M anoeuvres
There are, for manoeuvres in the vicinity o f other objects, many conceivable scenarios 
for which a single step two-impulse transfer would not be suitable. For example, an obstacle 
may lie in front o f the target co-ordinates or along the planned two-impulse trajectory. While 
some obstacles may be avoided by manually adjusting the transfer time of a manoeuvre to 
alter the path, this trial and error process is time consuming and cannot be easily automated. 
Furthermore, manipulating the transfer time to avoid obstacles may compromise other 
mission goals, such as time windows or AV limitations. For problems involving complex 
obstacles such as the ISS, many transfers simply cannot be solved by a two impulse 
manoeuvre, or cannot be performed with adequate safety clearance.
The simple solution to this problem o f collision avoidance is to use multiple two- 
impulse transfers between a number o f waypoints to reach the target. These waypoints may 
be placed manually by a mission planner, or automatically through planning software to reach 
the goals o f the mission. Each instance o f a manoeuvre between waypoints is then essentially 
a distinct two impulse transfer, except that it carries over the velocity from the end o f the 
previous step.
2.3.1 Applications for Multi-Waypoint Paths
The primary application o f waypoints is to avoid obstacles in the path o f the free-flyer. 
I f  the vehicle were manoeuvring in free space, there would be little reason to split up a 
transfer except for possible navigation issues. The ISS structure however presents a highly 
complex obstacle configuration to be traversed by the free-flyer. The simplest example o f 
obstacle avoidance would be a two-step transfer with a single waypoint, used to bypass an 
object in the normal path o f a two impulse transfer, as shown in Figure 2-10.
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Single Step 1000 0.0109 - 0.0109 0.0217
Two Step 500,500 0.0144 0.0344 0.0144 0.0632
Figure 2-10 Single Waypoint Obstacle Avoidance
There is no means o f avoiding the obstacle in Figure 2-10 with a single two impulse transfer, 
as the orbital dynamics o f the problem wiU always force the path to curve below the target 
point. Yet a single waypoint enables the path to be easily diverted above the obstacle, so that 
the target can be safely reached. The penalty for this added control is an increased AV 
requirement for the transfer.
For more complex obstacle avoidance problems, a larger number o f waypoints may be 
used, following a pre-defined safe path to the target. This “^safe’ path can be generated, 
independently o f the orbital dynamics o f the problem, and then broken down into steps using 
waypoints between each section, so that the desired path can be followed by the free-flyer. 
This strategy permits a high degree o f flexibility in the technique used to find a safe path, and 
can be easily configured for different obstacle configurations. In  addition, the planning of 
such multi-waypoint paths is suitable for automation, unlike the single waypoint technique 
described above, which requires a degree o f understanding o f the equations o f motion to be 
used effectively. An example o f path following using waypoints can be seen in Figure 2-11, 
which shows a path generated using a two dimensional Laplace function based path planner, 
before being converted into a series o f waypoints.
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Figure 2-11 Multi-Waypoint Path Following
Multi-step manoeuvres have other possible applications, especially in rendezvous and 
docldng missions. For crewed missions, using smaller steps rather that one large transfer to 
approach a target along the V-bar, minimises the deviation from the V-bar and hence from 
the Mne of sight to the target making it easier for a human pilot to control. The use o f smaller 
steps during the approach also allows the closing velocity to the target vehicle to be 
independently controlled at each waypoint, facilitating braking gates so that as the free-flyer 
nears the target the potential impact velocity in the event o f a failure is reduced. Finally, 
multiple waypoints allow controlled manoeuvring along the R-bar, since as previously noted, 
the elliptical m otion o f the free-flyer can only drift naturally in the V-bar direction. This 
allows additional docking approaches from above and below the ISS to be safely performed 
since the free-flyer will drift away from the target in the event o f a failure.
2.3.2 Optimisation of Multi-Waypoint Manoeuvres
Unfortunately the difficulty o f optimising a multi-waypoint manoeuvre increases 
proportionally to the power o f the number o f steps. The problem is essentially a function 
optimisation o f the n variable cost function, where n is the number o f transfer times. The only 
case for which simple optimisation techniques are practical therefore, is a single waypoint, two
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step transfet. Figure 2-12, shows two example manoeuvres optimised using a simplex m ethod 
optimisation routine in Madab [107] [108].
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(ms-') 0.0334 0.0354 0.0304 0.0331
Figure 2-12 Optimised Two Step Transfers
Two results are detailed for each transfer to show the range o f solutions that can be found 
depending on the inidal estimate given to the optimisation routine. The global minimum is 
consequendy very difficult to find because o f local minima in the cost function, even in the 
simple case o f a transfer with a single waypoint considered here. It may be the case, as with 
the single two impulse manoeuvre, that the global optimum is obtained from the first minima 
o f the function. This is supported by the results shown, and consequendy, small initial 
estimates for the transfer functions are recommended.
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The main problem resulting from the optimisation o f multi-waypoint manoeuvres, 
however, is that the extended paths resulting from longer more efficient transfer times, may 
impinge upon the obstacles that the waypoints were initially designed to avoid. Care is 
therefore required in manipulating transfers to optimise propellant usage, not to compromise 
the safety o f the trajectory. In  fact, for many multi-waypoint manoeuvres the safety factor, 
rather than the AV, may be the primary cost criteria used to evaluate trajectories. This is an 
im portant problem since for any set o f manoeuvres used to approximate a pre calculated safe 
path there wUl always be a certain amount o f deviation from the desired path between 
waypoints. It is necessary to ensure that this deviation is constrained sufficiently to maintain 
the obstacle avoidance o f the original plan. As with the optimisation o f AV, this may be 
achieved by adjusting the transfer time to control the maximum deviation within any step o f 
the manoeuvre. It may also be necessary to insert extra waypoints, if the maximum deviation 
criteria cannot be maintained because o f the safe path curving in the opposing direction to the 
orbital dynamics, as shown in Figure 2-13.
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Figure 2-13 Deviation from Planned Path
This m ethod of optimisation only considers each step o f the manoeuvre individually 
though, and makes no attempt to optimise the propellant cost either locally or globally. One 
possible optimisation to the AV cost would be to take the safe path generated by the 
maximum deviation routines, and use further techniques to attempt to minimise the AV by 
varying the transfer times within certain Hmits. One such set o f techniques, suitable to the 
optimisation o f a function o f a large number o f variables, are Genetic Algorithms (GA) [109]
[110]. Genetic algorithms function by maintaining a population o f solutions to a given 
problem stored in a chromosome-like data structure, and applying recombination operators
[111] to the population to preserve critical information and generate new members o f the
%
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population. By applying an evaluation function to each member, the population can then be 
pruned, with the better members preserved and given more chances to reproduce than the 
poorer members.
In the case o f the optimisation o f a multi-waypoint transfer, the variables that make up 
the chromosome structure wiU be the transfer time for each individual point to point transfer 
o f the manoeuvre. An evaluation function is easily provided by the cost o f the complete 
manoeuvre in terms o f AV and total transfer time. Given an initial population o f transfer time 
sets based on the maximum deviation results, successive generations would evolve with 
improved sets o f transfer times to give a better total AV cost. Genetic algorithms have the 
advantage o f being independent o f the num ber o f variables used, enabling their use for 
manoeuvres with a large num ber o f waypoints, which will slowly optimise the solution whilst 
staying relatively close to the initial population, rather than quickly diverging. Relatively large 
savings in the total AV can then be made with relatively small changes in the transfer times for 
individual steps, without dramatically changing the path or compromising safety. The results 
o f a preliminary solution obtained using the GA package Genesis (version 5.0) [112] are given 
in Table 2-1. The table compares the original results o f a path planned using a Laplace 
potential field based path planner and converted into a multi-waypoint path with transfer 
times derived from the maximum deviation criteria, and the results o f a GA optimisation of 
this multi-waypoint path.
Optimisation
Routine
Num ber o f 
Waypoints
Total Transfer Time 
T^totd (sec)
Total AV 
(ms')
Deviation Criteria 29 2432 1.3467
Genetic Algorithm 29 3804 0.4873
Table 2-1 A Genetic Algorithm Optimisation
The added deviation from the initial path introduced by the GA optimisation is minimal, but 
the optimisation has reduced the total AV cost by nearly a factor o f three. This is an 
impressive result and would suggest that genetic algorithms may represent a promising 
direction for investigation in the optimisation o f  multi-waypoint transfers, and in fact GA 
optimisation has already been applied to spacecraft trajectory optimisations for rendezvous 
manoeuvres [113]. However, it should be noted tliat this method of trajectory optimisation is 
not necessarily repeatable, and includes no provision to constrain the safety o f the resulting 
paths. To do this would require some form o f collision evaluation to be incorporated into the 
trajectory cost evaluation function used for GA chromosome evaluation, which is expected to 
be prohibitively computationally expensive. Furthermore, the method o f using specific pre-
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planned waypoints for manoeuvring around the ISS is undesirable for reasons o f navigation 
and thrusters errors which will be investigated in Chapter 5. For these reasons the use o f GA 
trajectory optimisations is has been left for future research.
2.3.3 Comparison with Two-Impulse Cost
Comparing the cost o f fully optimised multi-waypoint transfers with optimised two- 
impulse manoeuvres is not particularly useful, since optimising the AV independent o f other 
aspects o f the mission may jeopardise the reasons for using waypoints. To obtain a basic 
understanding o f the potential cost o f using waypoints however, we can compare the results 
o f simple transfers carried out by single and multi step manoeuvres, using comparable transfer 
times. As such, Figure 2-14 shows a transfer from co-ordinates (-10,10) to (0,0), performed 
using a single step two-impulse trajectory with a transfer time o f 1000 s, and a two step 
transfer with an intermediate waypoint at (-5,5), and transfer times o f 500 s for each o f the 
sections. In  addition, since the cost for a single two impulse manoeuvre o f 500 s would be 
expected to be high compared to a 1000 s transfer, giving an unfair penalty to the two step 
transfer, the manoeuvre is also shown using transfer times o f 1000 s for each step.
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(a) 1000 , n /a 0.0257 - 0.0167 0.0424
(b) 500 , 500 0.0217 0.0220 0.0144 0.0581
(c) 1000,1000 0.0206 0.0245 0.0084 0.0534
Figure 2-14 Two Step Vs Single Step Transfers
In both cases shown the AV requirement for the multi part manoeuvre is significantly greater 
than for the single step trajectory. Also interesting is the relatively small saving in AV 
obtained using 1000 s transfers rather than 500 s. This is due to the increased intermediate 
impulse AVg required by the larger change in direction at the waypoint for the longer path.
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With a larger number o f steps, the AV saving at each waypoint for more direct transfers may 
favour faster transfer times in spite o f the larger initial and final impulses. The trend of 
increased AV requirements for multi-waypoint transfers over the single step two-impulse 
equivalent continues for other example missions, as each additional step must incur the hefty 
AV penalty o f a change o f direction at each waypoint [114]. Single step two-impulse 
trajectories therefore represent the maximum achievable optimality for a point-to-point 
transfer, against which developed path planning tools can be compared.
2.4 Errors
The Clohessy Wiltshire equations provide a simple and highly accurate description o f 
the orbital dynamics o f the free-flyer. It is important, however, to understand where 
deviations and errors from the CW result may occur, and design missions to minimise the 
impact o f these effects. For the m ost part, especially for relatively short term missions, many 
errors may be neglected. But for longer duration missions, such as extended station keeping, 
or free drift after a malfunction and the shut down o f free-flyer systems, cumulative errors 
become more critical.
2.4.1 Linearised Equation Errors
The Clohessy Wiltshire equations themselves are a Hnearised approximation to the fuU 
non-Hnear equations o f motion. Errors wHl therefore be present between the free-flyer 
position predicted using the CW equations, and its actual position as it drifts in the orbital 
frame o f reference. The magnitude o f these errors will therefore increase the further the free- 
flyer travels from the origin o f the reference frame at the ISS, as the assumptions used to 
linearise the equations o f motion become less valid. However, it can be shown that for 
transfers in the relatively close vicinity to the ISS, where the free-flyer is designed to operate, 
these errors are very small. Figure 2-15 illustrates this, showing the drift trajectory o f the free- 
flyer from the origin with an initial x velocity o f 1 ms '.
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Figure 2-15 Linearisation Errors over Drift from (0,0)
Over large distances from the origin, the errors between the linear CW equations and the non­
linear result become quite significant. However, within the range o f operations o f the 
Inspector free-flyer up to 500m from the ISS, the maximum error is approximately 0.01m as 
shown in Figure 2-15, less than the expected Inspector navigation sensor error o f 0.025m as 
given in Appendix IV. In  addition, the accumulation o f errors over time would be negated 
during a mission through the updating o f position information, and the CW results are only 
required to give an estimate o f position for mission planning. Higher order solutions to the 
relative equations o f motions have also been found [115] [116], however the added complexity 
o f these equations makes further solutions m ore difficult, and as has been shown above tlie 
increased accuracy is not necessary for ISS-Inspector manoeuvres within 500 m of the ISS.
2.4.2 Thruster Impulse Errors
The Clohessy Wiltshire equations show that the motion o f the free-flyer is dependent 
on both the initial position, and its initial velocity. The thrusters used to provide this initial 
velocity are, however, subject to tolerances in the accuracy o f the change in velocity they can 
deliver to the vehicle. The effect o f such errors in the initial velocity given to the free-flyer on 
its evolving trajectory must therefore be addressed. Figure 2-16 shows the result o f  an error in 
the initial velocity o f ±1 cm“^ in each axis from a desired velocity o f 10 cms"\ generated by 
plotting the results o f the extremes in initial velocity error at a num ber o f intervals.
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Figure 2-16 The Result of Initial AV Errors
The deviation from the desired path increases along the trajectory, to a maximum position 
error o f 52 m after 2000 s for the example shown. For the relatively low impulse thrusters 
likely to be used on a small vehicle such as a free-flying camera, the maximum error in AV 
should be significantly less than 1 cm s'\ but the average magnitude o f the free-flyer velocit}^ 
should also be less than 10cm s'\ so the percentage error gives a good representation o f the 
expected free-flyer response to thruster errors.
The techniques used to guide the free-flyer must therefore take this positional error 
into account, to ensure that the maximum error at the end o f any free-drift segment is smaller 
than the closest distance to any obstacles. A model o f the possible deviation due to initial 
velocity errors should therefore be included, to be used by collision detection algorithms. In 
addition, the path planner should not rely on reaching any specific point at the end o f each 
trajectory as tliis would require many costly corrections to the path during free-drift. Rather, 
the control strategy should be flexible enough to easily re-plan each step, based on the actual 
terminal position at each waypoint.
2.4.3 Additional Perturbing Forces
Other errors in the path followed by the free-flyer come from any additional external 
forces acting on the free-flyer and the ISS. These forces, as represented by the f^, fy, f^  terms 
in the non-linear equations o f motion (reference non-hnear equations in Appendix III) may 
come from perturbing forces on the Earth orbit such as atmospheric drag and variations in
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gravitational field caused by the Earth’s oblate and non-uniform shape. In addition, external 
forces such as solar light pressure, and the gravitational influence o f the Sun and M oon wUl 
also act on the free-flyer and the ISS. In  general however aU of these forces, with the 
exception o f air drag, will be acting on both the ISS and the free-flyer orbits so the differential 
effect between the two is extremely small for most cases. With the exception o f air drag, aU 
the perturbing forces are also periodic over each orbit o f the reference frame, averaging their 
long term influence on the motion o f the ISS and free-flyer.
The deceleration due to atmospheric drag for each vehicle is primarily dependent on 
the ratio o f their cross-sectional area to total mass. For the ISS this deceleration should be 
smaller than for a free-flyer since the space station has a very large mass aligned deliberately 
along the V-bar to minimise cross-sectional area, whereas the free-flyer is more general cube 
shaped shape. It is therefore expected that the Inspector wül experience greater deceleration 
due to its passage through the upper atmosphere. As an example, for the ISS with a cross- 
sectional area o f 92 m^ and mass 454,000 kg in a circular orbit o f  velocity 7671.3 m s '\ using an 
atmospheric density o f 10'^  ^ kgm'^ and a drag coefficient o f 2.2, results in a drag force o f 0.596 
N  [3] or a deceleration o f 1.313 X 10"^  ms^. For the Inspector vehicle o f cross-sectional area 
0.5 m^ and mass 210 kg, using a similar drag coefficient gives a drag force o f 0.0065 N  or an 
deceleration o f 1.541 X 10'^ ms^ applied to Inspector. The drag forces are generated due the 
orbital velocity, and hence the forces produced will act only in the negative V-bar direction. 
The net effect on the free-flyer in the relative equations o f motion wiU therefore be a small 
force applied in the negative x direction, resulting in a slow drift over time along the V-bar. A 
strategy is therefore required to guard against the long term effects o f this drift, and wUl be 
discussed in Chapter 4.
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C H A P T E R  3: T H E  IS S -IN S P E C T O R  M ISS IO N
As discussed in Chapter 1, the target for the development o f mission planning tools in 
this thesis is specifically for the ISS-Inspector mission. At this point therefore, it is necessary 
to investigate the requirements o f the Inspector project and the capabilities and constraints o f  
the ISS-Inspector vehicle, shown in Figure 3-1, as defined by the project leaders RADS 
Astrium and NASA.
Figure 3-1 The ISS-Inspector (source: EADS Astrium)
Planned as the second step in the Inspector product family and developed from the X- 
Mir Inspector, the ISS-Inspector will have greatly enhanced capabilities over its predecessor in 
order to fulfil its role at the International Space Station. However, performing numerous 
inspection missions about the complex station will require an enhanced flexible control 
strategy to utilise the capabilities o f the new vehicle. The planned ISS-Inspector system itself 
consists o f a number o f integrated elements [117] [118]:
■ The Inspector Free-Flying Vehicle (hereafter known as the Inspector Free- 
Flyer, Inspector, or described by the generic term ‘free-flyer’) with integrated 
visual inspection cameras, and additional payload capacity.
■ Supplementary non-visual inspection and environmental monitoring payloads.
■ A docking port, attached to the ISS to provide vehicle services, and a storage 
facility for Inspector while docked between missions.
■ The Central Data Handling System (DHS), based on the ISS to distribute data 
between the Inspector Free-Flyer and the control stations onboard the ISS and 
on the ground.
■ A Monitoring and Control Station (MCS), onboard the ISS.
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■ The Ground Control segment, with mission planning and control stations.
These elements provide all the services required support Inspector, and allow operation both 
from the ground and onboard the ISS.
The safety requirements for the Inspector Free-Flyer operating at the crewed space 
station are the same as for any vehicle visiting the ISS, as defined by NASA. Therefore 
Inspector must be able to satisfy the stringent requirements defined in the “Interface 
Definition Docum ent for International Space Station Visiting Vehicles” [119]. Accordingly, 
mission safety is a critical part o f the design o f any free-flyer system. For the Inspector Free- 
Flyer, fault tolerant systems are used to, at a minimum, satisfy the basic visiting vehicle safety 
requirements o f two fault tolerant systems for catastrophic failure risks, and single fault 
tolerant systems for critical risks. The Importance o f the safety aspect o f the free-flyer mission 
is illustrated by the technical definition o f safety used in the interface definition document:
■ Catastrophic Hasiard: Any hazard that may cause a disabling or fatal
personnel injury, or the loss o f either the Orbiter or the Space Station.
NO TE: For safety failure-tolerance considerations, loss o f the International 
Space Station (ISS) is to be limited to those conditions resulting from failures 
or damage to elements o f the station that render it unusable for further 
operations — even with contingency repair or replacement o f hardware — or 
which render the ISS in a condition which prevents further rendezvous.
. .s Critical Hazard: Any hazard that may cause a non-disabling personnel injury 
or severe occupational illness; lose a major ISS element, on-orbit life-sustaining 
function, on emergency system; or involve damage to the Orbiter, N O TE:
For safety failure-tolerance considerations, critical hazards include the loss o f 
ISS elements that are not in the critical path for station survival or that can be 
restored through contingency repair.
In m ost instances, the requirements for fault tolerant systems will be exceeded by the 
Inspector vehicle. Inspector safety is further enhanced through mission planning and design 
to ensure that the free-flying vehicle utilises passively safe trajectories wherever possible, or 
can perform a simple collision avoidance manoeuvre (CAM) to safely retreat from the station 
otherwise. Flowever, the interface definition document for visiting vehicles described above, 
which is the closes available documentation for an Inspector type vehicle, was originally 
intended for vehicles visiting the station from outside o f ISS controlled space rather than a 
free-flyer based at tlie space station [120]. As such it assumes that the vehicle wdl maintain a 
niinimum distance o f 200 m from the ISS throughout its mission, only coming closer on a 
tightly defined docldng approach or release trajectory. This is in contradiction to the planned 
mission o f the ISS Inspector, which is to fly around in close proximity to the ISS in order to 
make detailed inspections o f the structure. It is planned therefore to perform as much 
Inspector manoeuvring as possible on the edge o f this 200 m distance, only approaching the
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station for docldng or inspections, with only short range manoeuvres permitted once at close 
range.
3.1 Predefined Inspector M anoeuvres
As discussed earher, the Inspector control strategy requires a num ber o f predefined 
trajectories to be performed by Inspector to fulfil the mission objectives. These sets o f 
manoeuvres are defined in the ISS-Inspector Design Definition (and developed by the author 
where noted) as
■ The creation o f a free flight fly-around trajectory, with an out-of-plane 
separation to ensure long term safety (developed in Chapter 4: Ellipse of 
Safety (EOS) Trajectories)
■ Approach to station-keeping observation points from the EOS fly-around 
trajectory to within the 200 m inner perimeter of the ISS, performed via a 
forced motion trajectory along the R-bar where ever possible.
u Transfer to the docldng port using an EOS followed by a standard forced
motion R-bar approach (developed in Chapter 4).
■ Automated station-keeping relative to the ISS structure.
■ Safe translation along or around an Inspected ISS element (developed In 
Chapter 5 and 6: Potential Function M anoeuvring
■ A single impulse collision avoidance manoeuvre (CAM), leading to a 
permanently safe retreat from the station after failure or an operator 
command.
Some o f these manoeuvres, such as the r-bar forced motion approach, have been 
developed extensively for the ISS-Inspector and other vehicles, and wiU be briefly detailed 
here. O ther manoeuvres and flight rules, such as tlie development o f EOS trajectories and the 
use o f potential function guidance for translating around ISS elements, wiU be the subject o f 
subsequent chapters o f this thesis. FmaUy, the station-keeping and CAM tasks are the subject 
o f continued development by the Inspector project team, since these manoeuvres are highly 
dependant on the final Inspector Free-Flyer navigation and propulsion hardware 
configuration. Examples o f both wUl however be given later in this chapter to indicate the 
potential cost and design considerations concerned.
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3.1.1 ISS Flight Rules
Although not technically a Visiting Vehicle (W ), being based at the ISS, the Inspector 
Free-Flyer may be subject to some o f the station requirements defined by NASA for such 
vehicles. These requirements are categorised primarily by the range o f the vehicle from the 
station, divided into two categories as shown in Figure 3-2. The first safety zone a visiting 
vehicle will enter is the Approach Ellipsoid (AE), defined by a 2x4 Ion ellipsoid around the 
station. At this point, command o f the vehicle must be taken over by the ISS Visiting Vehicle 
Control Centre. The inner safety zone, known as the Keep out Sphere (KOS), is a 200m 
sphere centred on the ISS. Visiting vehicles are only permitted to enter the KOS during a 
docldng manoeuvre, during which they must keep to tightly defined docking approach cones 
to the docldng point.
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Figure 3-2 Defined Visiting Vehicle Safety Zones
All o f the planned Inspector operations will take place within the Approach Ellipsoid 
since the free-flyer is based at ISS, requiring that the Inspector ground control station be 
situated at a W  control centre. Furthermore, m ost operations wdl take place close to or even 
inside the KOS, especiady during the detailed inspection phase. For the Inspector Free-Flyer 
to be permitted to manoeuvre to its observation points and fulfil its objectives, new safety 
guidelines for such ISS based free-flyers wid be needed.
3.1.2 R-Bar Forced Motion Approach
The R-bar forced m otion approach has been developed over many years as a standard 
rendezvous and docldng approach technique [121] [122]. In the context o f the ISS, an 
approach corridor has been specified for visiting vehicles such as the ATV, which is also 
applicable for the Inspector Free-Flyer, especially as Inspector will t^/plcady be approaching
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the station from an EOS trajectory on the edge o f the KOS. This approach corridor consists 
o f a cone orientated along the R-bar direction, with a maximum approach angle o f 10° for 200 
— 50 m range, and 5° for the final 50 — 0 m to docking, as shown in Figure 3-3.
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Figure 3-3 Docking Approach Cone
The velocity along the R-bar approach towards the station must also be controlled, to 
maintain the passive safety o f the manoeuvre [123]. This is done using pre-calculated braldng 
gates to ensure that the closure rate is kept within the safe approach profile, as shown in 
Figure 3-4. These velocity limits along the R-bar are calculated to ensure that in the event o f a 
failure, at a given distance from the ISS, the free-drift trajectory will reverse its direction and 
drift safely back away from the station without collision.
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Figure 3-4 Approach Braking Profile
The time and AV cost o f the forced motion approach is dependant on both the initial 
and final y co-ordinates, and on the constant out-of-plane position o f the manoeuvre. As an 
example, a nominal approach from 200m to docldng wiU take approximately 21 minutes and 
require a total AV of 0.8 m s '\ contributing a significant fraction o f the overall AV cost o f a
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mission. Due to the pre-calculated braking gates however, the approach is continuously 
passively safe to a range o f approximately 13 m from the docking port. Naturally, the final 
stage o f any docking manoeuvre cannot be passively safe, since the goal is a controlled impact 
with the docldng mechanism
3.1.3 Approach Safely Envelope
To ensure safe station-keeping close to the ISS structure during the observation phase, 
we can calculate a safety envelope around the station outside which station keeping at any 
point wiU be passively safe in case o f a free-flyer failure. Fortunately, the configuration o f the 
ISS places the majority o f the station structure along the x-z plane, resulting in observation 
points mostly situated either above the ISS with a positive y co-ordinate, or below the station 
with a negative y co-ordinate. This means that the resulting drift from station-keeping points 
above the station will take the free-flyer further above and safely away from the station, and 
positions below the station will also drift further below and away, as shown in Figure 3-5. The 
required safe station-keeping distance from the ISS in these cases is therefore mainly 
dependent on the level o f control o f the station-keeping control system.
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Figure 3-5 Safe Drift from Station-Keeping
Unfortunately, though the station-keeping envelope is safe for maintaining a static 
position close to the ISS, the problem remains that the limits o f this envelope may stiU be 
unreachable by a passively safe approach, since approach requires an initial m otion towards 
the ISS. The extent o f the increase in the boundaries o f the safe envelope for an R-bar 
approach is dependant on the velocity o f the approach in the r-bar direction, as shown in
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Figure 3-6. Figure 3-6 shows the minimum approach distance envelope around the ISS, to 
ensure passive safety during approach, for a range o f initial velocities in the R-bar direction o f 
0.0 — 0.05 ms"'. This demonstrates that positions close to the original station-keeping 
envelope can be reached using a reduced approach velocity, at the cost o f an extended transfer 
time. For practical purposes however, constrained mission times require that a minimum 
approach velocity o f 0.03 ms^ be selected to reduce the maximum approach time.
0.03 ms '
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Figure 3-6 Growth of the Approach Safety Envelope
The approach safety envelopes shown were developed by the author during time spent 
worldng with EADS Astrium, to investigate the areas around the ISS within which the 
Inspector Free-Flyer would be able to operate safely. The results were obtained by a grid 
based metliod, creating a network o f test points surrounding the ISS structure and checldng 
die free-drift trajectory at each point, for each approach velocity, to determine the closest safe 
points. Extending this planar envelope method, the approach envelope can also be built up 
around the ISS in three dimensions, to visually describe the areas around the space station 
inaccessible to the ffee-flyer via a forced m otion approach. This representation, an example 
o f which is given in Figure 3-7, can then be used by mission planners to develop an awareness 
o f the potential problem areas around the station in terms o f the passive safety o f observation 
points.
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Figure 3-7 3-D Approach Envelope
3.1.4 Additional Standard M anoeuvres
The techniques required for automated station-keeping have been developed over 
many years for a wide range o f satellite applications [124] [125]. Unlike satellites on free-drift 
orbits, automated station-keeping of the Inspector Free-Flyer relative to the ISS will have the 
harder task o f maintaining the free-flyer on a non-Keplerian orbit. To do this, Inspector’s 
thrusters must compensate for the constant accelerations experienced by the free-flyer due to 
its y-z position relative to the origin o f the relative co-ordinate system, as given by the 
equations o f motion (eqn 2-30), It is these accelerations that will have the primary influence 
on the cost, in terms o f AV, o f the station-keeping phase. The performance, in terms o f  
positional accuracy, o f the station-keeping system will on the other hand be dependent on the 
accuracy o f the available navigation data. For station-keeping close in to the ISS this will rely 
on the chosen navigation strategy. Visual navigation may be particularly suited to maintaining 
a fixed position, as the technique has already been demonstrated for underwater ROV’s using 
image centring methods [126].
The main application for station-keeping during the Inspector mission is for close 
proximity ISS inspections, and EVA mission support. Whilst station-keeping outside the 
inner perimeter o f the ISS is possible, wide angle observations can be easily made from an 
EOS trajectory at no cost, so the prohibitive AV cost o f station-keeping at larger distances 
from the station will limit their application to shorter periods o f time. For close observations, 
the free-flyer must be capable o f station-keeping for a full 7 hr EVA mission. Examples o f  
the relative cost o f these applications are detailed in Table 3-1, calculated from the applied 
accelerations, in-plane and out-of-plane, at typical close and far observation co-ordinates.
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Station-Keeping 
position (m) Time Period (hrs) AV Cost (ms'^)
In-Plane y = 30 7 2.75
Out-of-Plane z = 30 7 0.92
In-Plane y = 6 0 1 0.78
Out-of-Plane z = 50 1 0.22
Table 3-1 Station-Keeping Cost
The ISS-Inspectof safety strategy requires that at all times a Collision Avoidance 
Manoeuvre (CAM) must be available in case o f  a failure o f the free-flyer. This CAM consists 
o f a single impulse to initialise a safe perm anent retreat from the ISS, and m ust be capable o f 
being performed even under the worst case o f two thruster failures, or an unwanted thruster 
action [127]. The CAM manoeuvre itself will be similar to the retreat from observation 
developed in Chapter 4, except that there is no need to size the retreat ellipse to enable 
subsequent manoeuvres. However, a CAM must be continuously available at positions 
around the station, which is difficult to achieve in certain areas. It is therefore planned that 
standard CAM manoeuvres be pre-calculated to handle difficult areas o f the ISS and to allow 
pre-flight verification o f each trajectory.
Furthermore, due to the extensive use o f passively safe trajectories in the planning o f 
the ISS-Inspector manoeuvres, the reliance on collision avoidance manoeuvres for safety 
should also be reduced to being an emergency backup. Since the Inspector Free-Flyer wdl 
already be safe without any collision avoidance, a CAM should only be required to provide 
longer term safety if  desired, or to provide safety coverage for any non-passively safe portions 
o f close manoeuvring.
3.2 O bservation Point Selection
The initial planning stage o f any Inspector mission will be in the selection o f the 
required observation positions to view the target location. Each mission will have one or 
more target points on the ISS exterior which must be inspected, or at which EVA activities 
will take place that must be supported. In  each case, an observation position must be found 
for the Inspector Free-Flyer to provide an optimum view of the target through Inspector’s 
cameras. Suitability criteria for these points include not just a good viewing angle o f the target 
free from obstructions, but also that the target has sufficient illumination either from the Sun 
or the Inspector’s onboard spotlight during the observation period to be clearly visible. In
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addition, a viable observation point must also be passively safe during station-keeping, and 
provide unbroken radio coverage for transmission o f the video inspection pictures to the ISS.
The task o f simultaneously satisfying all these constraints cannot be easily performed 
with manual data sheets and station plans. Therefore a specialised tool is needed to assist in 
planning the observation points for a mission. The observation point selection tool presented 
here was developed by the author during a six m onth placement as part o f this PhD , at 
DASA-RI (now EADS Astrium) in Bremen, Germany in 1998. As such, it implements the 
planned requirements o f the ISS-Inspector mission and the planned ISS configuration at that 
time. The tool was coded by the author in ANSI standard C4-4- code [128], using the 
O penG L graphics libraries [129] for rendering tasks and the GLUT libraries to handle the 
windowing interface. The use o f these standards and widely available libraries permitted the 
tool to be compiled without any code changes on a variety o f machines from pc based 
Windows and Dnux systems to SGI workstations running the Unix based Irix operating 
system.
3.2.1 The Inspector Camera View
The primary component o f the observation point selection tool is a virtual view 
provided through the Inspector camera, and the ability to interactively aim and translate the 
camera/free-flyer through this camera view. Moreover, the view also allows the camera to 
track a chosen target position while translating the camera, simplifying the task o f optimising 
the view of a specific observation target. Target tracking can also be used to visualise a 
translational observation phase around or along a target element, or to choose multiple views 
o f a chosen target to give a range o f  viewing angles. Besides translating and rotating the 
camera, the view also provides the ability to zoom  the viewing angle within the limits o f the 
camera, enabling the range between Inspector and the observation target to be chosen with 
respect to the camera’s physical characteristics to give the required detail and viewing angle for 
each particular inspection task.
This virtual camera view forms the basic observation point selection tool, which is 
then enhanced through additional options, and visual feedback o f the current Inspector point 
suitability in terms o f the other observation requirements such as passive safety and the 
integrity o f the communication links.
3.2.2 Lighting and Space Station Configuration
One important factor affecting the suitability o f any inspection camera view is the 
lighting conditions available at the target. While not directly critical for a non-visual
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inspection o f  the target with environmental monitoring instruments, bad lighting can still have 
an adverse effect on any visual navigation system or in the loss o f tracking o f the target 
position. Most importantly, for a visual inspection mission good lighting conditions are 
crucial to successful imaging o f the target. The Inspector camera view must therefore provide 
the ability to vary the lighting o f the ISS model to present a more accurate representation o f 
the view available to Inspector at any time. It is not however intended to be an accurate 
simulation o f the resulting image that would be viewed by the camera since this would be 
dependent on many surface properties o f the ISS structure that are not available at this time, 
and would be highly computationally expensive which would make it too slow for interactive 
view selection.
The illumination direction from the Sun can be varied either by choosing to specify a 
particular light vector, for example derived from the planned position on the ISS orbit, or 
directly by rotating the angular position o f the light source in the sky. Once the ISS orbit is 
defined, it would be possible to relate the illumination direction directly to the time of day on 
the ISS orbit, enabling the lighting conditions to be viewed throughout the planned mission 
duration. The desired lighting conditions, and hence the preferred time window for each 
observation point, can then form an additional observation requirement to be used for 
subsequent mission planning and scheduling. One important feature that is not incorporated 
into the lighting model is the influence o f shadowing from each ISS component on the overall 
view. This could be implemented using the O penG L model by pre-rendering a shadow 
texture for each individual station com ponent to a stencil buffer, which could then be applied 
to the model as it is rendered [129]. However, it should be noted that rendering hardware that 
supports stencil buffers would be required for this approach to be viable without having a 
drastic impact on rendering performance.
As well as determining the lighting conditions, the movement o f the Sun across the 
sky will also have an influence on the physical configuration o f the ISS as Sun orientated 
components, such as solar panels, rotate to track the Sun’s position. Sun tracldng is necessary 
to maintain the efficiency o f all the solar energy dependent photo-voltaic arrays on which the 
station depends for electrical power, and also the station’s cooling radiators which must to be 
angled away from the Sun. The m ost significant consequence o f this is the rotation o f the 
large main solar arrays m ounted on the truss structure, which will rotate up to 180° about the 
truss during each orbital period. For observation point selection, the camera model 
automatically updates the station configuration with respect to any change in the lighting 
direction, linking the physical and lighting models at all times. For the inspection o f any sun 
tracldng components themselves, the timing o f observation points will be vital to ensure a
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good view o f the target, though for a critical phase such as this, safety constraints may require 
the rotating components to be fixed for the duration o f the mission. A n alternative would be 
to make Inspections o f any solar tracking components from an EO S orbit about the ISS, with 
the EOS position timed to be synchronous with the light direction to provide constant 
Illumination conditions as Inspector orbits the station, as planned for the X-Mlr Inspector 
mission shown In Figure 3-8 below.
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Figure 3-8 EOS Orbit Tim ing with Lighting Direction (source: EADS Astrium)
W ith die launch o f the ISS-Inspector planned during the lengthy construction phase 
o f the ISS, the configuration o f the space station will also dramatically change throughout Its 
assembly. To accommodate this, the observation point selection tool, along with all Inspector 
mission planning tools, must be able to represent the station at different stages o f assembly. 
For the visual simulation, this Is be done by manually switching ISS modules and components 
on or off, and through the definition o f a sequence o f selectable station configurations used to 
represent specific stages o f assembly. Flowever, the planned ISS assembly sequence, like the 
final configuration. Is under constant revision and the representations used In any Inspector 
tools must be easily modified to keep pace with current Information.
3.2.3 Spatial visualisation
With only a view through the Inspector camera lens either for observation planning, 
or during a mission using Hve video Images, It can be difficult for the operator to visualise the 
true position o f the Inspector Free-Flyer due to variable camera zoom and range to the target, 
coupled with a lack o f additional sensor Input. To solve this problem, an external view o f the 
ISS and Inspector Free-Flyer Is provided for the observation planner to enhance spatial 
awareness o f the Inspector position with respect to the station structure, as shown In Figure 
3-9. In addition to showing the ISS and Inspector vehicles, the external view also gives a
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representation o f the field o f view o f the Inspector camera, shown as a cone with its vertex at 
the Inspector vehicle and its base centred on the observation target. This gives a clear visual 
indicator to the operator o f the current camera zoom level, and target range, while 
emphasising the Inspector attitude with respect to the ISS.
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Figure 3-9 External View Exam ple
As well as assisting mission planning, the external view can also be integrated into supervision, 
monitoring and control software both onboard the ISS and on the ground, to provide an extra 
aid in detecting potentially dangerous events during manoeuvring.
3.2.4 Additional observation point requirements
The final component o f observation point selection is to ensure both the passive 
safety o f the chosen position, and the integrity o f communications links at that point. The 
integration o f these parameters into the Inspector camera simulation simplifies the selection o f  
valid observation points by allowing the operator to continually verify the availability of 
communications links and station-keeping safety, while manoeuvring the camera position.
The calculation o f station-keeping safety, and optionally observation point approach 
safety, is calculated numerically by propagating the free-drift trajectory with the CW equations, 
and checking for collisions with the ISS structure along the path. For station-keeping the drift 
trajectory is calculated with the free-flyer initially at rest at the observation co-ordinates, while 
for approach safety the free- flyer will have an initial velocity in the r-bar direction, toward the 
station. Unfortunately, collision detection between the free-flyer trajectory and the ISS is not 
possible analytically due to the complex configuration o f the space station structure. The
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numerical m ethod used relies on a discrete representation o f the ISS structure, stored in a 
‘boundary’ array, which can then be checked against the Inspector position along its drift 
trajectory. This boundary array is developed fully in Chapter 5 for use in computing the 
discrete potential fields for path planning and guidance. The free drift path need only be 
propagated and checked for one full orbit from release, since if  a collision has not occurred by 
then the free-flyer wdl have drifted safely away from the station.
Calculation o f the radio coverage between Inspector and the communications 
antennae on the ISS is based on determining signal interference from parts o f the station 
structure, along the hne-of-sight from Inspector to the antenna in use. Similarly to the station- 
keeping safety analysis, this is achieved by determining intersections between the line-of-sight 
communications link and a discrete model o f the ISS structure. To account for the different 
interference models o f the two radio wavelengths utilised, two models o f the ISS are used to 
represent the station components capable o f shadowing each radio signal. While not 
providing a strictly accurate simulation o f the complex radio interference model around the 
station, this technique does produce a reasonable first approximation o f overall 
communications coverage, which can then be verified by more accurate models later.
These three observation point requirements are now displayed to the operator as 
coloured icons in the camera display: Green for constraint verification. Red for constraint 
violation. This gives a simple observation point selection rule o f finding a suitable observation 
position for viewing the target with good lighting conditions, which also gives three green 
lights to satisfy all the operational constraints. Figure 3-10 and Figure 3-11 show an example 
o f the observation point selection tool with all the features described above.
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Figure 3-10 Inspection Camera View
Figure 3-11 ISS and Inspector External View
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C H A P T E R  4: E L L IP S E  O F SA FET Y  M A N O E U V R E S
After considering the general Inspector mission scenario, it is a natural step to divide 
the Inspector mission into two distinct parts. There are large amplitude manoeuvres at the 
start and end o f a mission to transfer between the docking position and the observation area, 
and smaller manoeuvres taking place at the observation point to provide different viewing 
geometries or make observations o f different targets in the vicinity. In comparison to the 
limited manoeuvring at the observation point, transfers to and from docldng will typically 
traverse at least half o f the station. In addition, pre-planned sequences are preferable from a 
safety point o f view for the retreat from docldng to allow initial diagnostic checks o f the 
vehicle, and for the docldng return to ensure a safe approach to latch the docldng 
mechanisms. Given the im portant flight safety constraints at the ISS, the guidance strategy to 
be used for these long transfers at the beginning and end o f missions must be as passively safe 
as possible, even in the long term under disturbing influences such as atmospheric drag, as 
discussed in section 2.5.3.
The core strategy chosen by Astrium to satisfy these long term safety goals is to use 
Ellipse o f Safety (EOS) trajectories to safely transfer around the ISS, and a forced motion 
approach to translate in from the ellipse toward the observation point close to the station.
The classification o f ellipses in the orbital plane described in relative co-ordinates was 
achieved by Mueller in 1962 [130]. However, the EOS concept was first utilised in the X-Mir 
Inspector mission, as a simple fly-around trajectory to demonstrate long distance inspections 
o f the Mir space station [131]. The use o f EO S trajectories for the ISS Inspector, as 
developed by the author, is the first application o f such ellipses for point to point 
manoeuvring and wH be detailed in this chapter.
4.1 T he E llip se  o f Safety
In Chapter 2 it was demonstrated that the relative motion between the free-flyer and 
the ISS results in an in-plane (plane containing both the V-bar and R-bar) m otion describing 
an elliptical path around the station. Ellipse o f Safety trajectories make use o f this in-plane 
ellipse, whilst introducing an additional m otion in the z axis, carefully synchronised with the 
in-plane motion to produce a secondary ellipse around the ISS normal to the orbit. Since the 
dynamics o f the in-plane and out-of-plane m otion are uncoupled, the velocities required for
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these two parts o f the EOS may be considered separately. The timing between the two is 
however crucial to the effectiveness o f the EOS in providing long term safety. The resulting 
combination o f the in-plane ellipse and out-of-plane periodic motion is shown in Figure 4-1, 
detailing the elliptical m otion in the x-y and y-z planes, and the phasing in the x-z plane.
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Figure 4-1 The Ellipse of Safety
The ellipses in the x-y and y-z planes, are used to provide clearance around the ISS for both 
in-plane and out-of-plane motion. The phasing o f the ellipse is initiated so that as the in-plane 
path crosses the V-bar ahead o f or behind the ISS, the deviation from the V-bar in the z-axis 
is at a maximum. Accordingly, the z co-ordinate vanishes only as the in-plane path crosses 
directly above or below the station, as shown in Figure 4-1,
The size and shape o f any EO S can be completely described by two parameters. The 
in-plane ellipse size is defined by the semi-minor axis b. The out-of-plane motion, i.e. motion 
along the z-axis, is entirely decoupled from motion in the x-y plane, and is therefore best 
described by its maximum deviation from the V-bar, since the motion is always centred over z 
= 0. We have chosen to call this dimension the EO S width, z^^.
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4.1.1 Rationale o f the EOS
The aim of the secondary ellipse in the y-z plane o f the EOS is to guard against the 
long term effects o f atmospheric drag. In  the absence o f air drag, the clearance around the 
ISS provided by the in-plane ellipse would be sufficient to provide long term safety, even 
under the influence o f other periodic disturbing forces. However, as noted in section 2.5.3, 
the differential drag force experienced by the ISS and the free-flyer due to their difference in 
mass and cross-sectional area, wiU result in a decelerating force along the V-bar applied to the 
free-flyer relative to the ISS [132]. The effect o f this deceleration, acting in the negative x- 
direction, wdl be that the in-plane ellipse wdl drift over time along the x-axis, as shown in 
Figure 4-2.
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Figure 4-2 In-Plane Ellipse Drift due to Atmospheric Drag
In the absence o f any out-of-plane motion, this drift would result in the free-flyer codiding 
with the ISS, though the time taken for this to occur is dependent on the magnitude o f the 
relative acceleration.
The Ellipse o f Safety strategy avoids tliis potential coldsion by ensuring that during the 
arcs o f the ellipse where the y co-ordinate is small, and the in-plane edipse may codide with 
tlie ISS, the z co-ordinate is large enough to avoid collision. The resulting trajectory, with 
drag, then describes a helical spiral, shown in Figure 4-3 passing safely around the ISS as it 
drifts along the x axis. As the relative drag force only acts in the x direction, the acceleration 
wdl have no effect on motion in the z-axis, ensuring that safe clearance around the ISS 
provided by the edipse in the y-z plane wid be preserved as the in-plane elUpse drifts [133]. 
Furthermore, this safety is independent o f the magnitude or sign o f the force applied along 
the x-axis.
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%The examples shown in this section use a constant relative acceleration due to drag of  
1x10 ms  ^in the -x direction. In practice the relative acceleration experienced by the free- 
flyer with respect to the ISS will not be constant, as it is highly dependent on both the density 
o f the atmosphere and the station configuration. Atmospheric density varies periodically 
throughout each orbit, seasonally as the Earth orbits the Sun, and randomly due to solar 
activity. The result o f this density variation on the ISS and free-flyer can be as much as two 
orders o f magnitude. In addition, the acceleration experienced by the ISS is highly dependent 
on the orientation o f the main solar arrays. These large, flat panels rotate during each orbit to 
track the Sun. When the Sun is directly overhead, the panels will be orientated in the x-z 
plane, minimising their cross-sectional area in the y-z plane. However, when the Sun is in 
front or behind the station, the panels will be positioned vertically, presenting the largest 
possible area normal to the velocity vector. The total effective cross-sectional area o f the ISS 
will therefore vary by a factor o f two during each orbit. In fact this effect has even been 
suggested as a method for maintaining station-keeping between co-orbiting satellites, using the 
angle o f their solar arrays to their velocity specifically to control relative position [134].
The safety o f the EOS is also affected by the accuracy o f the phasing between the 
primary in-plane ellipse and the out-of-plane motion. Correct phasing is necessary to preserve 
the secondary ellipse in the y-z plane which provides clearance around the ISS as the EOS 
drifts along the V-bar. Providing that the initial size o f the EOS is sufficient, there is a 
reasonable margin for error between the correct phasing that will still provide sufficient safety. 
Beyond this however the EOS will not function correctly. Taken to the extreme where the
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Figure 4-3 EOS Trajectory with Drag
i
phasing is 90° in etroi-, the resulting m otion will describe a planar ellipse inclined at 45° to the 
local vertical, passing directly through the ISS.
Once the properly phased EOS has drifted past the ISS, it is completely safe until the 
free-flyer has drifted a complete orbit ahead o f the station to return to the origin from the 
opposite direction. Unfortunately, it is unlikely that the free-flyer, and the ISS for that matter 
would be on the same orbit after such a lengthy period, so avoidance through the original 
EOS would not be expected, and a possible collision is difficult to predict. Action must 
therefore be taken either to remove the inactive free-flyer before this event, or to alter the ISS 
orbit to give an acceptable separation from the free-flyer orbit. For a differential deceleration 
o f 1x 10'  ^ms'^ on the free-flyer, the time required to complete one complete orbit relative to 
the ISS, at an altitude o f 400 Ion, Is approximately 100 days, giving adequate time for the 
necessary action to ensure the safety o f the ISS.
4,1.2 Ellipse Parameters
In order to evaluate the EOS trajectories, it is useful to rearrange the solutions o f the 
CW equations to describe the m otion on the ellipse by parameters independent o f time. 
Equations 2-39 and 2-40 in section 2.2.2 describe the in-plane m otion o f a drifting ellipse, 
whose dimensions are elongated such that the ellipse semi-major axis (Sfis twice the size o f the 
ellipse semi-minor axis whose centre remains at a constant altitude with respect to the 
orbital frame of reference, and drifts in the x-direction with a velocity given by
Eqn 4-1 = -3(%o + 2û)yQ )
From equations 2-39 and 2-40, the location o f the centre o f the ellipse can be obtained by 
eliminating periodic terms and neglecting the external forcing terms, to obtain
^  x^==x^-2yJcoEqn 4-2
I 'c  = ^ y o  + 2 x q / o)
Referring to the geometry o f the ellipse, shown in Figure 4-4, we can express positions on the 
ellipse, for example XQ,yq, relative to the ellipse centre position as
a ^ X Q  - x ^  /û )Eqn 4-3
P  = yQ “ 2 i o  jCO
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Figure 4-4 Standard Ellipse Geometry
Due to the fixed shape o f the ellipse o f safety, having a semi-major axis twice the size o f the 
semi-minor axis, b can therefore be obtained from any ellipse position (0C,|3), by
Eqn 4-4 b = + (« /2 )"  = ^ 0 y ^ + 2 x J a > Y  + { y J o ) Ÿ
also giving the semi-major axis a ~  2b.
The out-of-plane m otion o f the EOS is described by the maximum out-of-plane 
position on the ellipse, the ellipse width z^^. This is obtained from equation 2-42, solving for 
z = Zmax, to obtain
Eqn 4-5
Using these equations, the size and shape o f the ElUpse o f Safety can now be selected.
4.1.3 Construction of EOS
Now that the desired size and eccentricity o f the EOS have been chosen, the initial 
velocities required to initiate the planned EOS must be calculated. By definition, the drift 
velocity o f the EOS must be zero, so the ellipse drift equation, Eqn 4-1, can be rearranged to 
provide the required initial x-velocity at the start o f the ellipse
Eqn 4-6 0 — —3(Xq h 'ZcoyQ )
Xq =  -2 a )y q
Given Xg, the equation for the ellipse semi-minor axis b^  Eqn 4-4, can then be used to find 
the initial y-velocity
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(i'o/®)^ = 6 ^ -(3 jo + 2 io /® )^E qn 4-7 ____________________
=> ÿg =^(0-^Jb^ - ( 3 y Q + 2 x q / o))‘
which, substituting for Xg, becomes
Eqn 4-8 ÿg = 2
Using Eqn 4-6 and Eqn 4-8, the free-flyer velocity can now be initialised at any point 
to start the trajectory on a non-drifting, in-plane ellipse o f semi-minor axis b. The easiest 
position to perform this manoeuvre is at the E^ point depicted in Figure 4-1. This point, 
situated on the V-bar (yg = 0), simplifies the manoeuvre considerably since Eqn 4-6 becomes 
Xg = 0 , and Eqn 4-7 then reduces to ÿg = 0)b . In  addition, maldng the in-plane EOS
manoeuvre at E, has the advantage o f minimising the AV cost o f initialising the ellipse, since 
the in-plane velocity on the EO S is at a minimum at this point.
The initial z-velocity component required to set the out-of-plane motion o f the EOS 
can now be easily determined by rearranging Eqn 4-5, to give
E qn 4-9 Zg = “ o^
Flowever, to ensure that the correct phasing with the in-plane motion is met, the timing of 
this manoeuvre with respect to the free-flyer position on the in-plane ellipse is crucial, and is 
also dependent on the Initial z co-ordinate Zg. The easiest position to perform the inclination 
manoeuvre is at the apogee (Eg) or perigee (E^) o f the in-plane ellipse, where the EOS phasing 
requites that the z co-ordinate is zero. Eqn 4-9 then becomes
Eqn 4-10 Zg =  A^ z^ ax
Depending on the initial free-flyer position in the z axis, an earlier manoeuvre may be required 
to ensure the z ~ 0 condition is m et at Eg or E^. The EOS cannot therefore be completely 
initialised until the Eg position is reached, % orbit after E^, and full passive safety is only 
available from this point. Depending on the trajectory up to E^ however, it may be possible to 
initialise the EOS inclination % orbit earlier, enhancing the overall safety o f the manoeuvre.
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4.2 The EO S Segm ent o f  an Inspector M ission
To make use o f EOS trajectories in an ISS Inspector mission, a strategy is required to 
utilise the EOS manoeuvres in transfers to and from arbitrary observation positions around 
the ISS. As described in Chapter 3, this can be achieved by using EOS trajectories to transfer 
to a point above or below the target position, with a forced m otion approach along the R-bar 
to then reach the target. The planning problem therefore, is to manipulate the EOS so that 
the trajectory wiU pass over a desired observation position, in effect to find the particular EOS 
that passes through the desired observation co-ordinates in the x-z plane. This must be done, 
however, without compromising the basic safety o f the EOS.
4.2.1 Ellipse of Safety Sizing
The minimum size o f the in-plane ellipse o f the EOS used about the ISS is determined 
by operational constraints such as navigation data availability, as detailed in Chapter 3, 
requiring that the semi-minor axis b must be at least 200 m. While it would be possible to 
increase b without violating any o f these constraints, there would be a cost to the manoeuvre 
both in the AV required to initialise the ellipse and on the time and AV cost o f a longer forced 
motion approach from the EOS to the ISS. Since these costs would not be offset by the 
limited control over the path o f the EOS provided by varying b, it is advantageous to fix the 
semi-minor axis size at 200 m, simplifying further analysis.
The minimum ellipse width is then sized by the dimensions required to provide 
clearance around the ISS in the y-z plane. This must also take into account the changing 
profile o f the station as its configuration changes to track the Sun. For the worst case where 
the solar arrays are orientated in the y-z plane, the approximate minimum safe ellipse width, as 
shown in Figure 4-5, is found to be 100 m.
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Figure 4-5 EOS Ellipse Width Sizing
Though increasing the ellipse width would increase the safety clearance o f the EOS as it drifts 
past the ISS, the cost in terms o f AV o f doing so is prohibitively high, as will be shown later in 
this section. This requires to be fixed at the minimum safe value to limit the cost o f the 
mission. This use o f fixed EOS dimensions, while restricting the possibilities for reaching the 
observation point, helps greatly by simplifying both trajectory calculation, and safety 
verification.
4.2.2 Transfer to and Return from Observation Points
For an Inspector mission, the primary EOS segments o f the mission will be standard 
transfers from the docking attachment on the ISS to an observation point, and subsequent 
return to docking. Since the start co-ordinates for the outbound manoeuvre and the target for 
the return are fixed, these trajectories can be standardised to incorporate elements such as the 
mechanical release from docking, and the retreat from the observation point, and integrate 
them into the final EOS trajectories. A standard EOS transfer and return is shown below in 
Figure 4-6.
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Figure 4-6 Inspector Ellipse of Safety Plan
The transfer to the observation point is initiated by the release from docldng and a 
mechanical push-off from the docking mechanisms. N o control occurs within this period o f 
free-drift following release, as communication and system checks are performed by the 
Inspector vehicle, and initial navigation data is obtained. In case the vehicle does not 
checkout, the trajectory resulting from the initial push-off must be passive safe, so that the 
free-flyer will safely drift away from station. Once the systems checks have been completed, 
manoeuvres may then be performed by Inspector to transfer onto the EOS required to pass 
above or below the observation point. Once this point it reached, the free-flyer must negate 
its relative velocity, and use a standard forced motion approach in the R-bar direction to the 
observation phase o f mission. Although the plan shows the path stopping instantaneously at 
this point, implying infinite accelerations, the relatively low velocity on the EOS trajectory at 
this point (approx 0.4 — 0.5 ms’^ ) and the fact that small errors in positioning will can be easüy 
adjusted during the R-bar approach, make this a reasonable approximation.
For the return from the observation point, it is preferable in terms o f efficiency and 
safety, to make a single AV to retreat from the ISS on a safe, drifting ellipse. Once clear o f the 
station structure, manoeuvres can be safely made to set up the EOS required to return to 
below the docldng port. Nevertheless, the drifting ellipse used for the retreat ensures that in 
the event o f any o f these manoeuvres not being performed, the trajectory will remain passively
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safe. As the Inspector passes under the docldng co-ordinates, the free-flyer can then stop and 
again utilise a forced motion approach to return to docldng.
4.2.3 Transfer from Above to Below  the ISS
For inspection missions with multiple observation points, spaced sufficiently far apart, 
it may be preferable to use additional EOS manoeuvres to transfer between certain 
observation co-ordinates. The most appropriate example o f this is for transfer between a high 
observation point above the station, and a second observation point located below the V-bar, 
with the ISS separating the two. In  this case, it would be difficult to provide sufficient passive 
safety using potential function guidance techniques described in section 6.2, due to the 
proximity o f the desired path to the station and, importantly, to the V-bar. For this category 
o f manoeuvre, a further development o f the previously discussed EOS return to docldng 
trajectory could be applied. This would enable the free-flyer to safely retreat from the first 
observation point, and make use o f an EOS trajectory to transfer around the ISS to the 
second observation point below the station.
This manoeuvre is effectively the same as a return to docldng, but with variable target 
co-ordinates for the EOS trajectory, and would provide passive safety for the free-flyer 
throughout. The time required for the EOS would be longer than using a more direct 
Potential Field Guidance transfer however, and the AV cost would also be considerably 
greater due to the cost o f the initialisation o f the EOS and the forced motion approach. The 
relatively high cost o f using additional EO S transfers must therefore be balanced against the 
safety limitations o f a potential function guidance transfer for each specific case.
4.3 Transfer to Observation
The transfer o f the Inspector free-flyer from its docldng port on  the ISS, to the first 
inspection point, is a critical phase o f the mission. This phase is highly dependent on the use 
o f passively safe trajectories, since it is only during this initial period after the free-flyer has 
been released from the station that it has its first real opportunity to verify many o f its mission 
critical systems. Although a number o f systems can be checked prior to a mission, many, such 
as navigation sensors, cannot be fully tested whUe docked to the ISS. The opportunity must 
therefore be available to test these systems under safe conditions, where any possible failure 
WÜ1 not endanger the ISS or its crew. The need for such systems checks carried out under 
passively safe conditions was fittingly demonstrated during the X-Mir Inspection mission,
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when the navigation sensors were initially unable to acquire a reference attitude from the star 
camera. In this example the X-Mir Inspector flight rules suspended any acdve manoeuvring 
of the free-flyer in the absence o f navigation data, leaving Inspector to safely drift away from 
the Mir station.
The plan for the outward phase o f the mission can be described by the position o f the 
three manoeuvres required to complete the desired trajectory, as shown in Figure 4-7 below. 
For initial observation positions above the ISS, the transfer will take approximately 1 orbit to 
complete, with observation points below the ISS, the free-flyer will remain on the EOS 
transfer for an extra V2  orbit, in order to pass below the station.
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4.3.1 EOS Selection
The strategy to enable the EOS to cross the desired observation point for this phase 
o f the mission is to translate the entire ellipse, o f fixed semi-minor axis and width along 
the x-axis until the trajectory passes over/under the desired co-ordinates. This movement o f 
the ellipse is achieved by varying the start point o f the ellipse, denoted Sg on the mission plan. 
The possible range o f the Sg position is limited by the relative dimensions o f the EOS so that 
the ellipse can maintain safety clearance around the ISS. For the Inspector EOS semi-minor 
axis and width o f 200 and 100 m respectively, this gives an allowable position for Sg o f 200 to 
600 m along the positive x-axis, whist maintaining sufficient clearance to the station at all 
times, as demonstrated in Figure 4-8 below.
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Figure 4-8 EO S Safety Clearance Over Sg Range
This flexibility in the location o f the Sg point achieves fuU coverage by the EOS o f all 
positions on the ISS. However, some o f the extremes o f the station, such as the outside tip of 
the main solar arrays, are close to the limits o f coverage. For these critical areas, the available 
coverage o f the EOS can be extended by reversing the direction o f the out-of-plane motion of 
the ellipse, so that the ellipse is inclined to the right as it passes ahead o f the station, rather 
than to the left. This can be seen in Figure 4-9, which shows the limits o f the coverage 
provided by moving the S^  point, and by reversing the inclination.
■
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The co-ordinates along the x-axis o f the 83 point required to reach a specific co­
ordinate on the ISS can be calculated using the geometry o f the EOS to project the ellipse 
over the desired goal point. The easiest way to achieve this is to first shift all the co-ordinates 
by (100 m) in the z-direction, to account for all possible goal co-ordinates on both sides 
o f the x-axis. Now that all the points lie on the +z side o f the x-axis, the 83 x co-ordinate can 
be found by simply projecting the goal back across to the x-axis at the same angle as the EOS. 
This angle is defined by the ratio o f the ellipse width to the semi-major axis size 2. ^ ^ /2b. The 
X co-ordinate where the projected line crosses the x axis is then equal to the S3 position, as 
illustrated in Figure 4-10.
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Figure 4-10 Calculation of the 83 Point
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Numerically, from the diagram above, the Sg x co-ordinate is given by the sum of the 
goal z co-ordinate and the x distance required to project the goal to the x-axis, given by
Eqn 4-11
■^max
For the alternate inclination case, the co-ordinates must be shifted to the negative side o f the 
z-axis, and then projected back to the x-axis in the same manner, to give the co-ordinate as
Eqn 4-12 )
4.3.2 Retreat from Docking
For the ISS Inspector mission the nominal planned docldng port is located on the end 
o f the European COF module at the front o f the station, as described in section 3.1.2. The 
planned docking release uses a fixed velocity mechanical push-off from the docldng port, to 
provide Inspector with an initial downwards velocity o f 0.05 ms^ in the negative y direction. 
This initial velocity, combined with the position o f the docking port below the V-bar, results 
in a forward drifting ellipse, which over time safely drifts ahead o f the ISS as shown in Figure 
4-11.
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Figure 4-11 Free-flyer passive drift from Docking Release
For alternative free-flyer mounting positions on the ISS, the docldng release strategy would 
have to be revised to ensure the safety o f the retreat from the station. In  some cases the entire 
EOS transfer and return plan may even have to be changed, as the safety o f these manoeuvres 
is highly dependent on the start and return co-ordinates.
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The Inspector free-flyer is allowed to drift from the docldng release while all its 
systems are being checked-out and initialised. Once fully operational, the desired position for 
the first active manoeuvre is at the lowest point (in the y-axis) o f the natural retreat ellipse, 
given as the point. The timing for this manoeuvre can be calculated by noting that at this 
position the free-flyer velocity in the y direction is zero. Eqn 2-43 can then be solved for 
y ( l ) = 0 to give the time to reach after docldng release where Xq = 0 , as
Eqn 4-13 Tv, = ( -  /3&;yQ )
This will be approximately % of an orbit after release, though sMghtly less because o f the initial 
downward velocity.
4.3.3 Injection into tequired EO S
At the 81 point, the initial manoeuvres m ust be made to reach the start o f  the desired 
EOS at Sg. The x co-ordinate o f 83 has already been found in Section 4.3.1, and from the 
fixed EOS parameters the y and z co-ordinates can be given as 0 and 100 m respectively. 
Forcing the z co-ordinate as 100 m at 83 has the advantage that the fuU ellipse inclination will 
be already set up by this point, ensuring passive safety is initiated as early as possible. The 
velocities to reach Sg can then be calculated using the targeted form o f the CW equations, 
given in Eqn 2-46. For this, the last variable needed is the transfer time to be used for the 
transfer from S^  to S3. Since at S^  the y-velocity is already zero, being the turning point o f the 
y-motion in the ellipse, and at 83 the x-velocity will be zero as this is the start o f  the EOS 
ellipse, a transfer time of % orbit is used since this should result In an efficient % ellipse, 
maldng appropriate use o f the previous and subsequent ellipse velocities without requiring a 
fuU optimisation o f the manoeuvre.
The second set o f manoeuvres, at 83, m ust then initialise the free-flyer onto the
planned EOS to take it above/below the observation point. As the dimensions o f the EOS
are fixed, this manoeuvre will be the same regardless o f the actual position o f S3 or the 
observation point. The z-position at S3 should be equal to the required ellipse width, and so 
the only out-of-plane manoeuvre Is to remove any z-velocity. In-plane, any x-velocity at 83 
must also be removed to ensure a non-drifting ellipse, and the only AV that need be calculated 
is the required y-velocity. D ue to the position o f Sg on the x-axis, the required initial y-velocity 
can be easily calculated, as derived in Section 4.1.3, from
Eqn 4-14 j?Q =  cob
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4.3.4 Forced motion to Observation Point
As Inspector on its EO S trajectory, approaches the position directly above or below 
the target observation co-ordinates at S3, the free-flyer velocity is removed to bring it to a 
standstill at this point, and a forced motion approach is then used to move in the R-bar 
direction to the observation point. This forced motion approach to the ISS is a standard 
Inspector manoeuvre, as detailed in Chapter 3. The AV cost and time required for the 
approach will depend on the distance to be traversed from S3 on the EOS to the observation 
point, and on the final range to the station structure. As and example, a typical transfer o f 150 
m along the R-bar to a range o f 20 m from the V-bar using a forced motion manoeuvre would 
take approximately 1300 seconds and require a total AV o f 0.8 ms“\
4.4 Return to D ocking
The return from observation point back to docldng is slightly different from the 
outward phase because the co-ordinates o f starting position o f the manoeuvre, the 
observation point, are not fixed, whereas the target co-ordinates, the docldng point, are.
Thus, rather than a sequence o f manoeuvres from a standard starting position to move the 
EOS over the desired goal, there is a sequence o f manoeuvres from an arbitrary start point, 
designed to get onto a fixed EOS that passes under the fixed goal co-ordinates. This phase 
can also be described by a num ber o f points where manoeuvres must be performed to follow 
the desired path, shown in Figure 4-12.
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Figure 4-12 Return Phase Plan
The retreat from the observation point to the start o f the return EOS at Rj is made on 
a drifting ellipse, sized to guarantee safe avoidance o f the ISS in case the Rg manoeuvre cannot 
be made. Unfortunately this means that the position o f R^ , and hence the position o f the final 
EOS relative to the station and the docking port, is dependent on the observation point R^ ,. 
The position o f the EOS cannot then be controlled as with the outward phase, to pass under 
the docking point. To overcome this limitation, the path o f the ellipse can instead be 
controlled by small alterations in the phasing between the in-plane ellipse and the out-of-plane 
motion, allowing the docking target co-ordinates to be reached. The effect o f this change in 
the phasing is to effectively tilt the entire EOS ellipse about the x-axis. As the free-flyer will
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pass under the docking port at, or close to the lowest point o f its ellipse, a relatively small 
angular tilt in the EOS will have a relatively large effect on the free-flyer path in the y-axis, as 
shown in Figure 4-13. Since the docking position is relatively close to the origin o f the frame 
of reference, this allows the EOS to reach the target from a wide range o f Rg positions with a 
minimum required phase change.
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Figure 4-13 The Effect of Small Phase Changes on the EOS
Despite the small phase changes required, there wül nevertheless be an impact on the safety 
clearance o f the EOS in the y-z plane as the ellipse tilts. Fortunately, as shown in Figure 4-13, 
for the limited change required it can still provide acceptable safety for the ISS.
4.4.1 Manoeuvre to Safe Retreat Position
Before the first manoeuvre can be made to retreat from tire observation point 
however, it must be checked that the standard retreat trajectory can be followed without 
danger to the ISS. I f  not an additional transfer using potential function guidance techniques 
m ust be made to move to a safe retreat position before the EOS retreat manoeuvre can be 
executed. A safety envelope around the ISS is therefore pre-calculated, to determine which 
areas around the station are unsafe for a single impulse retreat, as developed in section 3.2.3.
If  an immediate retreat is no t available, the easiest solution would be to use potential 
function manoeuvring to return to the initial observation position from the start o f the 
observation phase. This position, chosen to be easily accessible from the first EOS, should 
also be suitable for an impulse retreat. For missions where extended manoeuvring has taken 
place during the observation phase, for example due to well separated multiple observation 
positions, it may be more efficient to move directly outside the retreat safety envelope. In this 
case, the exit position is simply found as the closest point calculated to be outside the 
envelope, with the transfer to this point performed with potential function manoeuvring.
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Alternatively, specific safe retreat waypoints can be defined, for which unsafe retreat points in 
the vicinity can transfer to non-standard trajectories, before retreating onto the EOS. 
Examples o f these three options for transfer to a safe retreat position are shown below in 
Figure 4-14.
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Figure 4-14 Transfer to a Safe Retreat Position Exam ples
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Once the safe retreat position R^ , is reached, manoeuvres may then be executed to 
initialise the ellipse to retreat from the ISS. The drift ellipse retreat trajectory itself is designed 
so that the ellipse semi-minor axis b is the same as that o f the standard EOS at 200 m, but the 
ellipse centre will drift along the x-axis at a displacement o f Ab per orbit. This drift rate 
ensures that the ISS will be outside the path o f the ellipse by the end o f the first orbit, thus 
maintaining passive safety throughout the retreat manoeuvre. The required direction o f the 
ellipse drift is dependent on the sign o f the y co-ordinate at R^ , since this value will also 
establish the initial direction o f the free-flyer motion on the ellipse. For positions above the 
station, the retreat ellipse starts on the top half o f the ellipse moving up and behind the ISS, 
requiring an ellipse drift in the positive x-direction, i.e. behind the station as shown in Figure 
4-15. Conversely, R^ , positions below the ISS require a drift velocity in the positive x- 
direction.
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Figute 4-15 Drifting Ellipse Retreat Trajectories
The velocities required to initialise the retreat ellipse can then be calculated by first setting the 
drift velocity, “  4^, in Eqn 4-1 to give the initial x-velodty as
E qn4“15 Xq = - 2 ( 3b  + û) y )
Eqn 4-4 can then be rearranged to give the initial y-velocity, as
Eqn 4-16 o ~  + 2 â:q/<y)
where is the y co-ordinate o f the observation point. As with other passively safe 
trajectories using ellipse drift, the trajectory will eventually traverse a complete orbit however, 
and further action must be taken to ensure the continued safety o f the ISS.
In addition to the in-plane manoeuvre to initiate the retreat ellipse, a small out-of­
plane AV is also performed at Rg to ensure that at the next point the z co-ordinate will be 
zero, enabling the main inclination increase manoeuvre. The magnitude o f this AV can be 
calculated using the targeted CW equation 2-46. However, until the complete manoeuvre has 
been calculated the exact timing o f the Rj point cannot be determined since it is the timing o f 
the Rj manoeuvre that is used to control the EO S phasing.
4.4.3 EOS Transfer back to Docking Position
The final step in setting up the in-plane portion o f the EOS required to pass under the 
docldng point is to remove the drift velocity o f the retreat ellipse. To minirnise the AV 
required, this manoeuvre takes place as the free-flyer path crosses the x-axis at Rg. From Eqn
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4-1, this gives ig  = 0 at tequiring a AV along the x-axis, while the y-velocity is left 
unchanged.
The manoeuvre at R^, once performed, completes the construction o f the in-plane 
ellipse, leaving only the calculation o f the out-of-plane motion required to synchronise the two 
ellipses to pass under the docking point. As previously mentioned, this synchronisation is 
controlled through the correct timing o f the R  ^manoeuvre. To determine this timing, the first 
step is to propagate the in-plane ellipse from Rj to find the time at which the trajectory passes 
under the docldng point, by solving the CW equation 2-39 for x = This completely 
defines the time at R ,^ from which we can work back via the out-of-plane m otion to find the 
time at R .^ At R ,^ z = 0 and the EOS inclination is set to the fixed value o f = 100 m. The 
out-of-plane m otion can therefore be propagated using Equation 2-42 from this point, to find 
the time after R^  that the z-position is equal to the docldng target z co-ordinate. It must 
however be ensured that the correct root is found when solving the CW equation for z = 
as the periodic z motion may also cross the goal co-ordinate at an earlier time whde the in­
plane motion is on a different part o f the ellipse. The z-solution is therefore only searched for 
within a certain time envelope defined by the in-plane motion o f the EOS, as shown in Figure 
4-16.
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Figure 4-16 Solution of the Z Motion for
For initial Rq positions above the ISS this strategy requires a solution to z — within % to 
% orbits after R ,^ or for R  ^positions below the ISS within % to IV4 orbits after R ,^ since the 
path must complete an additional V2 orbit around the station before passing under the target. 
Given the time at R3 from the in-plane calculations, and the time required by the out-of-plane 
motion to reach R3 from Rj, the time at Rj can be obtained by subtracting the out-of-plane 
duration (AT in Figure 4-16) from the in-plane R3 time. With the time at R  ^ Imown, the z-axis 
AV required at Rq to reach R^  at 2 = 0 can then be determined, completing the calculation. 
The full sequence o f calculations required for this complex phase, is detailed below in Table
4-1.
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Calculation Type Position in Plan Aim o f Calculation
AV: in-plane Ro Set up 200 m EOS with V  ^— Abd
Propagate path (in-plane) Ro to Rg Calculate time to cross x axis to get time at Rg
AV : in-plane (x axis only) Rg Remove ellipse drift
Propagate path (in-plane) Rg to R3 Calculate time to pass under docldng target to get time at R3
AV: out-of-plane Ri Set EOS width to
Propagate path"" (out-of­
plane) Rj to R3
Calculate time within specified 
limits after Rj for z = to get 
time from Rj to reach R3
Calculate time Ri Subtract to get time at Rj
AV : out-of-plane Ro Calculate initial z velocity required to reach Rj with z =  0
‘'Solve within correct interva .: y(Ro)>0 then Rj to R3 limit 14 to % orbits
Table 4-1
y(Ro)<0 then to R3 limit % to 1% orbits 
Calculation Sequence for Return Trajectory
4.4.4 R-Bar Forced Motion Approach to Docking
The forced m otion approach used to transfer up from the EOS point below the 
docking co-ordinates is another example o f a standard Inspector approach manoeuvre. In 
comparison to the approach to the observation point, the main difference is that in docldng 
the free-flyer must manoeuvre to the ISS structure itself, increasing the safety constraints at 
the end o f the transfer. During this approach however, the Inspector free-flyer will have 
access to enhanced guidance and navigation sensors, used specifically for docldng 
manoeuvres. Alternatively the free-flyer may be berthed using the ISS - SSRMS robotic arm 
rather than directly docldng with the station, as discussed in Chapter 3.
4.5 EO S M anoeuvre Cost
Some of the range o f possibilities for an EOS transfer and return from a single 
observation position are demonstrated in the following examples, shown in Figure 4-17 
below. These examples illustrate the use o f the EOS strategies to transfer between the 
docldng port situated on the CO F module, and observation points over a range o f positions 
both above and below the ISS structure.
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Figure 4-17 Ellipse o f Safety Exam ples
The costs o f these missions, both in terms o f the total time taken and the AV required for 
each stage o f the manoeuvre, are detailed in Table 4-2.
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Example (a) (b) (c) (d)
S tart/E nd Co-ordinates 10.0 ,-6.0 , 10.0 10.0 , -6.0 , 10.0 10.0 , -6.0 , 10.0 10.0 , -6.0 , 10.0
Observation Co-ords -6.0,10.0,15.0 -36.0 , 5.0 , 0.0 -16.0 ,-18.0 ,-20.0 0.0 , -7.0 , 35.0
Total Transfer Time (s) 11,969 12,187 16,777 16,818
Si AV (ms-’) 0.1566 0.1144 0.1042 0.2111
S2 AV (ms ’) 0.4809 0.4885 0.4989 0.4831
S3 AV (ms'’) (to stop 
before forced motion) 0.4660 0.4700 0.4628 0.4475
Rq AV (ms"’) 0.2137 0.2123 0.2226 0.2209
Ri AV (ms"’) 0.0897 0.1140 0.0521 0.0416
R2AV(ms"’) 0.0484 0.0484 0.0484 0.0484
R3 AV (ms"’) (to stop 
before forced motion) 0.4196 0.4118 0.4261 0.4239
Total Transfer AV (ms"’) 1.8749 1.8594 1.8151 1.8765
T ab le  4-2 E O S  Costs
The interesting result is that although the transfer time taken varies considerably 
between observation points above and below the station, the total AV for the manoeuvres is 
relatively constant throughout. This is due to the fixed EOS dimensions used, requiring 
similar velocities to initialise the EO S trajectories regardless o f the target position. The 
increased transfer time for observation co-ordinates below the ISS comes from the additional 
time spent on the EOS trajectory to transfer under the station during the approach, and the 
additional transfer above the station during the return to docldng. The cost o f the forced 
motion approach manoeuvres will also have a significant effect on the total cost o f the 
mission. Due to the fixed ellipse size, this cost will however be mainly dependent on the 
range o f the desired observation co-ordinates from the x-z plane, and hence the distance 
travelled using forced motion. However, this wül be balanced by the increased station- 
keeping cost o f an observation position further from the V-bar.
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C H A P T E R  5: P O T E N T IA L  F IE L D S
For the ISS-Inspector mission, the project leaders Astiium would like to enhance the 
inspection capabilities o f the Inspector Free-Flyer by providing the ability to manoeuvre 
between different observation points while close to the space station. This capability would 
allow multiple observation points to be planned to inspect one target from multiple 
viewpoints, or multiple inspection targets to be grouped together in a single mission. To 
enable manoeuvring during the inspection phase a guidance strategy is therefore needed to 
satisfy the constraints o f path finding and obstacle avoidance, and ensure the safety of 
trajectories close to the ISS structure.
Previous work at the Departm ent o f  Aerospace Engineering at the University of 
Glasgow, under a European Space Agency contract, demonstrated the use o f potential 
functions for real-time control and obstacle avoidance o f the European ATV during an 
autonomous approach to the ISS [4]. This work dealt mainly with the autonomous avoidance 
o f a small number o f discrete obstacles, such other free-flyers or co-orbiting satellites, 
throughout the ATV approach from entering the Approach Ellipsoid at 41on up to the edge o f 
the Keep O ut Sphere at 200m and through the docking approach cone to the ISS. For these 
tasks the potential function technique proved successful in attaining target co-ordinates and 
safely avoiding both stationary and mobile obstacles under a full non-Hnear simulation o f the 
ATV. For the Inspector vehicle however, the potential function m ethod used for the ATV is 
unsuitable for guidance at close range to the ISS. This is due to the problems associated with 
the creation o f local minima in the global potential field, as described in section 1.2.4, which 
occur frequently when trying to represent a complex non-convex obstacle such as the ISS 
using analytical potentials.
An overall review o f the field o f path planning was given in chapter 1, but in this 
chapter, two specific artificial potential field methods will be developed for use in the off-line 
path planning o f manoeuvres within a control volume close to the ISS. This control volume is 
defined as a manoeuvring space containing start and goal points and the obstacle 
configuration in the volume, which provides a finite space within which to calculate the 
potential fields, whilst also constraining manoeuvres to within this volume. These potential 
fields provide the basis for the path planning o f the Inspector Free-Flyer during the 
observation phase. The use o f the potential field for detailed trajectory planning and real-time 
guidance will be fully developed in Chapter 6.
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5.1 The Laplace Artificial Potential
The first potential field method that will be developed for the close manoeuvring o f 
the Inspector Free-Flyer utilises a discrete potential field based on the Laplace function. The 
Laplace equation and other harmonic functions have been the subject o f development for 
path finding in a number o f papers since they circumvent the local-minima problem that 
affects many other techniques. Typically the methods developed either satisfy the Laplace 
equation through the use o f a fluid flow representation [66] with a combination o f Laplacian 
potential function elements such as sources and sinks (as described previously), or alternatively 
by applying a discrete form o f  the Laplace equation to a discrete representation o f  the obstacle 
configuration space [59] [63]. An alternative approach has also been developed to use 
harmonic functions based on the Laplace equation in a panel method, similar to that used in 
the numerical calculation o f the flow over an airfoil, to represent obstacles o f an arbitrary 
shape [68].
For the Inspector path finder, a discrete approach to satisfying the Laplace equation 
was chosen for easy application to sets o f large complex obstacles such as the ISS. While the 
fluid flow representation has the advantage o f a lack o f pre-processing, the problems 
associated with representing the ISS structure as a combination o f flow elements precludes its 
use for Inspector path finding. Similarly, representation o f the ISS by the panel method while 
possible (the graphical representation shown in Chapter 3 is also comprised solely o f flat 
panels), is limited by the large number o f panels required which would be prohibitive from a 
global storage and calculation perspective. A discrete representation o f the obstacles in the 
control space also has the advantage o f being available for use by other mission planning 
elements such as collision safety checldng and radio link interference calculations, as discussed 
in Chapter 3.
5.1.1 The Laplace Equation
Laplace’s differential equation is important in a wide field o f research areas because 
the final steady-state o f many physical phenomena can be expressed by a solution to this 
equation. For example, the solution can used to represent many different potential fields, 
from electrostatic and magnetic potentials, to temperature, gravitational, and velocity 
potentials. Laplace’s equation itself, states that for a steady state solution the second 
derivative o f  the potential m ust equal zero over the control volume.
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This can be written as
Eqn 5-1 0
I f  Eqn 5-1 is satisfied, then the potential ^ is  harmonic over the control space, and can have 
no local minima in the potential. This can be proved analytically, however for the purposes of 
this discussion it can also be demonstrated by looking at the definition o f a minimum 
potential point, shown in Figure 5-1.
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Figure 5-1 A Potential Minimum
Any potential minimum point must by definition have a zero potential gradient, and both a 
positive potential gradient on one side and a negative gradient on the other, as shown above. 
This changing gradient can then only be possible if the second derivative is non-zero, which 
violates the Laplace equation. So, for Eqn 5-1 to be satisfied there must be no local minima in 
the control volume.
For path finding, we apply Laplace’s equation to a potential field over the control 
volume, which contains both the start and goal positions. I f  an artificial low potential is 
introduced at the goal point before the Laplace equation is applied to the control volume, the 
resulting potential field wül then have a single minimum located at the goal point. This 
guarantees that a path wül be found from any position in the control volume to the goal, if  a 
path is possible. A continuous potential field can then be obtained from the discrete results 
by interpolating between the calculated nodal potentials.
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5.1.2 D iscfetising the Laplace Equation
For obstacle structures as complex and changeable as the ISS, it is not feasible to 
globally solve the Laplace equation by analytical methods. The control volume surrounding 
the manoeuvre start and goal points is therefore divided into a discrete mesh, upon wliich the 
obstacle boundary points can be defined, before a discrete form o f the Laplace equation is 
applied iteratively to the potential mesh. The Laplace differential equation Eqn 5-1 can be 
replaced by a difference equation, given by
Eqn 5-2 +
+
i^+l,j,k ^ij,k ,k ~^i-ij,k
Ax.Ax Ax.Ax
A.y+l.t A, j.k
Ay. Ay Ay. Ay
},k
Az.Az Az.Az
where is the Laplace potential at node and are the step sizes between
mesh points in each direction. I f  the mesh is equally spaced, that is, the step sizes are equal in 
each direction, then Eqn 5-2 can be simplified to give
Eqn 5-3
= 0
or
Eqn 5-4 j,k ~ - j ( j ,k + 0i-i j,k + j+i,k + j-i,k + A, y + A, y )
At the start o f the calculation, the initial potential at each node is set to a value o f 1, and the 
potential at the specified goal point is set to 0. The value o f the potential at any node in the 
mesh that is defined as either an obstacle node, an edge node, or the goal node is then fixed so 
that these potentials will remain at the highest value o f 1 (or at 0 in the case o f the goal) 
throughout the calculation o f the Laplace potential field. The Laplace equation is tlien solved 
over the free-space nodes by iteratively applying Eqn 5-4 to each node. The use o f an initial 
potential value o f 1 at all nodes means that as the iterations progress, the lower potential value 
at the goal gradually propagates out around the surrounding obstacles, as show in Figure 5-2, 
while ensuring that no local minima are formed.
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Figure 5-2 The Laplace Potential Field
The use o f equal step sizes in the control volume mesh is not absolutely necessary for 
the formulation o f the discrete Laplace equation shown above or for other discrete potential 
fields for that matter. For example, many discrete path finders use a ‘quadtree’ approach to 
add extra nodes, and hence extra detail, to complex areas while reducing the number o f nodes 
used to represent large obstacle free areas to reduce storage and calculation requirements [94). 
However, many quadtree implementations lose significant intermediate nodes between 
obstacles and the control volume boundaries, which may result in reduced safety clearances 
from obstacles. Discrete grids with randomly positioned nodes have also been proposed, 
mainly as a solution in path finders that step directly between nodes, to reduce the negative 
effects o f being limited to traversing in axial and diagonal directions. In our case, the use o f  
equally spaced nodes simplifies the formulation and application o f the Laplace equation, while 
ensuring a minimum available detail both at obstacles and in the intermediate space. And 
since the path finder is not to be constrained to stepping between nodes, there is little 
advantage to be gained from randomisation.
One problem that can affect the iterative calculation o f the Laplace potential is the 
difficulty o f propagating through small gaps between obstacles. Given a gap between 
obstacles that only has one free node between fixed boundary nodes on either side, it becomes 
hard for a low potential area on one side o f the gap to propagate to the other side o f the 
obstacles. This comes about from the formulation o f the discrete T^ aplace potential function, 
which calculates each potential as an average o f the surrounding potentials. If a number of
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these surrounding potentials are fixed at a value o f 1 , then it will take a much larger number of  
iterations for a single low potential on one side to significantly propagate across this point. 
Fortunately this problem mainly affects the two dimensional case since 2 o f a possible 4 
surrounding potential nodes may be fixed at 1. In three-dimensions, it is highly unlikely that 
more than 2  out o f a possible 6  would be boundaries, and low potentials are more likely to be 
able to propagate around the problem area.
5.1.3 Exam ple Paths through the Laplace Potential Field
With the Laplace potential calculated at each node, a path can then be found by 
following the path o f steepest descent through the potential to reach the goal. The two 
examples in Figure 5-3 show paths found using a I.aplace potential field over a 2-dimensional 
control space. Figure 5-3(a) demonstrates the ability o f the Laplace potential to find paths 
around concave obstacles that would produce potential minima in other methods, and Figure
5-3(b) shows a potential field used to find paths to the goal point from a range o f starting 
positions in the control volume. Four examples o f 3-dimensional paths found using the 
Laplace potential are also shown in Figure 5-4. Figure 5-4(a) & (b) show paths generated 
around and along the surface o f two elements o f the ISS structure, the COF module and a 
solar array respectively. While Figure 5-4(c) & (d) demonstrate the path finder’s ability to 
travel between obstacles to reach the goal, if necessary for the mission. The examples shown 
in Figure 5-4 also illustrate the control volume and discrete obstacle representation used to 
determine the Laplace potential field by the obstacle nodes.
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Figure 5-4 Exam ple 3D Paths around the ISS
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AU of these examples show the characteristic o f the Laplace potential to produce paths that 
maintain an optimum safety clearance between the path and the surrounding obstacles at aU 
times. The effects o f a smaU change in path co-ordinates on the final path are illustrated in 
Figure 5-5, showing the alternative paths available in a complex obstacle environment such as 
the ISS, giving a range o f options for a safe path to the goal while avoiding the main truss 
structure.
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Figure 5-5 Path Variations from Small Changes in Coordinates
5.1.4 Merits o f the M ethod
The main advantages o f  the discrete Laplace equation method are in the ease o f  
formulation and calculation o f the potential, giving a potential field with one single minimum 
guaranteed at the goal point. For free-flyer manoeuvring and safety, the Laplace potential 
provides smooth continuous control throughout the control volume, and produces paths with 
good clearance from obstacles while being constrained within the defined volume. Unlike 
some potential function methods where obstacle potentials must be designed to quickly fade 
outside the obstacle boundary to avoid undesirable effects on the global potential, the 
influence o f obstacles in the Laplace potential field extends far from their actual boundaries. 
This gives a global potential field that can recognise the presence o f obstacles from a distance, 
and plan paths to avoid them from an early stage, rather than travelling directly toward a 
hazard and then skirting around its boundaries as can happen with other potential fields.
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Another aspect o f this behaviour is that paths starting from positions close to obstacles will 
tend to move safely away from the obstacle while finding a path to the goal instead of  
remaining close to the hazard. These behaviours can both be seen in Figure 5-6, which shows 
a contour plot o f the two dimensional potential field generated around an adversely orientated 
concave obstacle. Path A demonstrates the ability o f the Laplace path finder to recognise the 
presence o f the obstacle and flow a path to avoid it from the start o f the manoeuvre.
Similarly, Path B shows how a path starting effectively inside a concave obstacle can move 
away from the obstacle walls into safe free-space before proceeding towards the goal. It is 
these behaviours which ensure good safety clearance o f paths found using Laplace potential 
fields that make the method well suited to path finding for the safety critical ISS-Inspector 
Free-Flyer mission.
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Figure 5-6 Safe Path Finding Behaviours
As we have already seen, the Laplace potential can be easily extended to 2 and 3 
dimensions, and in fact the formulation o f the Laplace equation makes it easy to extend to 
higher dimensions. For a discrete solution however, extension even to 4 dimensions becomes 
quickly limited by both the storage requirements for the potential mesh, and the calculation 
time required. As an example, in the case o f the Inspector path finder a three-dimensional 
mesh size o f 50x50x50 nodes is used, giving a storage requirement o f 1,000,000 bytes (for 8  
byte double variables) just for the potential values, and additional storage is required to define 
the obstacle boundaries. So implementing a fourth ‘time’ dimension, even with a low 
resolution o f 100 seconds, would require a huge 36 Mb o f memory to represent a time span o f  
one hour. For such a large number of nodes, the computational time required to iteratively 
apply the Laplace equation also becomes a significant limitation on the usable mesh size.
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Though this limits the use o f a time dimension to represent a rapidly changing obstacle 
configuration, it is possible to represent a set o f slowly moving obstacles with a relatively small 
number o f points along the time axis by defining the position o f an obstacle in each time step 
by the total volume covered during this interval. For example, the changing orientation of the 
main ISS solar arrays, which rotate through 360° during each orbit, could be represented by 
four intervals in the time axis each describing the space occupied by the panels in a % orbit, as 
shown in Figure 5-7. Combined with a real-time path finder or guidance algorithm, this can 
be used to permit the Inspector Free-Flyer to follow paths over the solar panels while 
autonomously avoiding collisions with these rotating obstacles.
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Figure 5-7 A Discrete T im e Representation o f the Solar Array Configuration
Other than the rotating ISS elements, moving obstacles in the vicinity o f the ISS structure, 
such as other free-flying vehicles or astronauts, are unsuitable for representation in this 
manner since their motion is unlikely to be known at the Inspector mission planning stage. In 
any case, the representation o f free-flyer motion would be seriously limited by the available 
time scale.
As demonstrated by the previous discussion, the main disadvantages o f the discrete 
Laplace potential method are in the computational calculation time and storage requirements 
o f the potential field. The computational iteration requirements are partly reduced by using 
double precision values for storage and calculation o f the nodal potential values, since the 
extra accuracy obtained permits small potential gradients to propagate through the potential 
field more quickly. This increased calculation speed is offset however by the increased storage 
requirements for double’s over standard single precision floating point variables, typically 8  
bytes compared to 4 bytes for floats. For a fixed 50x50x50 potential mesh this is not 
problematic, however for larger mesh sizes such as for a four dimensional mesh, float 
variables may be used to reduce mesh storage requirements at the cost o f an increased number 
of iterations to calculate the potential field. One further disadvantage is that though a 
calculated potential field can be used to find a path from any position in the control volume to 
the goal, it is only valid for a fixed goal position, and in the case o f a three dimensional mesh.
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for a fixed obstacle configuration. Any change in the goal or obstacles therefore requires a 
complete recalculation o f the potential field.
Fortunately, for mission planning operations at ISS ground stations, computational 
power will be readily available, reducing many o f the inherent Laplace potential disadvantages. 
This, along with the use o f fixed mesh dimensions, scaled to the control volume around the 
start and goal points, reduces potential field calculation times to the point where complete 
recalculations o f the potential are executed in semi-real time. For example, for a PC based on 
a Pentium 166 MHz processor, calculation time o f the Laplace potential field for the 
50x50x50 mesh is o f the order o f 1 sec, while for a Celeron 500 MHz based PC this is 
reduced to approximately 0. 1 sec. Given these baselines, even the laptop based control 
station onboard the ISS would have sufficient processing power to recalculate Laplace 
potential fields if  required.
5.1.5 Specification of Obstacle Boundary Array
A critical part o f the calculation o f any discrete potential field is the definition o f a 
boundary array to describe the potential nodes that represent obstacle points. This boundary 
definition must, as previously determined, be easily modified and updated to take account o f 
changing ISS obstacle configurations, and specifically must also support angular updates to 
take account o f rotating, Sun orientated components. To simplify this process, a system of 
functions has been developed allowing standard shapes such as Cylinders, Spheres, Cuboids, 
and Panels to be easily added to the boundary mesh. Each o f these functions correspond the 
functions used to graphically draw the ISS modules and elements in the Inspector Camera 
Simulation discussed in section 3.3. For example, for a cylindrical ISS element such as the 
CO F module drawn in the graphical model, a corresponding element can be added to the ISS 
boundary mesh by calling the boundary Cylinder function with the same dimensions and 
position. The applied function then attempts to define the best representation o f the required 
shape, by assigning specific nodes in the boundary mesh as obstacle nodes, subject to a 
specified representation type. For example, in two dimensions a circle would be defined on 
the boundary mesh as shown in Figure 5-8, either by the most conservative 'safe’ m ethod of 
assigning the set o f boundary nodes required to completely enclose the circle, or by assigning a 
'best fit’ set o f nodes that m ost closely represents the circle shape.
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Figure 5-8 The Boundary Definition o f a Circle
The use o f such a set o f functions allows the obstacle boundary mesh used to calculate 
the potential field to be specifically tied to the graphical model o f the ISS, through the use o f  
comparable model data files, ensuring compatibility between the complimentary models.
5.2 T he Wave-Front Cost M ethod
The second path finding method developed for the ISS-Inspector mission planner 
makes use o f a wave-front algorithm as an alternative to the discrete Laplace equation, to 
generate a cost field instead o f a potential field. The method used is essentially a development 
o f a simple distance transform algorithm rather than an actual potential field, where each node 
is assigned a cost based on the shortest calculated distance to the node from the goal point. 
The ‘wave-front’ name comes from the nodal cost calculation method which determines the 
shortest distance or cost at each node by propagating an expanding wave-front o f minimum 
cost points from the goal node [94]. This distance transform wave-front is actually an 
application o f the simplest case o f another method, the A* algorithm discussed in section 
1 .2 .6 , and works similarly to other methods o f this type, by assigning nodes a cost based on 
the lowest distance to get to each point from the start point.
The A* search uses a heuristic estimate o f the remaining distance to reach the goal to 
optimise the search through the nodes towards the goal. Unfortunately, the directed search 
that makes the A* algorithm efficient in searching for a single optimum path in a discrete 
world, also makes it unsuitable for planning arbitrary safe paths to the goal point in a 
continuous volume. For the Inspector Free-Flyer, path planning and navigation requires that 
a potential field be able to provide guidance toward the goal from any position in the control 
volume, not just along the best route from its initial position. The distance transform method
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developed is an instance o f the A* algorithm where the cost estimate is equal to zero at all 
points. As a result the search is therefore undirected and will extend over the entire discrete 
mesh o f nodes. Furthermore, by propagating the wave-front from the goal point outwards, 
rather than from the start toward the goal as usually the case in an A* search, the cost field 
obtained will have a single minimum point at the goal, allowing it to be used in the same way 
as the Laplace potential field. Finally, though the use o f fixed mesh step sizes actually has 
little effect on the calculation of the cost field, many o f the same arguments as for the discrete 
Laplace potential may be applied, such as the preservation o f detail between boundaries. So a 
fixed step size will also be used for the wave-front cost method, providing the added 
advantages o f ensuring compatibility with the previously developed obstacle boundary array, 
and with subsequent potential function guidance techniques.
5.2.1 The Wave-Front Algorithm
The operation of the wave-front cost algorithm is in fact relatively simple, and relies 
on maintaining a list o f the current nodes in the wave-front as it expands from the goal point. 
Initial cost values, as with the Laplace potential are assigned the maximum allowable cost, 
although in this case the cost range is not known prior to calculation so the maximum cost 
must be given by a predefined limit. The goal point is assigned a cost o f zero, and added to 
the wave-front list as the initial node. The wave-front is then allowed to expand by checking 
the adjacent nodes o f each node in the current wave-front list, as shown in Figure 5-9. A new 
cost for each adjacent node is calculated as the cost at the previous node, plus the distance or 
cost to move from there to the new node. If the new cost is lower than the existing cost at 
the new node, then its cost value is updated and the node is added to the wave-front list. 
Otherwise it is left unchanged.
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Figure 5-9 Expanding the Wave-Front
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Once all the adjacent nodes from a single node on the wave-front list have been checked and 
updated, this original node is then removed from the current list, allowing the wave-front to 
expand through the new nodes. The final result once the wave-front has expanded over the 
complete control volume is a cost field containing the cost to travel to each node from the 
goal, as shown in Figure 5-10. A path can then be found from any point to the goal by simply 
descending through the cost field in a similar way to descending through a potential field.
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Figure 5-10 The Calculated Cost Field
5.2.2 The Step Cost Function
The key to the successful use o f the wave-front method for free-flyer path planning, 
comes from the formulation o f the cost function used during the wave-front expansion to 
calculate the additional cost o f travelling from one node to another. During the expansion, 
from each node w on the wave-front list, the cost c(n) at each adjacent node n is given by the 
formula
Eqn 5-5 c ( n )  =  c { w )  + f ( n , w )
where f(»,w) is the cost o f transferring from n to u>. Since the wave-front is expanded outwards 
from the goal node to the start, the direction o f the required movement cost is from the new 
node n to the previous node w, since this is the direction the path will follow from the start to 
the goal. In the case o f a simple distance travelled cost this will make no difference, however 
it should not be assumed that movement costs are always reversible.
The simplest example o f a transfer cost function is given by the direct distance 
between the two nodes. This reduces the cost field to a simple distance transform field o f the 
shortest distance to the goal from each node, similar to that shown in Figure 5-10. In 
common with other minimum distance algorithms this has the disadvantage o f finding paths 
that pass close to obstacles rather than favouring safer open space. Fortunately, with the 
wave-front method this can be easily solved by adding to the cost function an additional cost
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based on the current proximity to the nearest obstacle. For example, the cost function can be 
modified to give
Eqn 5-6 f  { n , w )  =  ( w - n ) - \ - D.
where r„ is the range to the closest obstacle node from node «, and D„, Dp are constants used 
to shape the influence o f the obstacle distance term. D„ controls the magnitude o f the 
obstacle distance component, while Dp determines the extent o f its influence. Through careful 
choice o f these constants, the cost potential can in fact be shaped to closely imitate the 
behaviour o f the Laplace potential field in finding smooth safe paths around obstacles, as 
shown in Figure 5-11.
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Figure 5-11 O bstacle D istance Component Influence
The uneven path that is shown by the pure distance transform result (D„, Dp =  0, 2) is the 
result o f the path attempting to travel directly along the cell boundaries between two nodes, 
and reacting to the small discontinuities in the interpolated cost gradient on either side o f the 
boundary. For a smoothly calculated cost or potential field, this is not a problem.
So, with a distance transform and an obstacle range cost the wave-front cost field 
displays all the main characteristics o f the Laplace potential field, and can therefore be used as 
a direct alternative for path planning. Ensuring the formation o f only one global minimum in 
the cost field and avoiding the formation o f any local minima, is performed in a similar 
manner to the calculation o f the discrete Laplace potential, by initialising all nodal costs to an 
arbitrarily high value that is considered a maximum cost by the algorithm, setting the goal 
node cost to zero, and fixing the values o f nodes that contain obstacles or the goal during 
calculations. Provided the combined cost function is always positive, i.e. f(n,w) >  0 for all
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nodes n^ w belonging to the control volume, the low cost wave will spread out from the goal 
point with monotonically increasing cost values, precluding the formation o f any future 
minima. The flexibility o f the transfer cost function means that the cost field can be enhanced 
to incorporate many more mission characteristics than the simple I^aplace potential. For 
example, an additional cost can be added based on the availability o f radio TM/TC and Video 
links at each node. Similarly a cost can also be incorporated to represent the calculated risk o f  
travelling between nodes not just in terms o f the proximity to obstacles described above, but 
also calculated from the free-dri ft characteristics o f the free-flyer. The addition o f such costs 
allows the cost field to be shaped to favour paths away from undesirable areas o f the control 
volume in terms o f any desired mission parameters
5.2.3 Exam ple Paths through the Cost Field
In general, the paths found by following the route o f steepest descent through the 
wave-front cost field are similar to the Laplace results. The main deviations are where the cost 
function has been changed to avoid particular areas. One example o f this, shown in Figure
5-12, demonstrates the use o f an increased obstacle proximity cost to avoid passage between 
two relatively close obstacles.
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Figure 5-12 Wave-Front Path Shaping
As can be seen in the figure however, the proximity cost weighing must be dramatically 
increased before the resultant path will take the extended route around both the obstacles.
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5.2.4 M erits o f the  M ethod
The primary advantage o f the wave-front cost method over the Laplace potential field 
is in the flexibility o f the cost function, and its ability to integrate weightings based on real 
mission parameters, other than the obstacle configuration, into the cost field. In addition, like 
the Laplace potential the wave-front m ethod guarantees the formation o f a single minimum in 
the cost field, as described above, calculated over the entire control volume to ensure path 
guidance toward the goal point from any position in the control volume. Also, by the addition 
of an obstacle proximity cost, the m ethod can be adapted to favour safer open volumes in a 
more controllable manner to the Laplace potential.
As was the case for Laplace potential fields, the main disadvantage o f the wave-front 
cost method is in the calculation time and storage requirements o f the cost field and the need 
for recalculation o f the field for a change in the obstacle configuration or goal point. A 
significant percentage o f the calculation time o f the wave-front is required to determine the 
range from any node to the closest obstacle. This element can be enhanced by pre-calculating 
the obstacle proximity values for each node, which has the further advantage o f greatly 
speeding a cost field recalculation if  required. Nevertheless, the calculation time for the wave- 
front is in general greater than for the Laplace potential field, especially with the addition o f 
extra mission elements to the cost function. For this reason, along with the additional setup 
o f distance and cost variables required to optimise the wave cost field to find the best paths 
for the Inspector vehicle, the Laplace potential field was selected as the default choice for 
Inspector path planning.
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C H A P T E R  6: P O T E N T IA L  F U N C T IO N  G U ID A N C E
6.1 Introduction
With the development o f potential and cost fields in Chapter 5, which allow paths to 
be found between any two points around the ISS, the next step is to investigate guidance 
techniques that can use these potential fields to manoeuvre the Inspector Free-Flyer to the 
goal in as safe and efficient a manner as possible. Throughout this chapter the techniques and 
methods developed whl be referred to as acting on potential fields and potential gradients. 
However, all these methods are equally applicable to cost fields calculated with the wave-front 
metliod. The possible differences in applying the guidance methods developed to different 
classes o f potential or cost fields wiU also be discussed later in the chapter.
In  order to develop a guidance strategy for the ISS-Inspector certain assumptions 
about the Inspector vehicle capabilities m ust first be made. Firstly it is assumed, as discussed 
in previous chapters, that the relatively small magnitude AV changes required to manoeuvre 
the free-flyer compared with relatively high thrust levels available, allow AV manoeuvres to be 
considered as impulse changes in velocity, o f negligible duration and infinite acceleration 
[100]. In  addition, it is also assumed that the Inspector Free-Flyer is able to provide these AV 
impulses in any direction, irrespective o f the vehicle attitude. This allows the attitude control 
problem to be removed from current guidance considerations. In  practice this is a reasonable 
assumption due to the design o f the Inspector vehicle, which provides an array o f thrusters, 
aligned around the vehicle in each axial direction.
The goal Is therefore to develop a guidance strategy to take the available navigation 
information at any position in the control volume, and produce AV requirements to be linked 
to the vehicle reaction control system to guide the free-flyer to the goal. For the final 
Inspector vehicle, the control hardware required for the low-level execution o f control wiU be 
integrated onboard the free-flyer. This can increase reliability by allowing higher level 
guidance commands to be carried out autonomously by Inspector rather than relying on 
external control software located in the MCS onboard the ISS or on the ground.
Nevertheless, it should not be assumed that requested AV manoeuvres wiU be carried out 
precisely as required by the Inspector control systems, due to unavoidable thruster errors. 
Similarly it should be expected that the navigation system will only be able to supply the 
relative position or velocity o f Inspector to a varying degree o f accuracy, as any navigation
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system will be inhetently subject to noise and etror bias in its measurements. Any guidance 
technique must therefore be able to accommodate these inaccuracies and restrictions while 
maintaining the safety o f the resulting trajectory.
6.2 Path o f Steepest D escen t
The basic m ethod o f finding a path through a potential field, as used to produce the 
example results in Chapter 5, is to simply follow the path o f steepest descent through the 
potential without considering the orbital dynamics o f the problem. This path can be found by 
calculating the potential gradient and then making incremental steps in the direction o f the 
negative gradient until the goal is reached. Despite the lack o f reference to the orbital 
dynamics o f the problem, the dynamics can still be applied at a later stage in order to follow 
the steepest descent path to the goal.
For any continuous path finder or guidance technique using discrete potential fields, 
the first step that must be taken is to interpolate between the available discrete potential values 
at the nodes o f the grid, to obtain both the potential and potential gradient at any position 
within the control volume.
6.2.1 Potential Field Interpolation
Interpolation o f the discrete potential values to approximate a continuous potential 
field is achieved by linearly interpolating the nodal potentials o f the mesh cell surrounding the 
required position. The mesh cell is defined by the volume of discretised space in the control 
volume as represented by the potential mesh, within which the required point resides. This 
can be found by simply rounding down the current co-ordinates to the closest lower mesh 
node to get the cell coordinates. Given the current cell (ÿ), the potential at a given co­
ordinate in two dimensions can then be calculated by applying a bi-linear interpolation 
formula [135], given by
= ^i,j -(î' +  l +  1“  j )
Eqn 6-1
+ j )
This effectively performs a combination o f linear interpolations in each axis to give the 
resultant potential at the desired point, as shown in Figure 6-1.
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Figure 6-1 Bi-linear Interpolation
Bi-linear interpolation can then be extended to three dimensions, giving a tri-linear 
interpolation formula. The potential at co-ordinates in cell (4Â^) are given by
+ x ) i j  + 1 -  y ) ( k  + 1 -  z)
+ >{x- i ) ( j  + l ~ y ) { k  + l - z )
+
Eqn 6-2 + i^+i,j+i,k - i x - i ) { y -  j ) ( k  + \ -  z)+ + x ) { j  + l ~  y ) { z - k )
+ i+i,j,k+i
+ X x - ~ i ) { y - j ) { z - k )
6.2.2 Gradient Extraction
For potential field guidance it is the potential gradient that is important to finding a 
path to the goal. Unfortunately, the discrete potential field only contains values for the 
potential at each node, not the gradient, which must be constructed from this limited 
information. The primary method of doing this is to take the bi-linear or tri-linear m ethod 
used to interpolate potential, and then differentiate Eqn 6-1 or Eqn 6-2 in each axis to give the 
potential gradient components in the axial directions [136]. For three dimensions, partial 
differentials o f Eqn 6-2 gives the potential gradient along the axes as
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+ X j  + ' ^~y) i k  + l -  z)
X y - J ) { k  + i - z )
E q n 6-3 + X y - j ) { k  + i - z )
~ ^ i j Mi  XJ  + ^ ~ y ) ( z - k )
+ A+ij-Ml X j  + i - y ) ( z - k )
~ ^i j+iMi X y -  j ) ( z - k )
+ <^MMiMi X y - j ) ( z ~ k )
dié ^~~^i,j,k Xi + ^ ~ x ) ( k  + l ~ z )
-  <Pi+ij,k Xi + ^ ~ x ) { k  + l ~ z )
+ ^ij+i,k X x - i ) ( k  + l -  z)
Eqn 6-4 + i^+\ j+i,k X x - i ) { k  + l - z )
~ ^ i j Mi  Xi + ^ - x ) ( z - k )
~ ^MJMI  Xi + ^ - x ) { z - k )
+ ^ij+iMi X x ~ i ) ( z ~ k )
+ ^ M M l M l - ( ^ - ^ ) ( Z - k )
d é- ^ { x , y , z ) i j ^ k  ==~^ij,k Xt  + l - x ) { j  + 1 -  y )
" ^i+ijx X x - i ) ( j  + \ -  y)
~<^iMi .k  .(i + l ~ x ) ( y - . / )
Eqn 6 -5  “  ^ m m i x  X x - i ) ( y - j )
+ ^i,j,k+i + +
+ i^+ï,i,k+i X x - i ) ( j  + 1 -  y)
+ ^iju,k+i Xi + ^~  x ) i y -  j )
i^+i,j+i,k+i X x ~ i ) { y  — j )
This gives a continuous value for the gradient available throughout the control 
volume, which can be used to find a path to the goal. However, since the potential 
interpolation function was a linear function o f x,y,2:, the differentiated gradient function is 
then only a constant function along each axis. The second derivative o f the potential function
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is therefore undefined in the control volume, leading to possible discontinuities in the gradient 
at cell boundaries. This means that while the calculated potential gradient is continuous over 
the control volume, the derivative o f this gradient will not be, and there are likely to be 
distinct changes in gradient values between adjacent cells. This can be clearly seen in one o f  
the two dimensional examples used to demonstrate Laplace potential path finding in Chapter 
5, repeated in Figure 6-2. As the path crosses over the boundary between two cells, the 
direction o f the path, given by the potential gradient at that point experiences a small but 
distinct change in direction, showing that the interpolated potential gradient field is not 
smooth at these points.
Figure 6-2 Path Direction Discontinuities
In order to provide the extra data required to satisfy the second derivative constraint 
and a smooth path, additional points must be used in calculating the potential gradient. This 
could be achieved globally for the potential field by using a higher order interpolation formula 
such as bi cubic interpolation. However since extra accuracy is unnecessary for potential field 
values, the easiest way to achieve this for the potential gradient case is to introduce a pre­
interpolation step that uses the surrounding nodes to the current cell to approximate the 
potential gradient at each node o f the cell. The gradients can then be interpolated directly 
from these cell node gradients rather than trying to interpolate via the potential values, giving 
the equivalent o f a cubic interpolation o f the potential values. The gradient values at the cell 
nodes are calculated by a simple one dimensional linear approximation from the nodes on 
either side o f the node in question, as shown in Figure 6-3.
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Figure 6-3 The Calculation o f N odal Gradients
A bi-linear or tri-linear interpolation as given in Eqn 6-1 and Eqn 6-2 respectively can 
then be applied to the gradients. Then, since the nodal gradients are calculated from the nodal 
potentials outside each specific cell, the gradient transition between cells will now be 
smoother. For three-dimensional potential functions such as those used for manoeuvring 
about the ISS, the advantages o f using the enhanced gradient interpolation are not so 
pronounced as for the two dimensional example shown in Figure 6-2, since the larger number 
o f available mesh nodes give a smoother representation o f the potential field. The difference 
in the steepest descent path found can still be observed however, as shown in Figure 6-4, 
when a simple distance transform wave-front is used.
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Figure 6-4 Path Differences due to Increased Interpolation Accuracy
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6.2.3 Following Path of Steepest D escent
Given interpolated potential gradients, the path o f steepest descent to the goal can 
then be found by iteratively applying a path equation, given below, to step toward the goal 
until the goal is reached [47].
V éEqn 6-6 P(n  +1) = P{n) + Ap
where P(n) is the path position, Ap is the step size, and V(j> is the potential gradient vector, 
given in component form by
Eqn 6-7 = + +OX oy -  oz
Provided the step size is sufficiently small compared to the cell spacing, this wtU generate a 
smooth path from the start to the goal.
Though independent o f vehicle dynamics, the formulation o f the steepest descent path 
finder itself does present a possible direct application to free-flyer path finding. The definition 
o f the path step size is an open issue, and in principal it may be possible to use a relatively 
large step size, especially if a very coarse grid is used, so that a 2-impulse transfer could be 
performed by the free-flyer to transfer along each step as the path is calculated. However, in 
reality the step size must be constrained to a relatively small distance, which would be 
impractical to follow with such a high frequency o f 2-impulse transfers. This limitation on 
step sizes is required since the direction o f each step is determined by the potential gradient at 
the start o f  the step without reference to changing potential values at the step end, and so 
small step lengths are required to maintain the validity o f the safe direction o f the path 
throughout each step.
To follow paths generated with the steepest descent method, a path must therefore be 
found using small steps, and then subsequently split up into longer steps to be followed by the 
free-flyer using 2-impulse transfers [137]. The resultant path is made up o f a number of 
waypoints along the original steepest descent path, which can then be calculated either to 
optimise total manoeuvre costs or to minimise the free-flyer deviation from the original path, 
as discussed in Chapter 2. This m ethod is applicable to off-line path planning only, as the 
planned sequence and position o f manoeuvres m ust be calculated before the mission. There 
is however still a certain degree o f flexibility in the execution o f the mission in that the pre­
planned waypoints do not necessarily require to be passed through precisely along the path. It 
should be sufficient to reach an approximate waypoint position before initiating the
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subsequent 2 -impulse transfer to the next waypoint, allowing a certain amount o f error in the 
applied impulses over the manoeuvre to be accommodated. In conclusion, however, these 
techniques are limited by attempting to follow a predefined steepest descent path that does 
not represent the orbital dynamics o f the problem. The result is a guidance method that does 
not make the safest o f most efficient use o f the free-flyer dynamics or the potential field.
6.3 Gradient Im pulse M anoeuvring
Unlike the steepest descent path finder, the Gradient Impulse (Gl) manoeuvring 
method [138] incorporates the free-flyer dynamics from the outset into a path finding 
technique that can, with a pre-calculated potential field, be employed equally well for real-time 
guidance as for off-line path planning. This Potential Function (or Field) Guidance (PFG) 
technique was originally developed for free-flyer guidance using potential functions as part o f  
the ATV guidance software developed at the University o f Glasgow [4]. It will now be 
adapted and developed as the chosen method for the Inspector Free-Flyer path planning and 
guidance. Required changes include the use o f discrete potential fields, and attempting to 
satisfy the increased safety constraints o f manoeuvring close to the ISS. An example o f the 
ATV implementation o f Gl-PFG from [4], used to guide the ATV path around a repulsive
obstacle potential function is shown in Figure 6-5.
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Figure 6-5 ATV Potential Function Guidance (from [4|)
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6.3.1 The M ethod
The G I-PFG  method operates by using the potential gradient direction to directly 
generate the desired free-flyer velocity at that point. The required AV, given by the difference 
between desired velocity and current velocity, is then supplied to the free-flyer control system 
to guide the vehicle. Between control requests, the free-flyer is allowed to drift freely, 
allowing the orbital dynamics to shape the path until another control action is required to 
ensure that the potential monotonically decreases. For off-line path finding, the path planner 
must then simulate Inspector thruster and navigation characteristics, and propagate the path 
using the CW equations o f motion. Or, in the case o f real-time guidance, control demands 
based on state information from the navigation system can be supplied directly to the free- 
flyer control system to generate the trajectory.
The desired free-flyer velocity at any point can be calculated from the potential 
gradient as
E q n  6-8 V + AV =  - k
where f^is the current velocity vector, Al/j^^ is the required change in velocity, and /è is a
velocity shaping function, which can be constant or a function o f the vehicle state. The
1potential gradient Vtj), when normalised gives the direction o f the desired velocity vector, q
ip-while the shaping function k  allows the velocity magnitude to be chosen with respect to
;!■vehicle and operational constraints, such as pre-defined velocity or thrust limits. It is desirable §
to use the normalised potential gradient rather than utilising a proportional gradient controller
in order to negate the differences in gradient caused by alternate cost fields, discussed in
section 6.4.1, and maintain control over the velocities applied to the vehicle. i
The final element o f the G I-PFG  m ethod concerns the criterion used to determine 
when a control action is required to ensure that the potential monotonically decreases. I f  a 
continuous switching strategy is applied, so that a control request based on Eqn 6-8 is 
produced every control cycle, the guidance method wiU effectively deliver a forced motion 
trajectory following the path o f steepest descent. This is undesirable from a AV cost point o f 
view since forced motion is inherently inefficient, and thruster and navigation errors will only 
exaggerate the cost, though it may be applicable to a continuous low thrust propulsion system 
[139]. The gradient impulse guidance strategy however uses a discrete switching criterion 
which only produces control requests when the potential is no longer decreasing. In a 
potential field method, this can easily be checked by referring to the rate o f change of 
potential, so that as long as the potential change is always decreasing within desired limits, no
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control action is required. I f  the potential rate o f change does not satisfy this constraint, a 
discrete control request can then be applied to resume an admissible path.
The rate o f change o f potential can be determined in two ways. Firstly, the path finder 
can simply check that the given potential value at the current position is lower that at the 
previous step. This gives the basic switching criterion that if the new potential at some 
trajectory step n is not lower, a control impulse is required:
Eqn 6-9 < A_i
^ else
no action 
control required
Alternatively, the rate o f change o f potential can be found by taking the scalar product o f the 
current potential gradient and the free-flyer velocity vector. The result can then be used to 
implement a slightly more sophisticated switching criterion, to constrain the maximum angle 
from the steepest descent path permitted before a control action is required as shown in 
Figure 6-6, by
Eqn 6-10 <  COS 6  = >  n o  action
else = >  control required
where $  is the maximum allowed deviation from the steepest descent direction. For the case 
0 ~  %/2 the behaviour o f Eqn 6-10 then becomes identical to that o f Eqn 6-9, as shown in 
Figure 6-6. For a limit such that 0 <  n / 2  the controller will pre-empt manoeuvres, although 
unnecessary control activity can be activated. This method, which was applied to analytical 
potential functions in [4], will be applied here to Laplace and wave-front cost fields, with aU 
further examples in this text will using a switching constraint o f 0 =  k/2.
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Figure 6-6 Gradient Switching Criterion
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6.3.2 Exam ple Gradient Im pulse PFG Manoeuvres
Although paths found using GI-PFG may utilise the same potential fields, and have 
similar directional controls to purely steepest descent paths, the free-drift permitted between 
control impulses result in paths that can appear quite different to the smooth direct paths 
produced by the steepest descent method, even to the extent o f taking an alternative route 
through the potential field to reach the goal. Figure 6-7 shows the paths found using GI-PFG  
for two example paths originally used to demonstrate the steepest descent path through the 
Laplace potential field in Chapter 5 (Figures 5-12(a) & (d) respectively). The actions o f the 
PFG method can be easily seen in the shape o f the resulting path, as the free-drift periods are 
shown by the smooth curving arcs, while each discrete control impulse is represented by a 
discontinuity in the direction o f the path. Figure 6-7(a) also demonstrates how the path found 
using the Laplace potential field is constrained within the control volume as well as repelled by 
the obstacle points, ensuring a safe path to the goal. Figure 6-7(b) also shows the ability o f the 
potential field to guide the free-flyer between obstacles using GI-PFG to reach the goal. This 
is a key result, as it shows that collision avoidance can be ensured using GI-PFG while 
convergence to the goal is also assured since (f> has no local minima within the control volume.
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Figure 6-7 Exam ple GI-PFG Paths using the Laplace Potential Field
Another feature o f GI paths shown in Figure 6-7 is the length o f the free-drift periods, 
which can vary dramatically between different paths, and in different sections o f the same 
path. This variation occurs because o f the natural tendency of the free-drift path to curve in a 
particular direction, due to the orbital dynamics o f the problem. If the natural curvature of 
the drifting path coincides with the desired route through the potential field, then the path will 
be allowed to drift for an extended period as the rate o f change o f potential remains negative 
definite. However, if the free-drift direction opposes the required route toward the goal, 
frequent control impulses may be required to keep the free-flyer on an admissible trajectory. 
Another way o f considering this is that the free-flyer may tend to drift safely around the ISS 
toward the goal, in which case no control action is required (or even desired), but if the free- 
flyer drifts towards the ISS, then action must be taken as often as required by the control law 
to avoid a collision. This behaviour can be more clearly seen by concentrating on the initial 
portion o f the path in Figure 6-7(b) which demonstrates examples o f both favourable and 
unfavourable free-drift elements. These unfavourable elements can also be seen in Figure 
6 -8 (a). By contrast. Figure 6 -8 (b) shows a path where the free-drift characteristics o f the free- 
flyer naturally avoid the obstacle between the start and goal, and the path must instead be 
constrained by the control volume boundaries in order to reach the goal.
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Figure 6-8 A Dem onstration o f the A dvantages/D isadvantages o f GI-PFG
The effect o f slightly different start positions on the trajectory found to the goal through the 
Laplace potential field was originally investigated for steepest descent paths in section 5.2,3, 
but the effects o f using GI-PFG on chosen routes can also be demonstrated by applying the 
PFG method to the same test cases. The results given in Figure 6-9 show that for GI-PFG 
the final route is dependent as much upon the free-drift characteristics o f the early portion o f  
the path, as on the exact start position.
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Figure 6-9 GI-PFG Path Variations from Small Changes in Co-ordinates
6.3.3 Merits o f the M ethod
The main advantage o f the gradient impulse guidance method is its flexibility in 
adapting to the orbital dynamics o f the free-flyer motion, applying control impulses to guide 
the path to the goal while still taking advantage o f the natural motion o f the vehicle wherever 
possible. In fact, GI-PFG actually makes no prior assumptions about the free-flyer dynamics 
or control systems, only requiring being supplied current position, and optionally velocity 
information, to return the desired velocities to guide the vehicle to the goal. Any favourable 
free-drift motion is automatically taken advantage o f through the discrete, gradient rate o f  
change switching criterion, irrespective o f the manner in which the vehicle drifts. The lack of  
reliance on any specific path being followed also means that the GI method is relatively 
unaffected by errors, either in the actual velocity changes supplied to the vehicle by its 
propulsion system, or in absolute navigation errors. In this sense the method is not model 
based and so is highly robust and failure tolerant.
Nevertheless, disadvantages do arise from the lack o f direct control over the chosen 
path o f the GI path finder. This is not seen as a major issue, but paths planned off-line as part 
o f the mission planning phase before a mission may not correspond exactly to paths followed 
in real-time using the same potential field due to differing navigation and control errors in the 
real execution o f the path. Off-line path planning therefore should only be used to produce 
an approximate path for a given transfer to obtain a predicted route and costs for that mission 
element. Unless o f course the results o f the off-line path planning step are to be used directly
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to control the path o f the free-flyer during mission execution, but this strategy would in any 
case undermine most o f the primary advantages o f the GI methods flexibility anyway.
One final problem with G I-PFG  arises in the final section o f the path to the goal 
point. Because o f the relatively sharp changes in the potential field surrounding the goal 
point, the finite approach velocity o f die free-flyer means that it may be unable to reach the 
exact goal point in an acceptable period o f time. An approximate analogy would be o f a ball 
bearing rolling around a bowl with a hole at the bottom , unless the ball happens to fall down 
the hole first time, it may take a number o f cycles around the bowl before the ball falls down 
the hole. Fortunately for the GI path finder, there is an easy solution. Once the path reaches 
an acceptable pre-defined proximity to the goal, G I-PFG  can be switched off and a single 2- 
impulse transfer used to transfer the remaining distance to the goal. Provided the maximum 
distance at which the 2-impulse transfer is used is small enough, for example if defined by the 
width o f a single mesh cell, then it is safe to assume there are no obstacles between the current 
position and the goal, and a 2-impulse transfer can be used without compromising safety.
6.4 Paths from C om plim entary Potential F ields
Some examples have already been given o f the results o f using G I-PFG  manoeuvring 
in the Laplace potential field. These examples have shown how alternative paths can be found 
by the GI m ethod compared to the route o f steepest descent, through the same potential field. 
Flowever, the relative performance o f the G I m ethod between different potential field types 
m ust also be addressed. In  principal, both o f the developed potential fields (Laplace potential 
and wave-front cost fields) should generate safe paths to the goal, but in practice the 
formulation o f each respective potential may affect the behaviour o f the GI guidance scheme, 
maldng one or other potential preferable for guidance o f the Inspector Free-Flyer. 
Furthermore, the application o f different potential types to specific mission applications will 
also be investigated.
6.4.1 Gradient Magnitudes
The first aspect o f using different potential fields for PFG  that must be addressed is 
the fact that in addition to the varying potential across the control volume, the relative 
magnitudes o f the potential gradient obtained in the Laplace potential field and the wave-front 
cost field are dramatically different over the control volume. This arises from the formulation 
o f the Laplace potential function, which essentially averages the potential values across the
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control volume, from a minimum o f 0 at the goal, to a maximum o f 1 at the edges and 
boundaries. As potential values are calculated further away from the goal point, the maximum 
possible change in potential effectively halves with each step from the goal, resulting in a 
potential gradient that falls exponentially from the goal point. At reasonable distances from 
the goal node, all Laplace potential values will therefore be very close to the maximum value 
o f 1, and gradients close to zero. This emphasises the need for double precision variables in 
calculating the Laplace potential, in order to preserve the detail o f the changes in potential 
values.
By contrast, the change in cost between nodes o f the wave-front cost field is 
independent o f the distance from the original goal. The cost gradient will have a guaranteed 
minimum value throughout the control volume, defined by the ratio o f the step transfer cost 
to step distance, with increased gradient applied by additional cost elements to the total cost 
function. The comparison between wave-front cost gradients and Laplace potential gradients 
can be seen by looking at a surface plot o f the respective potential and cost fields, as shown in 
Figure 6-10. The wave-front cost field shown is a simple distance transform cost with no 
additional proximity cost, so the gradient throughout the surface is actually constant except at 
the obstacle and boundary edges where it is steep. The effective gradient o f the Laplace 
potential field must however be multiplied by two orders o f magnitude before the shape o f  
the obstacle can even be discerned.
wave-front cost field Laplace potential field
" % » .
Laplace potential field (xiO scale) l aplace potential field (x 10(1 scale)
Figure 6-10 Potential and Cost Gradients
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Fortunately the problem o f large variations in potential gradient is solved by 
normalising the gradient V(|) to obtain the pure gradient direction for use in the path finder. It 
is useful however to be aware o f the differences, so that no direct use is made o f gradient 
potentials in the GI-PFG method that might limit the use o f any particular potential field.
6.4.2 The Effect o f Changes in the Potential Field
In section 5.3.2 the steepest descent paths generated for a transfer around the COF 
module o f the ISS for a range o f potential fields were demonstrated. The potential fields 
utilised for this example, shown in Figure 5-20, included the Laplace potential, and wave-front 
cost fields based on different obstacle proximity weightings. The result o f the same test case 
repeated using the GI path finding method is shown in Figure 6-11, to give an example o f the 
effect o f using different potential fields for GI-PFG. It can be seen that the differences in 
potential field when using the GI method have a much lower effect on the resultant path than 
the orbital dynamics o f the free-drift motion. However, in this example the natural free-drift 
motion is constantly curving the path away from the COF obstacle, so that the repulsive 
potential o f the obstacle has less o f an overall effect on the path. As a comparison, the GI 
guidance paths found for the reverse transfer (i.e. from the goal to the start point) along with 
the Laplace steepest descent path for this transfer are shown in Figure 6-12. In this case the 
orbital dynamics force the free-drift path towards the COF module, and the paths taken 
between different potential fields are dramatically different, with the two wave-front paths 
following a completely different route to the side o f the COF module, shown as cutting 
through the module in the two-dimensional view and clarified in the three-dimensional view 
o f the wave-front path.
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Figure 6-12 Reverse Paths around the COF M odule
The second example used to demonstrate the application o f alternate potential fields 
in Chapter 5 was that o f a path passing between or around two close obstacles, shown in 
Figure 5-21. The results o f this test case when solved by GI path finding, shown in Figure 
6-13, are quite surprising. Contrary to the steepest descent results where only the wave-front
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cost field with an exaggerated proximity cost component was forced around the two obstacles 
rather than passing in between, when the GI method is applied it is only the path found using 
the Laplace potential that passes around both the obstacles, while the two wave-front paths 
execute a route between the obstacles, passing considerably closer to the ISS structure as 
influenced by the natural free-drift characteristics which force the path towards the obstacle.
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Figure 6-13 Path between ISS Elem ents, with Alternate Potential Fields
The final aspect o f path planning using the GI method with differing potential fields is 
that o f performing a transfer along an ISS element such as the main solar arrays, as previously 
shown in Figure 5-12(b). In this example, the aim is to manoeuvre the free-flyer along the 
solar panel, whist maintaining a relatively close distance to the obstacle to facilitate a 
continuous inspection o f the structure. As demonstrated in Figure 5-12(b) the Laplace 
potential achieves this reasonably well using steepest descent manoeuvring, however GI 
guidance applied to the same potential field results in an extended path that moves a 
considerable distance away from the target obstacle. This retreat from the obstacle is caused 
by the initial action o f a potential field favouring points away from obstacle walls which 
pushes the path slightly to one side o f the main body o f the ISS structure, and once it begins 
to drift in this direction the characteristics o f the orbital dynamics o f the motion that cause the 
free-flyer to drift up and away from the solar panels combine with the influence o f the 
potential field to follow an extended path around the original obstacle. One solution to the 
potential field problem o f extended paths is to utilise a wave-front cost field with reduced 
obstacle repulsion, as shown in Figure 6-14(a). However, approach is dangerous since if the 
mission was orientated so that the free-drift characteristics forced the free-flyer toward the
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obstacles rather than away from them, then the obstacle repulsion in the cost field may be 
insufficient to maintain adequate safety clearance from the ISS.
A better solution is to continue using the Laplace potential field, but to adjust the 
switching criterion so that the angle between the GI path and the steepest potential gradient is 
constrained to a smaller value. This will have the effect, as shown in Figure 6-14(b), o f forcing 
the GI path closer to the steepest descent path, regardless o f the free-drift dynamics o f the 
manoeuvre.
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Figure 6-14 GI Path Shaping
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6.5 V elocity Selection  for Safety
One potential disadvantage in the application o f the G I-PFG  method to Inspector 
Free-Flyer path planning and guidance, is the fact that although free-flyer dynamics are 
incorporated into the method, there are no specific safety criteria implemented other than 
those inherent in the potential fields used. While the safety provided by potential fields, such 
as the Laplace potential, may be sufficient for many applications the safety, and in particular 
passive safety, o f planned trajectories are o f paramount importance. The G I-PFG  method 
would therefore be made significantly more attractive for applications at the ISS, if it could be 
enhanced to improve the passive safety o f the resulting trajectories, both in off-line path 
planning and under real-time control.
6.5.1 The Aim of Velocity Selection
The main mechanism o f the G I method available to manipulate the path and safety of 
trajectories is in the velocity applied to the vehicle at each control request. As specified by 
Eqn 6-8, velocity demands are obtained from the direction o f the potential gradient, and then 
scaled by the velocity shaping function k  to give the requested velocity. It would not be 
advisable to alter the direction o f the desired velocity obtained from the potential gradient, 
since this may affect the ability o f the m ethod to safely guide the path to the goal. However, 
the possibilit)^ o f varying the absolute magnitude o f the free-flyer velocity is already included 
through the shaping function k. Since the action o f k  has no direct effect on the validity o f 
the guidance method, and is in any case chosen for each specific application, the velocity 
magnitude can be shaped within the limits o f the free-flyer without affecting the ability o f the 
G I-PFG  method to safely reach the goal.
The easiest way to shape the velocity profile would be to base the value o f k  directly 
on some function o f the current vehicle position, such as the proximity to the ISS structure. 
Unfortunately this strategy does not take into account the direction o f the requested velocity. 
For the proximity example one would assume that a velocity o f 0.05 m s'^  toward the ISS is 
safer than a velocity o f 0.05 m s'^  away from the space station. However, as has been 
discussed at some length already, the direction and magnitude o f the initial vehicle velocity is 
not necessarily very representative o f the subsequent free-flyer trajectory under the action o f 
relative orbital dynamics at the ISS. The solution therefore, is to propagate the resulting free- 
drift trajectories using the orbital dynamics for a given range o f velocity magnitudes in the 
current potential gradient direction at each control impulse, and evaluate the safety o f each
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potential ttajectoty. The resulting trajectory with the lowest collision likelihood, or in the 
event that passive safety is not possible the lowest impact velocity, can then be selected to 
optimise the safety o f the subsequent path.
6.5.2 Velocity Selection Criteria
Before an optimum trajectory can be selected, the velocity magnitudes to be tested 
must first be defined. The upper and lower limits o f vehicle velocity are first restricted by the 
available thrust and propellant load o f the vehicle. However, further restrictions on the range 
o f k  must be enforced by other mission constraints, so that at the upper limit velocities cannot 
compromise the free-flyer’s abiüty to obtain up-to-date navigation information or to process 
guidance commands. Also, high velocities which limit the free-flyer’s abüity to perform a 
CAM and retreat from the ISS in the case o f a critical failure cannot be permitted. At the 
lower limit, a minimum free-flyer velocity is required to ensure that the free-flyer motion can 
overcome potentially adverse orbital dynamics to reach the manoeuvre position in a 
reasonable time period.
It is expected that for most applications it should be possible to find some nominal 
value for k  which provides an acceptable compromise between finding good patlis to the goal 
with reasonable time and propellant costs, for a range o f missions. This nominal or 
‘preferred’ value can then be used to define the test velocities by finding a requested number 
o f equally spaced values on either side o f nominal, between the pre defined velocity Umits.
The GI velocity request equation, Eqn 6-8, then becomes
Eqn 6-11 E  +
where is the preferred velocity value, and r,- represents a sequence o f scale factors used to 
select velocities within the required range. In  the case o f the Inspector Mission Planner, 
was chosen by simulation to give a preferred free-flyer velocity o f 0.01 m s '\  The multiplier 
sequence that was used to test the velocity selection technique for the Inspector mission is 
then given by
Eqn 6-12 r, =  {1 .0,1.5,  2.0 , 2.5 , 3.0 , 4.0 , 5.0 , 0.95 , 0.9 , 0.85 , 0.8 , 0.75 , 0.7 , 0.6 ,
0.5 , 0.4}
The sequence is arranged so that the velocities are tested in order o f preference. Obviously 
the nominal velocity must be tested first, since if this trajectory is passively safe the other 
options become redundant. For the Inspector mission, the next best option is to increase the 
tested velocity to the upper limit, since if safe this choice wül result in a shorter mission time,
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often with little extra overall cost in terms o f AV. Finally, the tested velocity is reduced down 
to the lower limit to complete the spectrum of permissible trajectories.
For each test case, the resulting trajectory is propagated using the CW equations of 
motion for a period o f two complete orbits, and checked for collisions along the path. I f  no 
collisions occur, then the tested velocity is deemed passively-safe within the requirements o f 
the PFG  observation manoeuvring segment o f the mission, and that velocity is applied to the 
free-flyer. I f  however a collision does occur within this period, the free-flyer velocity at this 
point m ust then be determined and saved, so in the case that no passively-safe trajectory is 
found the option with the lowest impact velocity can be chosen.
Though the development o f path finding using totally passively safe trajectories is one 
o f the main objectives o f  the Inspector Mission Planner developed here, it must be recognised 
that to permit free-flyer manoeuvring in the vicinit)^ o f the ISS this cannot be achieved for aU 
mission scenarios. By niinitnising the potential velocities of possible collisions however, in 
conjunction with duplex redundant vehicle systems and pre-planned CAM manoeuvres, the 
risk o f free-flyer manoeuvring can be reduced to an acceptable level,
6.5.3 Impact on Manoeuvre Time and Propellant Cost
The application o f velocity selection at each control request could result in potentially 
large effects on the final path followed by the G I-PFG  method, compared to paths found 
with a fixed nominal value for k  as shown in previous examples. These path differences 
should not, however, affect the ability o f the path to reach the goal point. In  order to show 
the effects o f using velocity selection, two example transfers already used to demonstrate GI 
paths win be repeated with velocity selection enabled. These two examples, both using the 
Laplace potential field, have been chosen to represent as many distinct characteristics as 
possible o f G I-PFG  applications. In  addition, it has been shown that the direction o f travel 
for a given mission can also have a dramatic effect on the path and safety o f the transfer. 
Therefore, each example wiU be tested in both directions to provide a range o f both 
favourable and unfavourable free-drlft behaviours.
The first example shown is that o f a simple transfer around the front o f the COF 
module at the front o f the ISS structure. In  the standard direction from above to below the 
module, this transfer demonstrates a path generated under favourable free-drift conditions 
that continuously guide the free-flyer away from the COF module. Flowever, for the reverse 
transfer the opposite is true, with the orbital dynamics curving the path toward the COF 
structure for the second half o f the transfer. The velocity selection results, shown in Figure 
6-15, demonstrate that the overall path followed with velocity selection activated follows a
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similar route to the goal as the original path, though the manoeuvres executed are not the 
same. In the forward direction, shown in Figure 6-15(a), the initial velocity applied to the 
free-flyer from the start position appears to be significantly lower than that o f the original 
path, resulting in the second manoeuvre being made earlier in the path. However, after this 
point the velocities appear to be relatively similar. The reverse path, as shown in Figure
6-15(b), requires a significantly larger number o f lower velocity transfers throughout much of  
the path, in order to increase the safety o f the transfer.
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Figure 6-15 Velocity Selection Application to COF Transfer
The second example that will be used to demonstrate the application o f velocity 
selection is a more extended transfer than the COF example, transferring from a position 
above and ahead o f the ISS structure, through the centre o f the main structure to a position to
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one side o f the lower portion o f the ISS. This example, previously shown in Figure 5.12(d) 
and Figure 6-7(b), demonstrates GI guidance behaviours both in passing between elements o f  
the ISS and in transferring between points above and below the station. Moreover, this 
transfer is also a good example to demonstrate varying free-drift behaviours through the path, 
since at the start o f the transfer the free-flyer orbital dynamics produces a safe path that 
requires little control to continue toward the goal, while in later sections frequent control 
impulses are needed to guide the path safely to the goal. Using velocity selection the forward 
transfer path, shown in Figure 6-16(a), follows the original path almost exactly for the initial 
segment o f the transfer, showing that the nominal k  velocity must be passively safe for this 
period. The paths then diverge slightly as the velocity selection causes lower velocity requests 
to be made. Towards the end o f the path the velocity selection path then makes a 
comparatively high velocity manoeuvre, causing the paths to diverge significantly, with the 
new path finally approaching the goal from a different direction. The reverse velocity 
selection transfer on the other hand, follows the original path very closely, with the exception 
o f a higher frequency o f lower velocity impulses in the first quarter o f the transfer.
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Figure 6-16 Velocity Selection Application to Extended Transfer
The paths followed by the GI-PFG method when using velocity selection only 
demonstrate the continued ability o f the guidance method to find a path to the goal. The 
original purpose o f the velocity selection technique was to enhance the safety o f the GI 
method. The consequences o f Inspector Free-Flyer impact velocities on the relative safety o f  
the mission will be investigated later in section 7.3.4 to develop a method of analysing the 
safety o f Inspector missions. However, this path safety analysis can be utilised here to assess 
the safety benefits o f velocity selection. The results obtained, shown in Table 6-1, represent 
the safety o f a path by the percentage o f transfer time along which the free-flyer is on a 
passive impacting trajectory with the ISS. These percentages are then further broken down 
into three safety categories by velocity o f impact, based on the safety categories defined in 
section 3.0. The categories consist o f velocities that would present a Catastrophic hazard to the 
ISS, velocities that would result in a reduced but still Critical hazard (including Catastrophic 
results), and all collisions o f any velocity (including both previous percentages).
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N o  Velocity Selection
Path Figure 6-15(a) Figure 6-15(b) Figure 6-16(a) Figure 6-16(b)
Description COF Reverse COF Extended Reverse Ext,
Start (m) (15,0,7) (8,-10,7) (10,10,10) (-10,-10,-10)
Goal (m) (8,-10,7) (15,0,7) (-10,-10,-10) (10,10,10)
Control impulses 9 8 18 24
AV m s"^ 0.1281 0.0888 0.2379 0.3139
Total time (sec) 2021 2950 6094 6092
Impact safety 32.61 % 87.66 % 55.99 % 46.26 %
Critical safety 26.52 % 1.53 % 43.50 % 9.95 %
Catastrophic safety 0.00 % 0.00 % 18.54 % 7.37 %
With Velocity Selection
Path Figure 6-15 (a) Figure 6-15(b) Figure 6-16(a) Figure 6-16(b)
Description COF Reverse COF Extended Reverse Ext.
Start (m) (15,0,7) (8,-10,7) (10,10,10) (-10,-10,-10)
Goal (m) (8,-10,7) (15,0,7) (-10,-10,-10) (10,10,10)
Control impulses 9 8 18 33
AV m s ' 0.1266 0.1380 0.2811 0.3462
Total time (sec) 2363 5361 6297 8373
Impact safety 22.85 % 82.97 % 52.64 % 61.94 %
Critical safety 0.00 % 0.00 % 22.19 % 5,39 %
Catastrophic
safety
0.00 % 0.00 % 0.00 % 0.00 %
Table 6-1 Velocity Selection Safety Results
The results show that for the examples given, the use o f velocity selection manages to 
reduce the Catastrophic impact percentage to zero in all cases, and also significantly reduces the 
percentage in every case. However this is at the cost o f possible increases in total 
impact percentages, showing that although the technique can reduce the overall safety risk to 
the ISS, the generation o f purely passively safe trajectories by this method is not possible. The 
cost to the example transfers in terms o f AV and transfer times is relatively small in cases 
where approximately the same num ber o f control impulses are performed. However, in cases 
where a significantly greater num ber o f control actions are required, usually as a result o f 
lower control velocities, the result can be a significant increase in transfer time, and 
occasionally AV requirements. In terms o f the ISS-Inspector mission however, these 
increased cost should be seen as acceptable for the increase in safety acliieved.
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6.6 N avigation  Problem s and Solutions
One o f the most significant problems that any autonomous guidance technique must 
deal with is errors, both in the navigation data supplied to the GNC system, and in the 
execution o f manoeuvres requested by the guidance system. For a free-flying vehicle in orbit, 
using a discrete control method, navigation errors present a serious problem to the safe and 
reliable guidance o f the free-flyer. Navigation errors are more significant than thruster 
actuation errors because wlille an acmation error will make a single discrete change to the 
subsequent free-flyer path, navigation errors are constantly and rapidly changing with limited 
reference to past data.
The trajectory deviation caused by a thruster actuation error is relatively easily detected 
as it will quicldy become apparent to the GN C system as the trajectory progresses, allowing 
corrective manoeuvres to be performed if necessary. In fact small thruster errors, such as to 
be expected from an Inspector type vehicle, will be automatically corrected by the G I-PFG  
method. Since the guidance technique does not rely on a precise path being followed, small 
trajectory errors wiU merely result in subsequent control actions taldng place at slightly 
different points. The GI technique is therefore robust enough that, so long as an initial 
portion o f the trajectory does travel down the potential gradient, a route to the goal can still be 
found though an alternate route may be taken.
Failure o f the G I-PFG  m ethod due to thruster errors wiU only occur if thruster errors 
become so large that the direction o f the resultant velocity vector at a significant proportion o f 
control points begins to be normal to the desired direction, or if  the applied velocity 
magnitude becomes close to zero. However, due to the fault tolerant design o f the Inspector 
vehicle and built in safety constraints, this scenario should never be permitted before a CAM 
manoeuvre is performed to remove the stricken Inspector Free-Flyer from the vicinity o f the 
ISS. In any case, it would be nearly impossible for any autonomous guidance strategy to 
overcome such severe actuation errors.
Navigation errors on the other hand, directly affect a potential field guidance m ethod’s 
ability to determine the desired control action at any point, and if not dealt with can easily 
result in failure of the G I-PFG  method.
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6.6.1 N avigation E ffo rs /N o ise
For the ISS-Inspector Free-Flyer, navigation errors are particularly significant due to 
the relatively low velocity o f the free-flyer throughout its PFG  manoeuvring. In many cases, 
the total distance travelled in a given time-step wiU actually be smaller than the average 
positional error. This is a significant problem for G I guidance, since the method must be able 
to determine not only the potential and gradient at the current position to supply control 
demands, but also the current direction o f motion so that the switching criterion can be 
determined. For a G I-PFG  path found with a Laplace potential field, with velocity selection 
enabled, a typical example o f the velocity profile is shown in Figure 6-17. The free-flyer 
velocity varies dis continuously at each control point as the safest velocity is applied by the 
velocity selection routine, and continuously between impulses due to the vehicle orbital 
dynamics. However the average velocity remains close the nominal requirement that = 
0.01 m s '\
Figure 6-17 GI Path Velocity Profile
The errors experienced by the Inspector navigation system will, irrespective o f the 
navigation method used, typically comprise o f two elements, random noise and bias. Bias 
errors are specific to each specific navigation type, for example a RGPS system will experience 
error bias caused by the shadowing and interference effects o f the ISS structure with the 
RGPS signals. This bias should produce a relatively consistent error within any given area 
around the ISS, but will vary with position around the structure. The specific and relatively 
unlmown nature o f bias errors makes it difficult to simulate their effect on the Inspector 
navigation results. Fortunately however, since these errors should only change relatively
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slowly for slow free-flyer velocities, they do not pose a serious threat to the use o f GI 
guidance. The problem o f any significant bias errors affecting the final Inspector design as a 
result o f  the chosen navigation system will require compensation in the vehicle navigation 
system, and should not affect path planning and guidance.
Errors caused by random noise on the other hand will affect every navigation system 
in the same way, with only the relative magnitude o f the noise varying between methods. It is 
these errors that wiU have the m ost significant effect on G I guidance, since even a relatively 
small magnitude random noise com ponent can disguise the true short term m otion o f a slow 
moving free-flyer. Unlike bias errors, random noise can be simulated by applying a standard 
Gaussian distribution random num ber generator to the navigation data. To test the Inspector 
Mission Planner, the C random num ber library ‘Randlib.c’ was used to generate random errors 
with using normal distribution with a standard deviation o chosen to match the expected 
navigation error range o f 0.025 m [140]. The results o f a free-drift path generated using a 
standard deviation o f ^ =  0.025 m, shown in Figure 6-18, clearly demonstrates the problem o f 
random navigation errors. Because the path appears to step in different directions at each 
point, the application o f G I-PFG  to this path wiU only result in continuous control requests, 
triggered by the false directions supplied to the switching criterion.
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Figure 6-18 Sensed Free-Flyer Path with Random N oise Errors
The sensed path in Figure 6-18 appears stochastic because although tlie true path is 
only progressing at a rate o f approximately 1 cm per second, the errors o f ± 0.025 m in any 
direction completely mask this motion to jump forward and back with each step. Over a
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longer period however, the sensed path does follow the average trend, and so a solution to 
obtaining improved directional estimates from the sensed path is to only sample the 
navigation data at longer intervals. This allows the true position to progress further between 
navigation cycles, and if the sample interval is sized by the expected velocity o f the free-flyer 
so that the distance travelled between samples is greater than the maximum possible error, 
then the sensed path should progress, if a little unevenly, in the correct direction. This can be 
applied to the GI guidance method by using the applied velocity at each control impulse to 
adjust the navigation sample interval. The result is that even with random errors the GI-PFG  
method is now able to correctly determine the approximate direction o f travel, and can guide 
the free-flyer to the goal. The results o f scaling the sample rate by the applied velocity for a 
test trajectory are given in Figure 6-19, showing the sensed path approximating the true path, 
while rapidly jumping either side o f the trajectory. Unfortunately however, this technique 
makes assumptions about the free-flyer velocity that may not hold throughout its free-drift 
path, and may result in overly long sample intervals that could compromise the safety o f the, 
originally real-time, guidance method. In addition, the magnitude o f the random noise must 
be known for the sample interval to be calculated.
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Figure 6-19 Sample Rate Adaptation
Sm oothing and filters
To maintain a high sample rate and ensure the quick response o f the GI-PFG method, 
a filter or smoothing routine is required to deal with random navigation noise before it can be 
used by the guidance system. The best solution would be to use a fast filter such as a Kalman 
filter [141], commonly used for GNC systems onboard spacecraft, which would be built into 
the Inspector Free-Flyer navigation system. In the absence o f any such capacity however, it
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was decided for test purposes to simulate the approximate effect o f a navigation filter using 
simple data smoothing techniques. Unlike a Kalman filter, these smoothing techniques do not 
require models o f the vehicle dynamics to provide estimates o f vehicle state, and can be 
relatively easily implemented for free-flyers such as Inspector where the vehicle motion is 
smooth and undisturbed between control manoeuvres. In  fact, particular exponential 
smoothing techniques are particularly suited to the smoothing o f data that represents a 
continuing trend, such as that o f free-drift free-flyer motion.
The basic form of exponential smoothing can be given by the Simple Exponential 
Smoothing m ethod [142], which smoothes a series o f values given byj^ as
Eqn6-13 y [  + { \ - a ) y l _ ^
where ' represents the ‘smoothed’ value and a is the smoothing constant. This m ethod is 
applicable to cases with no continuing trend, but where the most recent points carry more 
influence than earlier values. As smoothing progresses, the influence o f previous data points, 
carried over in thej/^_y term, decreases in an exponential fashion.
The Simple Exponential Smoothing m ethod can then be extended to incorporate a 
linear trend into the exponential smoothing equations [143]. This method, commonly known 
as lin ea r Exponential Smoothing or H olt’s method, is given by
_  y'k =Eqn 6-14 h =  Hy'k -y'k^ i) + {i~b)t,_,
where a is the level smoothing constant, and b is the trend smoothing constant. The term 4  is 
used to represent the trend o f the sequence.
One further extension can then be made to H olt’s m ethod is to add a cycHc pattern to 
the smoothing equations to give
3^1 = (^(yk/^k-p) + i^-a)(yU+t,^_^
Eqn6-15 ^  =  b ( y l  -  y l _ i )  + ( l~b) t^_^
=  ciyk/y'k) + (^ ~<^ )^ k-p
where a is the level smootliing constant, b is the trend smoothing constant, c is the seasonal 
smoothing constant, and p represents the seasonal period. This Seasonal Exponential 
Smoothing m ethod is Imown as W inter’s method, and was developed for use in weather 
forecasting since it works well for data that follows both a trend and a cyclic pattern.
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To smooth the Inspector navigation data, Holt’s method was chosen. Although the 
free-flyer motion will display a periodic pattern within each orbit, it is not accurately cyclic 
since the trajectory may not return to the same position after each ellipse, so Winter’s method 
should not be applied. Besides, between each control impulse, sections o f free-drift will be o f  
a relatively short duration so that the periodic motion will not have a significant effect on the 
short period trend. In addition, though the smoother must be reset at each control impulse, 
as the new free-flyer velocity will be approximately known after each impulse, the initial trend 
term o f Holt’s method can be initialised to this velocity allowing the smoother to converge 
quickly to a good approximation o f the free-flyer motion.
The results o f GI-PFG using exponentially smoothed navigation data, under the same 
random noise conditions as Figure 6-18, are demonstrated in Figure 6-20. The smoothed 
results give a reasonable representation o f the true free-flyer path in most cases, where in each 
case the largest positional error occurs at the control impulse point where the smoothed 
estimate must be reset to the current, corrupted position. The resulting navigation data is 
certainly sufficient to allow the GI guidance method to function, and find a safe path to the 
goal.
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Figure 6-20 A Sm oothed Navigation Path
6.6.3 Backup Navigation M ethods
In the event o f a complete loss o f  the RGPS signal or other primary navigation 
method, the baseline ISS-Inspector safety response as detailed in Chapter 3 is to perform a 
CAM to retreat from the ISS, potentially resulting in the total loss o f the Inspector Free-Flyer 
if RPGS data cannot be restored before Inspector drifts away from the station. It may
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therefore be useful to briefly consider alternative navigation methods that could be employed 
by Inspector as a backup in case o f a primary navigation failure.
One possible alternative would be available if a visual system was available on-board 
Inspector for use in station-keeping during the observation phase. In this case, the same 
system could be activated during other mission phases if navigation is lost, not to provide 
navigation but to maintain the free-flyer’s current position for a predefined waiting period, in 
order to allow the original navigation system to be re-acquired. If  this cannot be achieved, 
then the CAM can be performed without safety having been compromised by the station- 
keeping period. But if navigation is restored, then the mission may still be completed, or at 
least the Inspector Free-Flyer could safely return to its docldng port for servicing.
Another alternative would be to use a series o f proximity sensors situated around the 
Inspector vehicle to provide a reactive control system, as described in section 5.1.2, to take 
over in the case o f a navigation failure to keep the free-flyer safely away from the ISS 
structure. This reactive obstacle avoidance behaviour could then be combined with a simple 
visual beacon to guide Inspector safely back to its docldng port without the need for any form 
o f absolute navigation. Care m ust be taken however to preserve sufficient propellant supplies, 
so that in case a path to the docking port cannot be found, a manoeuvre can still be 
performed to safely remove the vehicle from the proximity o f the ISS.
Despite these alternative navigation strategies to save the Inspector mission however, 
the safest strategy in the event o f a loss o f primary navigation data remains the complete 
removal o f the Inspector Free-Flyer from the vicinity o f the ISS with a pre-planned CAM.
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C H A P T E R  7: M IS S IO N  P L A N N IN G
7.1 Introduction
The original goal o f this work was to develop the methods and techniques necessary 
for mission planners and the ISS crew to operate the ISS-Inspector in close proximity to the 
International Space Station. Much effort has been made to investigate the orbital mechanics 
of the problem and develop control strategies which allow the Inspector Free-Flyer to 
manoeuvre safely from point to point around the ISS. The final step is now to combine these 
manoeuvres and sldUs into a global mission planning architecture and tool. This must 
encompass both a m ethod o f describing and choosing mission parameters, an interface to the 
sldUs available, and a means o f optimising these sltills and manoeuvres to achieve the mission 
goals. A common approach to liigh level mission planning for robots is to break the available 
sldlls down into basic tasks or objects reducing the planning problem to the selection and 
scheduling o f these tasks [144]. This form o f hierarchical architecture has been planned in a 
three-layered structure for NASA’s AERCam project [145] [39], an alternative free-flying 
inspection robot designed for the ISS.
As previously mentioned, mission planning for the ISS-Inspector will be performed 
primarily from the ground. Flowever, it is also necessary for planning and monitoring 
capabilities to be available onboard the ISS. This gives a greater degree o f control to the 
astronauts who are closer to the tasks in hand, and also provides a backup for any unexpected 
break in communications that may occur during a mission. It does mean however that any 
mission planning software must be portable to the relatively modest computational capabilities 
available onboard the International Space Station.
The definition o f a fixed set o f available sldlls wrapped up within a single planning tool 
has the advantage o f simplifying the task o f mission planning, enabling at least preliminary 
planning to be performed within a very short time schedule. This ability to quicldy plan and 
assess potential missions would greatly add to die flexibility and ultimate usefulness o f the 
ISS-Inspector project. Inspection missions may even be planned on a fast track basis as they 
become needed, rather than requiring long lead-times to analyse and plan every mission. The 
accelerated planning o f missions would also expand the range o f missions to which the ISS- 
Inspector could be applied. Many potential inspection missions, such as the emergency 
inspection o f accidental damage to the ISS, would typically arise unexpectedly and must be
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performed in the shortest possible time. In  situations such as this, rapid external inspections 
would allow ISS controllers to assess the situation and detect any serious danger to the station 
and its crew faster than might otherwise be possible. This brings obvious safety benefits to 
the International Space Station over its lifetime, and to the ISS crew.
With the individual skills and manoeuvres available to the ISS-Inspector vehicle having 
been previously defined in Chapter 3 and developed in Chapter 4 and 5, the task of mission 
planning is simplified to specifying mission goals and then using the available sldlls to 
complete these goals. In order to achieve this, a mission planner must make the best use o f aU 
these skills to complete each mission as efficiently and safely as possible within the constraints 
o f the ISS environment and the Inspector’s abilities. With the planning and execution o f each 
manoeuvre effectively at a lower level within the overall planning structure, the planning 
sequence naturally breaks down into a quasi-hierarchical structure within the mission planning 
sequence. At the highest level is observation point selection, performed interactively by the 
operator to obtain suitable inspection opportunities o f the target co-ordinates. This then 
defines each mission as a set o f goal co-ordinates which subsequent planning stages must then 
attempt to reach. Secondary to goal specification in the planning hierarchy comes the 
planning and scheduling o f the route to be taken between goal co-ordinates. This scheduling 
activity is closely related to the subordinate task o f selection and planning o f individual skills 
and manoeuvres, as it requires the results o f manoeuvre planning to obtain the cost estimates 
necessary to optimise the mission sequence. The final level in the ISS-Inspector hierarchy is 
the actual low level execution o f the planned manoeuvres, as described in Chapter 3 and 
Appendix IV, and the monitoring o f the Inspector Free-Flyer during its mission. The overall 
planning stfucture is therefore fairly compact, with an initial goal specification stage, followed 
by a 3-level sldU selection, optimisation, and execution hierarchy:
« Observation point selection - Specification o f mission goals.
» Scheduling and optimisation o f complete mission.
•  Planning and optimisation o f individual mission elements.
• Low level execution and monitoring o f planned manoeuvres.
Due to safety considerations however, the safety constraints and escape manoeuvres 
implemented in the low-level control system must take precedence over aU higher level 
commands. In order to ensure the safety o f the free-flyer, the availability o f  an autonomous 
CAM manoeuvre (defined earlier) must be maintained to permit a safe retreat from the ISS at
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any time. The overall mission plan is therefore executed as a series o f requests to the lower 
level command segments, rather than issuing direct commands to the system. This not only 
ensures the basic safety o f the free-flyer, allowing reactive elements to be included if desired 
[146], but also permits flexibility in the low-level implementation o f command requests and 
safety strategies in the Inspector Free-Flyer hardware.
New techniques are therefore required both to select the most suitable manoeuvres for 
any given transfer between goal points, and to optimise the sequence o f manoeuvres to visit 
these points as safely and efficiently as possible.
7.2 T he Vehicle R outing P fob lem  (VRP)
The sequencing problem o f finding the best path for a vehicle, or fleet o f vehicles, to 
visit each node o f a given set o f co-ordinates, Imown as the Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP), 
is applicable to a large number o f real world problems, associated not only with 
transportation. The simplest example o f this problem, the Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP), 
is actually one o f the oldest optimisation problems to be investigated by computational 
methods [147] [148], and together with the VRP it has received a great deal o f attention in 
recent years [149]. The main reason for interest in the VRP is its applicability to such a large 
range o f real world problems, coupled with the challenge involved in dealing with large 
instances o f the problem. Applications range from relatively simple problems such as the 
TSP’s namesake, a travelling salesman who m ust visit a number o f customers in a single trip, 
to more complex problems such as the scheduling o f a large fleet of vehicles to optimise 
deliveries. Some o f the most complex problems arise from more diverse applications, such as 
the scheduling o f drill head changes on a multi-headed CNC machine. With modern CNC 
machines having a hundred or more individual drhl heads available, and the time taken to 
change heads a major percentage o f machining time, malting the best use o f each head before 
requiring a switch has the potential to significantly increase machine efficiency.
For the ISS-Inspector mission, optimising the sequence in which the observation 
points are visited will be critical to the success o f any series o f inspections. As detailed in 
Chapter 3, the Inspector Free-Flyer wiH be subject to a number o f constraints, defined both 
by the limitations o f the hardware (i.e. power and propellant limits), and operational 
constraints such as crew work patterns and periodic orbital conditions (day-night cycle). All 
o f these restrictions wiH limit the num ber o f observations that may be performed within a
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single mission, so it is imperative that the sequence be optimised to ensure that the ISS- 
Inspector is able to make the best use o f its resources to maximise its capabilities.
7.2.1 The Travelling Salesman Problem
Despite its relatively narrow definition, the original Travelling Salesman Problem 
remains a crucial component to the solution o f many higher level VRP’s, which are in turn 
directly applicable to real world problems. In fact the solution to most VRP’s lie in optimising 
a constituent set o f smaller TSP’s. To summarise the problem, the TSP describes the problem 
of optimising a tour through a set o f nodes, which passes through each node in the set once, 
and returns to the start point. This definition is also known as the Hamiltonian cycle problem 
in graph theory [150]. Analysis o f each tour (or cycle) is based on a given a set o f costs 
associated with travel between each node in the set.
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Figure 7-1 The Travelling Salesman Problem
Interestingly, as described in Figure 7-1, the TSP appears relatively similar to the path 
finding problem solved by Dijkstra’s algorithm, as investigated in Chapter 5. The 
configuration space — a graph o f nodes with transfer costs between each node — is identical. 
However rather than searching for the optimum route to a single goal node, the TSP is instead 
searching for the optimum path from the start node through each and every node in the graph 
before returning to the start node.
For the purposes o f this investigation we shall limit ourselves to dealing with only very 
small sequencing problems o f up to 10 nodes. This is sufficient for the planning o f ISS- 
Inspector missions since operational constraints will preclude the selection o f a large number 
o f observation points, except where nodes are very close together, in which case a group of  
close co-ordinates may be treated as a single node for high level sequencing. Typically most o f
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the research effort in dealing with TSP problems has been targeted at solving ‘small’ problems 
o f up to 30 nodes, and even in these cases only near optimal solutions are attainable within a 
reasonable computational limit. Larger problems are usually sub-divided into sets o f smaller, 
more manageable problems [151). Limiting ourselves to dealing with only 10 nodes greatly 
simplifies the problem, allowing fully optimal solutions to be obtained with moderate 
computational demands.
For such small instances o f the TSP, a solution can be obtained by the brute force 
method o f simply evaluating each possible complete sequence o f the given set o f nodes. This 
can be achieved by taking each possible sequence containing a single instance o f each o f the 
configuration nodes, excluding the start node, and evaluating the cost o f transferring through 
the sequence. The cost o f transferring from the start node to the initial node in the sequence, 
and from the final node back to the start, must o f course be added to the total cost. Even the 
simplest solutions can however have their own drawbacks. In this case the problem is in 
finding all the valid sequences o f the available nodes. A basic method that has been applied to 
the Inspector problem is to find possible sequences by stepping incrementally through a 
decimal numbering system, using each digit to represent a node in the sequence. So for 
example, in a 4 node problem, 4231 would represent the sequence 4, 2, 3, 1 where the given 
nodes are numbered 1 to 4. Each possible sequence must be evaluated to ensure that each 
digit, or node, only occurs once, but for small numbers o f nodes this is relatively cheap to 
evaluate. The main advantage is the simplicity o f the method, since for a 4 node problem we 
have simply to count through from 1234 to 4321, check for valid sequences, evaluate the cost 
o f  each sequence, and save the decimal sequence o f the optimum result.
Test Sequence
Result Count
Valid Sequence 
3 | 8 | 7 | s | l | * | 2
1 1 1 1 1 1
7 6 5 4 3 2 1
Invalid Sequence
2 | S | l j » | g l ?A- /
1 6 1 # # Î
7 6 5 4 3 2 1
Figure 7-2 D ecim al Sequence Checking
O f course, as described above this method can only deal with problems o f  up to 9 
nodes (or correctly 10 nodes if we denote the nodes 0 to 9), or less depending on the size o f 
integer variables available on the host hardware. For example a 16bit integer gives an upper 
limit o f 65536 allowing 5 nodes, and a 32bit integer will allow just 9 nodes to be evaluated. 
This restriction could be easily overcome using an array to store the individual choices, but in
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any case, past sets o f 6 nodes the costs involved in evaluating large numbers o f potential 
sequences quicldy become prohibitive. From  a computational perspective, the principal 
advantage o f the method is the minimal memory storage requirements during evaluation, since 
the current and best sequences are stored compactly as integer variables.
7.2.2 A Dynamic Programming Solution to the TSP
A  more elegant approach to optimising the small TSP can be accomplished by 
applying dynamic programming techniques to the problem. Invented by the American 
mathematician Richard Bellman [152], dynamic programming is a mathematical methodology 
that can be applied to many optimisation problems, amongst a range o f other diverse 
applications [153]. The key to the m ethod is in storing and sorting partial results to tlie 
problem in question, enabling otherwise expensive recursive function calls to be made quicldy 
through reference to this previously calculated data. The technique o f dynamic programming 
has already been employed in solving small TSP’s, and the solution will be developed here for 
application to ISS-Inspector mission scheduling.
The first stage is to break down the problem into a series o f smaller problems that 
may be determined through recursion. I f  we denote a set o f nodes as S, then we can define 
the function call f(S, x) to represent the optimum tour through all the nodes belonging to .S’ to 
reach the node x, where x  and S  are exclusive. This function call can then be replaced by the 
recursion
Eqn 7-1 f ( S , x )  = { f ( S - y , y )  + d{y, x)}
where j  belongs to S, and x) represents the cost o f transfer between n o d e j and node x.
By denoting the set o f nodes .S’ o f  the target TSP, including the start node, as nodes x  = 1 to n, 
the solution to the TSP can be obtained by the function call/(T, #4- where node n+1 also 
represents the start position.
As it stands, it would be very expensive to evaluate the recursion described above to 
solve a TSP. Dynamic programming techniques, however, allow us to replace the fuU 
recursion by storing a history o f partial results in an array. Evaluation o f Eqn 7-1 then 
becomes a series o f references to this array
Eqn 7-2 / ( S ,  x) = M I N ^ ,  + d{y,  x)}
where the array Fj j contains the results o f previous calls to Eqn 7-2, referenced by set (i) and 
node (j). Since the reference used for each set in this case is independent o f the order o f 
nodes stored, construction o f each set index lends itself to binary representation. Each set or
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subset o f the TSP nodes can therefore be represented by a single variable, constructed so that 
each individual com ponent ‘bit’ denotes the presence o f the corresponding node in the set.
So for example, if  the 2"^  ^bit is set to 1, then the 2"^  ^node is contained within that particular 
set. O f course, as with the decimal representation used in the previous section, this is 
intrinsically limited by the storage afforded by an individual variable. In  this case, however, 
the limit would be for 32 nodes in the case o f a 32bit variable, by wlhch time other constraints 
would have halted solution o f the TSP.
Before this technique can be applied to the TSP, a methodology to fill the required 
liistoiy o f results in the array F  is required. Fortunately, this can be achieved by simply 
applying Eqn 7-2 sequentially to the lower entries o f the array, after initialising the zero row 
with the cost o f transferring to each node from the start node. Operationally, this process can 
be illustrated by the following pseudo code
For allX belonging to & F^ ^^  = d(0,x) (initialise zero row)
Fori — 1 to binary representation of S: (evaluate each subset o f 3)
{ For all X in S: F^^^~f(i,x) }
The results stored in F  are therefore incremental totals o f the optimum cost incurred in 
reaching each node through each subset o f S. This allows easy evaluation o f the optimum 
cost to complete the TSP, but unfortunately does not include a reference to the sequence used 
to achieve that optimum cost. Finally then, the array F  must be extended to store for each 
entry the intermediate node used to achieve the stored cost at that point in the calculations. 
This corresponds to the n o d e j  used in E qn 7-2 that achieves the minimum cost for that step. 
Given this history stored in F, the optim um  sequence can then be found by stepping 
backwards through the array once the optimum cost entry for the TSP has been found.
Performance o f the dynamic programming solution to the TSP is impressive, 
especially in comparison to the results o f the m ethod described in the previous section. In 
illustration, on a base specification pc, pure evaluation o f the TSP for an 8 node problem took 
19.9 sec using the brute force method, while the time taken using the dynamic programming 
solution was too small to be measured using the standard windows timers. For a 9 node 
problem, time taken for the brute force m ethod increased dramatically to 279.29sec, while the 
dynamic solution was still too quick to be measured by default timing routines. To get some 
point o f reference, a 15 node problem was attempted using the dynamic programming 
solution, and took 0.83sec to complete.
The primary disadvantage o f the dynamic programming solution is in the storage 
requirements necessary to maintain the intermediate results. As an example, a 9 node solution
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would require an array o f 2’*^ X 10 results, a storage requirement o f at least 10 Idlobytes, plus o f 
course a calculation history array o f the same size. For a 15 node TSP this would increase to a 
total storage requirement o f at least 2 megabytes, an exponential increase in size.
I t is also worth mentioning, since Genetic Algorithms have already been introduced 
for the problem of optimisation o f multi-waypoint paths in Chapter 2, that GA’s have also 
been applied to the travelling salesman problem [154]. However their use is unnecessary for 
the relatively small num ber o f nodes required for the ISS-Inspector problem as the optimal 
solution to this TSP is possible.
7.2.3 Mission Scheduling Constraints and the VRP
Expanding on the relatively narrow definition o f the TSP, the Vehicle Routing 
Problem refers to a more general description o f the problem o f visiting or transporting objects 
between nodes. In  common with the TSP, specification o f the problem deals with a graph o f 
nodes, with given costs for transfer or transportation between connected nodes. In addition, 
the VRP also specifies a list o f objects to be transported, located around the nodes o f the 
graph. Associated with each object is also a destination node, to which the object requires 
transportation. The problem is therefore to optimise the transportation o f the objects to their 
destinations with the minimum transport cost. A good example that demonstrates all the 
elements o f the general VRP would be the scheduling o f a lift in a tall building. Each floor 
that the lift stops at constitutes a node o f the graph, with each node connected directly to each 
other node (since it is quicker to travel directly from one floor to another without stopping at 
intermediate floors). Objects (or passengers) may then be initially located at any available 
node, and may wish to be transported to any other available node in the fastest time possible. 
O f  course a lift can only hold a finite num ber o f passengers at any one time, and the capacity 
o f the transportation vehicle is an additional variable that defines the general VRP. The 
simplest case is o f a vehicle that can only carry a single object at any one time (unit capacity), 
compared to a vehicle that can carry a number o f objects at once (multiple capacity) [155].
W hen dealing with actual physical transportation and distribution problems, a small 
constraint is frequently added to the general definition o f the VRP in order to simplify the 
specification and solution o f the problem. This simplification is to assume that either all the 
objects to be transported are initially located at a central depot and must be delivered to the 
nodes o f the graph, or vice-versa that objects originally located at the nodes m ust be 
transported back to the depot. In  practice this constrained definition matches a large number 
o f real world problems, whist greatly simplifying the problem. Comparing the general VRP to 
the TSP, we can see that the TSP is in fact a constrained instance o f the VRP. For instance,
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the TSP could be represented by a VRP with 1 virtual object at each node o f the graph, each 
with a destination at the start node, to be collected by a vehicle o f infinite capacity.
In addition to the standard definition o f the VRP, an additional side constraint that is 
frequently applied to the problem is that o f time windows, which may be applied to visits to 
specific nodes o f the graph [156]. This constraint allows a time window to be applied to 
nodes, during which the node requires to be serviced. Effectively this is applied in the form 
o f an additional cost to the tour for arriving at a node outside o f the specified window, waiting 
costs for arriving early at a node, or by tightly constraining windows to exclude tours that do 
not meet the time constraints. Given the frequent application o f the VRP to real transport 
and delivery problems, the problem o f VRPs with time windows has been extensively 
investigated by the computing community. Although not currently implemented in the ISS 
Inspector scheduling tools developed here, the specification o f time windows would be of 
interest in planning ISS inspections to meet potential time dependent mission constraints, 
such as the day-night cycle. As previously mentioned, the ability to plan inspection operations 
to be performed at particular times to take advantage o f optimal lighting conditions, or to 
coincide with crew activities, would be useful. However, given the relatively short orbital 
period o f the ISS and correspondingly rapid change o f lighting orientation, artificial 
illumination o f a target from the Inspector Free-Flyer would be required in any case. 
Furthermore, this is a separate issue from overall mission duration time constraints on the 
Inspector vehicle, which are essential mission constraints, and could be dealt with as an 
additional transfer cost in terms o f the duration o f manoeuvres.
7.2.4 T h e  ISS-Inspector V RP
Concentrating on the ISS Inspector specific planning problem, there are a number o f 
mission constraints that will narrow the applicable definition o f the general VRP to the 
problem. Initially the Inspector problem appears very similar to the TSP, the Inspector Free- 
Flyer must visit each observation node once, starting from its docldng port and returning to 
re-dock with the ISS. Additionally, the Inspector has no objects or cargo to transport between 
the nodes, merely requiring a visit to each node to perform its inspection. Nevertheless, the 
Inspector Free-Flyer is strictly constrained by both the physical limits o f available electrical 
power and propulsive AV, and operational limits on mission duration. In  addition, there is the 
complication o f selecting between the fundamentally different transfer types available to 
manoeuvre the Inspector Free-Flyer between nodes. In  other words, the greater propulsion 
and duration costs o f EOS transfers compared to PFG  manoeuvring must be balanced by the 
enhanced safety o f the former.
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In  fact, the problem o f costing transfers and missions based on factors other than the 
absolute distance between nodes is a typical one. In any real VRP or TSP problem the 
relevant cost o f a transfer is more likely to be determined by the duration o f the transfer, and 
perhaps fuel consumption, than distance. For surface transportation problems this should 
favour solutions that avoid areas o f traffic congestion or resistance, to follow faster more 
efficient routes. In the case o f the ISS-Inspector, transfer costs should be a weighted 
combination o f transfer time and the AV required for the manoeuvre, allowing a balance to be 
found between satisfying these constraints on the mission. Absolute constraints on the total 
mission duration and propellant requirement can be implemented in the costing o f transfers 
by incurring infinite cost to the route if the addition o f the transfer would cause either limit to 
be exceeded.
The selection o f suitable manoeuvres for each individual transfer can also be 
accomplished at the costing stage, where the graph o f connected nodes widi transfer costs is 
constructed from the defined mission observation points. A t this stage the required 
manoeuvre type for a given transfer can be found independent o f the mission as a whole by 
basing the selection criteria to optimise mission safety for each potential transfer individually. 
This means forcing EOS manoeuvres where necessary to maintain reasonable free-drift safety, 
and allowing PFG  manoeuvring when safe to do so.
For an ISS-Inspector mission, the nodes o f the TSP are allocated by observation point 
selection, rather than observation targets since these are the co-ordinates that the Inspector 
Free Flyer must actually visit to complete an inspection o f the target. A complete inspection 
o f one single target on the exterior o f the ISS may require a num ber o f individual inspections 
surrounding the inspection target to fully visualise the component. However, though the 
selected observation nodes would typically be grouped around the mission targets, in a 
mission with multiple targets it may not necessarily be efficient to perform  all the individual 
inspections for each target in sequence. In  addition, certain circumstances may demand the 
inspection of an area of the ISS structure as the Inspector Free-Flyer passes across it in order 
to assess the condition o f large components o f the station such as the solar panels. In  this 
case, the start point o f the inspection would be considered as the observation point, with an 
additional sldll to be performed from there to complete the observation, adding an additional 
cost to any scheduled transfer to this node. The nodes o f the observation point co-ordinates 
can therefore be optimised globally as an independent TSP, without any need for reference 
either to the target co-ordinates o f each inspection or other sldlls to be executed at the 
observation point, other than to add the observation cost to the mission total.
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These simplifications, primarily in off-loading mission duration and other global 
constraints into the pre-scheduling stage o f graph cost calculations, allow the ISS-Inspector 
VRP to be considered as a simple TSP. For solution purposes this allows the dynamic 
programming techniques described in section 7.2.2 to be directly applied to the problem, with 
the proviso of incorporating Infinite transfer costs to routes that exceed global duration or AV 
constraints. The advantages o f this are twofold, both simplifying development o f the mission 
scheduling tool, and constraining the computational requirements o f the solution.
7.3 M ission  P lanning Tool
As previously mentioned, one o f the primary objectives o f this research has been to 
develop a rapid mission planning tool that is flexible enough to be used not only by operators 
on the ground, but also by the crew onboard the ISS. To this end, the software tool must not 
only be easy and intuitive to use, but also be portable to the computational facilities available 
on-orbit. To this end much effort has be made to ensure that all the techniques developed 
here make no great computational demands in terms o f processor or memory requirements.
In fact, none o f the path-planning or guidance methods developed take any longer than a 
fraction o f a second to execute on a relatively modest workstation, hopefully allowing the goal 
o f rapid planning and analysis o f ISS-Inspector missions to be realised.
Aside from the technical aspects o f mission planning, the secondary challenge 
mentioned above is that o f creating an interface to the Inspector Free-Flyer skills that is both 
flexible and intuitive to use [157] [158]. For even the simplest mission there is a wide range o f 
information to be displayed to the operator, coupled with a large degree o f freedom in the 
selection o f parameters such as the selection o f observation points from which to perform 
each inspection.
Given these goals, the most obvious choice o f interface is to use an integrated multi- 
windowed view to allow various aspects o f the planning process to be viewed simultaneously. 
The author’s Imowledge o f pc based programming, and the ease o f developing o f Windows 
software through M icrosoft’s MFC libraries lead to the mission planning tool being developed 
for the Windows PC platform. However, the use o f widely available O penG L Libraries for the 
graphics rendering, and ANSI standard C and C + +  code for all the algorithms result in a 
program that would be easily portable to an alternate windowing platform by any programmer 
with Imowledge o f that system. Division o f the user interface into distinct areas or views 
allows a combination o f both numerical and graphical information to be displayed to the
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operator, fulfilling the need for hard qualitative data, complimented by intuitive visual 
representations as shown in Figure 7-3.
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Figure 7-3 T he M ulti-W indowed Interface
Even given the graphical interface o f the tool, the use o f a relatively simple (and 
scalable) rendering model o f the ISS and the ability to temporarily suspend various optional 
features such as comms link integrity checking when not required, help maintain low 
computational hardware requirements.
7.3.1 Observation Point Selection Interface
The selection o f suitable observation points from which to perform an inspection of 
the ISS is one o f the most interactive and subjective aspects o f mission planning, and is reliant 
almost exclusively on the input and skills o f the operator. The interface used to choose 
observation points must therefore be intuitive, and supply as much useful information as 
possible to assist operators in their task. To accomplish these goals, the virtual Inspector 
camera simulation tool developed in Section 3.3 is incorporated into the mission planning 
tool, with the virtual view through the Inspector camera forming the primary window o f the 
interface. This, along with a secondary external Inspector and ISS combined view and safety 
indicators to represent safety and radio comms constraints, form an easily accessible interface 
to the selection o f observation points around the ISS. A third sub-window o f the interface is 
then available to display numerical data, such as the current co-ordinates o f the Inspector
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Free-Flyer, its target, and previously selected observation points for the mission, as shown in 
Figure 7-4.
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Figure 7-4 Observation Point Selection Interface
Extending the Inspector camera view to deal with multiple observation points, the 
graphical representation o f previously selected points and inspection targets in both the 
primary camera view and secondary external view, further assists the operator in planning the 
observations required to fully inspect a given target. In the final step o f the confirmation o f  
an observation point and inspection target, a dialogue box permits the manual fine-tuning o f  
co-ordinates, as shown in Figure 7-5.
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Figure 7-5 Observation Point Confirmation
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At this point, additional warnings can be included to reinforce possible constraints 
such as the safety o f the chosen co-ordinates, and the availability o f R-bar approach and 
retreat manoeuvres to reach the position. The availability o f such R-bar manoeuvres dictates 
the availability o f EOS trajectories to and from each position, otherwise requiring tire use o f a 
PFG  manoeuvre to reach the observation point, with the potential reduction in passive safety 
that entails. The correction o f co-ordinates witliin the confirmation dialogue permits the 
manual rounding o f values, as well as integrating the ability to specify externally planned 
mission elements or objectives.
7.3.2 Path Planning of Mission Elements
The initial goal o f mission scheduling for the Inspector Free-Fiyer is to optimise the 
cost o f each Inspector mission within a set o f constraints, such as vehicle AV and mission 
duration limits. The primary goal however, remains to maintain the safety o f the mission and 
minimise the potential for mechanical failure to result in a collision with the ISS. Much effort 
has been made in previous chapters to develop manoeuvring techniques that make use o f 
passively safe trajectories wherever possible. In  addition, the basic control strategy for tlie 
ISS-Inspector requires the provision o f a backup collision avoidance manoeuvre to be 
available at all times, allowing the Inspector vehicle to retreat safely from the ISS in the event 
o f a problem. There remains however a marked difference between the absolute safety o f a 
tightly defined manoeuvring strategy such as a EOS trajectory, which is specifically designed 
to be 100% passively safe, and more flexible but inherently less predictable trajectories such as 
those produced by PFG  methods. Furthermore, it is possible to break down PFG  transfers 
into distinct categories o f manoeuvre, each with differing degrees o f potential safety, both in 
terms o f passive safety, and the ease o f implementing a CAM. Flierarchical planning 
structures often try to make use at a high level o f as much available prior information as 
possible in the selection o f lower level tasks [159] [160]. Flere, the aim in planning an 
Inspector mission must be to make the best use o f economical PFG  manoeuvres in cases 
where acceptable safety can be maintained, whilst employing EOS transfers when safety 
constraints make them either suitable or necessary. For example, the additional cost o f 
employing an EOS transfer for an extended transfer along the length o f  the ISS would be 
small compared to the safety benefits o f avoiding PFG  manoeuvring. Similarly, for a transfer 
from above the ISS structure to below station, the lack o f passive safety o f PFG  would 
prohibit its use despite the significant increased duration and AV cost o f using an EOS 
transfer. O n the other hand, for relatively short-range transfers, particularly if enclosed within 
open areas o f space above or below the ISS, the minimal safety advantage o f EOS trajectories 
would be negated by the high cost o f the manoeuvre in comparison to the PFG  alternative.
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Given that the relative safety o f PFG manoeuvring and the availability o f EOS 
transfers between co-ordinates is dependent on the relative positions between the start point, 
the end point and the ISS structure, it follows that the selection o f suitable manoeuvres can be 
made by referring to their position relative to the ISS. This is achieved by segmenting the 
space surrounding the ISS into zones based on the manoeuvres available within and between 
these areas, as shown in Figure 7-6, At the pre mission-sequencing cost calculation stage, the 
optimisation o f overall mission safety can then be made by selecting the manoeuvre types 
available for each transfer between mission co-ordinates by referring to these zones within 
which the nodes are located.
PFG Manoeuvnnq Zone. Inaccesable by E.QS
Figure 7-6 Manoeuvre Selection Segm entation Map
The criteria used to segment the space surrounding the ISS, as shown in Figure 7-6, 
has been to define areas within which PFG manoeuvring is permitted. Transfer between 
mutually exclusive areas can only be performed using EOS trajectories if available. 
Overlapping areas are used to afford access, by PFG manoeuvring, to regions that would 
otherwise be inaccessible as they cannot be reached using an R-bar approach from EOS 
transfer. The determination o f those areas accessible by EOS transfer can be made by 
referring to the approach and retreat safety envelopes developed in Chapter 3. Meanwhile, a 
number o f basic constraints on the use o f PFG manoeuvres can be determined by observing 
the previously obtained results o f the nature o f PFG manoeuvring and referring to the orbital 
dynamics o f the problem. Applying these constraints to the local configuration o f the ISS
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then allows the areas around the station within which PFG manoeuvring is safe to be 
identified. In general, point to point transfers using PFG can be broken down into five broad 
categories based on their position relative to the ISS structure, shown in Figure 7-7.
(b)
(e)
Figure 7-7 PFG Manoeuvre Categories
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PFG  manoeuvres performed entirely in the open space above or below the ISS 
structure, as shown in Figure 7-7(a) and Figure 7-7(b), form the primary zones available for 
safe PFG  operations at the ISS. These zones are inherently safer due to their vertical offset 
from the V-bar, which ensures that the free drift trajectory from these points wiU tend to drift 
up and behind the ISS in the case o f the zone above the V-bar, and down and ahead o f the 
station when starting below the V-bar. Provided the manoeuvre velocities within these zones 
are controlled to Umit the initial velocity along the R-bar toward the ISS structure, passive 
safety can be preserved in a similar m anner to the R-bar approach manoeuvre demonstrated in 
Chapter 3. By contrast, PFG  manoeuvres which must navigate away from the orbital plane in 
order to transfer past elements o f the ISS structure, as shown in Figure 7-7(c) and Figure
7-7(d), cannot be executed in a passively safe manner. In  these cases, the out-of-plane offset 
o f the transfer path results in acceleration back toward the orbital plane, and towards the 
obstacle the manoeuvre is trying to avoid. This natural behaviour to accelerate toward the 
orbital plane can be easily observed in the out-of-plane component o f the governing Clohessy- 
Whtshire equations, given in Appendix III. This equation shows the out-of-plane acceleration 
at a point is directly proportional to its offset from the orbital plane.
E q n  7-3 z =  ~C0^z +
During PFG  manoeuvring, this undesirable motion requires frequent control impulses 
to maintain a collision free path around the obstacle, resulting in a relatively high AV cost on 
top o f the safety disadvantages. The final category o f PFG  manoeuvring zones, shown in 
Figure 7-7(e), is in fact rather specific to one area o f the ISS structure, located above the 
Russian portion to the rear o f the station. In this area there is quite a sizeable volume that is 
shadowed by the PV-Arrays o f the Science Power Platform, precluding an R-bar approach 
into this area. The presence o f the PV-Arrays also limits the passive safe capabilities o f PFG  
manoeuvring within this zone, since free-drift trajectories may drift upward into the arrays. If  
necessary, it may however be acceptable to permit limited PFG  manoeuvring into this zone, 
relying on pre-determined CAM manoeuvres to ensure a safe retreat in emergencies.
The encompassing o f the fuU range o f PFG  manoeuvres into these 5 broad categories 
is facilitated primarily by the configuration o f the ISS structure. This places the bulk o f the 
structure orientated either along the velocity vector (V-Bar) and orbital plane o f ISS orbit 
(around y ~ 0), or in the plane perpendicular to the radial orbital vector (around z »  0). O f 
course, this configuration, represented in Figure 7-8, is a natural design since placing as much 
mass and volume as possible along the orbital velocity vector has the effect o f minimising 
cross sectional area (and hence air drag) and gravit}?' gradient torques.
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Figure 7-8 ISS Configuration Relative to Orbital Plane
As a final restriction on mission manoeuvre selection, each Inspector mission must 
start with an EOS retreat from docking and transfer to the first observation point, and finish 
with an EOS transfer to return from the final observation to berth at the docking port. In 
certain cases this may restrict the available initial and final observation nodes to co-ordinates 
accessible by EOS transfer.
7.3.3 M ission Sequencing
From the point o f view o f the user, the operation o f the manoeuvre selection and 
mission scheduling strategies described in this chapter should be relatively transparent. There 
is little advantage to be gained at this stage in exposing a range o f complex configuration 
options, but a significant risk o f losing the intuitive interface o f the mission-planning tool.
For this reason, the mission-sequencing interface has been kept deliberately simple, with 
minimal user input required to generate an optimised mission sequence, as shown in Figure 
7 -9 .
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Figure 7-9 M ission Sequencing Interface
The first step o f the sequencing operation is to select the manoeuvres to be used for 
each potential transfer between the defined observation points, and to calculate the graph o f  
transfer costs between each node. The manoeuvre zones developed in the previous section 
are applied to each combination pair o f observation points, determining whether PFG 
manoeuvring is available to transfer between the co-ordinates or an EOS transfer will be 
required. The cost for each transfer can then be estimated, either by simulating a PFG 
transfer between the points, or calculating the sequence o f impulses required to execute the 
EOS trajectory. These manoeuvre costs, in terms o f both duration and AV requirement, are 
then combined to give an overall weighted cost for the transfer which can be used to optimise 
the mission sequence. Invalid transfers, which cannot be performed due to the relative 
position o f the two observation points, are represented in the graph by a connection with a 
prohibitively high (or essentially infinite) transfer cost.
The second sequencing stage is to optimise the mission sequence, as represented by 
the TSP graph calculated in the previous step, using the methods outiined in Section 7.2. This 
gives the sequence o f manoeuvres required to visit each of the defined observation points, and 
an estimate o f the total mission requirements in terms o f AV and total mission duration, 
excluding the station keeping costs for whatever inspection is required at each observation 
point. At this stage the observation point list can be edited, if required, to constrain the scope 
o f the observations to fit within overall mission limitations.
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From a computational perspective, given the relatively small num ber o f observation 
points available during a single mission, the limiting factor in the sequencing a mission comes 
down to the simulation o f PFG  transfers to obtain cost estimates for the TSP graph. The 
actual optimisation o f the Inspector TSP requires a negligible amount o f computational time, 
whilst on the development system the calculation o f manoeuvre costs takes o f the order o f 30 
— 60 sec for a 6 observation point mission, depending on the distribution o f the individual 
observations points. Unfortunately the extended calculation required to simulate these PFG  
transfers is unavoidable if  a reasonably accurate cost graph is to be determined. Nevertheless, 
within the original goal o f a fast mission planning and evaluation tool, this order o f time-scale 
is acceptable.
7.3.4 Mission Safety Analysis and Final Plan
Once the optimum sequence o f transfers to visit the chosen observation points has 
been found for a given mission, and the manoeuvres required for each transfer planned, the 
results must be analysed to evaluate the suitability o f the final mission plan. This evaluation is 
accomplished both by performing a brief safety analysis o f the overall trajectory, and 
graphically displaying the mission plan to the operator in such a way that they can make their 
own informed analysis o f the results. Referring to the collision impact velocity categories 
described in Chapter 6, for Critical and Catastrophic collision impacts, the safety o f each element 
o f the mission can be estimated by propagating the free-drift trajectory throughout each 
manoeuvre to loeate the areas from which a collision could occur, and categorising each 
potential collision within these safety levels. Fortunately, the design o f the EOS transfer 
methodology guarantees EOS manoeuvres to be 100% passively safe, and the safety o f 
station-keeping at observation points is enforced at the observation point selection stage 
through the checldng o f free-drift safety. This leaves the PFG  segments o f the mission to be 
simulated, and the free-drift trajectories after each impulse propagated to estimate the fraction 
o f the trajectory that is passively safe. During this simulation and propagation o f the PFG  
path, the effect o f errors in the AV impulses applied to the Inspector Free-Flyer are also 
incorporated into the paths and collision checking. This is achieved by propagating the initial 
velocity error range to obtain the resulting positional error throughout the trajectory, so that 
the area within which the path may drift is used to test for collisions with the ISS structure, as 
shown in Figure 7-10. The result is a more accurate check o f potential collisions, but tins wiU 
also skew the collision percentages toward higher values, since when collision tests are 
performed for each area within which the path wiU have drifted, no reference is made to the 
proportion o f this area that results in collision. From  a safety analysis perspective however, it
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is better to err on the side o f caution in this manner than to neglect AV errors and risk 
underestimating the risk o f a given manoeuvre.
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Figure 7-10 Free-Drift Path Propagation (With Errors)
The categorisation o f potential collisions into graduated levels o f risk greatly extends 
the feasibility o f missions that can be performed by the Inspector Free-Flyer. The use o f a 
100% passively safe requirement for missions would virtually rule out PFG manoeuvring in a 
large number o f cases, limiting manoeuvring to costly EOS transfers and seriously 
constraining the observations that could be performed in a single mission. However, the ISS 
structure is designed to absorb the impacts inflicted by astronauts manoeuvring along the hull 
during EVA missions, and the relative momentum o f the Inspector Free-Flyer is comparable 
to a fully suited astronaut manoeuvring with a tool bag. By permitting manoeuvres that 
possess the potential for a Critical or suh-Critical collision along a fraction o f the trajectory, the 
opportunities for utilising PFG manoeuvring to enhance inspection missions are greatly 
increased. The only downside o f this will be a minimal reduction in absolute mission safety, 
given that the ISS structure is already designed to withstand a range o f impacts from other 
sources.
Aside from the results o f a safety analysis and numerical lists o f manoeuvre types and 
costs, the best way to communicate the results o f a mission plan to the operator is to provide 
a visual representation o f the manoeuvre elements o f the mission. This is especially true given 
the lack o f  exact data for the Inspector Free-Flyer systems and control structure, which make
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any specific mission schedules or numeric data, including overall cost estimates, reasonable 
approximations at best. Thanks to the flexibility o f the mission planning tool interface and 
primary camera view, the display o f a mission through its individual elements is easily achieved 
by displaying path data for each selected transfer between nodes. This is in fact the manner in 
which the majority o f figures in this chapter displaying PFG  results have been produced. As 
we wiU see in the following results section, this method provides an easily accessible interface 
to the results o f the mission planning process, giving an immediate correlation between the 
Inspector Free-Flyer’s m otion and position relative to the ISS structure.
7.4 M ission  Test Cases
The only way to evaluate the use o f an interactive tool such as the Inspector Mission 
Planner is to use it to achieve some goal. In  order to demonstrate this, and to investigate the 
results obtained, this section will go in detail through the planning and analysis o f a number 
example missions. Three test cases have been devised to represent as wide a range o f mission 
objectives as possible, from a single target inspection mission requiring a set o f observation 
points grouped around a the target, to the extreme scenario o f a set o f 6 observation targets 
distributed as widely as possible around the ISS structure. In each case, the goal is to 
investigate not only the use and capabilities o f the mission planning tool, but also the resulting 
mission profiles and requirements with respect to their goals, since this will give an indication 
o f the range o f missions that wiU be achievable for the ISS-Inspector Free-Flyer.
7.4.1 Case A: A Single Target Inspection Mission
The first example is intended to demonstrate the objective baseline mission for the ISS- 
Inspector, the detailed inspection o f a single target point on the ISS. To achieve this, the 
target must be viewed from a group o f observation positions, designed to give a 
comprehensive overall view. The target point in this case is the top o f the Pressurised Mating 
Adaptor (PMAl), which joins the Functional Cargo Block (FGB) to Resource N ode 1 (Node
1), the first components o f the ISS to be inserted into orbit, in 1998. The four observation 
points, shown in Figure 7-11, are grouped at different angles above the target to provide as 
complete a view o f the top o f PM Al as possible within station-keeping safety and 
communications constraints.
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Figure 7-11 Case A: Inspection Target and Observation Points
In this test case the target co-ordinates are relatively exposed for visual inspection, 
with a relatively large area o f free-space directly above the target. Available observation 
positions are however prevented from approaching the target too closely from above on the y- 
axis due to free-drift safety constraints. Combined with occlusion o f the target from the side 
by the large vertically mounted radiators, the availability o f low elevation views o f the target 
are limited. Views from other angles above the ISS are available however, as demonstrated by 
Observation Pt. 3, though the camera position must be raised to maintain station-keeping and 
R-Bar approach safety. One subsequent advantage o f these elevated observation positions is 
that video and comms radio links are maintained at all observation points. All the chosen 
observation positions are also easily accessible both to and from EOS trajectories, and 
furthermore all four points are within the same PFG manoeuvring zone, giving the maximum 
options for inter-observation point transfers.
Views taken from the Inspector Mission Planner tool when defining each o f the 
observation points are shown in Figure 7-12 (a-d), demonstrating the available camera 
position data and the external Inspector/ISS views which are used to assist in each selection.
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Figure 7-12 Case A: Observation Point Selection Procedure
The task o f calculating and optimising the mission transfer sequence once the 
observation points have been defined is relatively straightforward within the Inspector
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Mission Planner tool. The interface and numerical results o f this optimisation for Case A, 
once the cost estimations and TPS solutions have been calculated, are shown in Figure 7-13.
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Figure 7-13 Case A: Transfer Optimisation D ialogue
The result o f the optimisation is that the observation point transfers are sequenced in 
the order: 4, 1,2, 3. PFG transfers are utilised between each observation points resulting in 
low transfer costs for this phase o f the mission, with EOS trajectories used to transfer to and 
from docking at the ISS. Graphical representation o f the resulting mission trajectory, given in 
Figure 7-14, shows clearly the suitability o f the PFG manoeuvring strategy for the transfers 
between relatively closely grouped inspection positions, as characterised visually by the 
comparatively direct nature o f the transfers. The EOS transfer to the first observation 
position from docking, and the return from the final observation position, show in 
comparison an extended trajectory retreating far from the ISS structure in order to assure long 
term passive-safety.
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Figure 7-14 Case A: Overview o f M ission Trajectory
Looking more closely at the PFG controlled portion o f the mission, shown in Figure 
7-15, it can be seen that for the first two transfers (Observation Pt 4 to 1 and Observation Pt 
1 to 2) the looping trajectories are continually drifting safely away from the ISS structure 
requiring controller input every few metres to keep the path on course. This results in a safe 
free-drift trajectory in the short term along the transfer, whilst the control activations are still 
spaced widely enough to be relatively efficient in terms o f AV. In the final PFG transfer. 
Observation Pt 2 to 3, the path has only a small number of control actions as the free-drift 
trajectory has a tendency to drift favourably towards the goal point. This does however lead 
to the path approaching closer to the Science Power Platform PV Array structure than might 
be desired. O f course this can be easily avoided by modifying the collision volume 
surrounding the PV Array to give a wider safety margin. In any case, since the free-drift 
trajectory at that point is actually moving safely away from the structure there is no real danger 
o f contact.
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(a) Three PFG Trajectories
(b) PFG Trajectory between Pt 2 and Pt 3 
Figure 7-15 Case A: PFG Trajectories
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The profile o f the EOS transfer sections o f the mission, shown in Figure 7-16, 
describes a standard EOS retreat from docking with R-Bar transfer to the first observation 
point, and an equally standard EOS retreat and R-Bar return to docking from the final 
observation point. Aside from any additional out-of-plane motion that may be required to 
reach or retreat from observation points further from the orbital plane, this profile will remain 
broadly consistent for all EOS transfers to and from docking. The safety o f the EOS strategy, 
built intrinsically into the definition o f the trajectories, is reinforced by this graphical 
representation which emphasises the physically large safety margin while transferring around 
the ISS structure.
(a) EOS Trajectories in X-Y Plane
(b) EOS Trajectories in X-Z Plane
Figure 7-16 Case A: EOS Trajectories
The numerical results o f the mission plan, given in Table 7-1, follow the same pattern 
as the graphical results. The PFG segments are relatively small and efficient, both in terms o f  
AV requirements and duration, in comparison to the EOS segments which make up the 
majority o f overall mission costs. Referring back to the original design capabilities for the
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Inspector Free-Flyer outlined in Chapter 3, we can see that the calculated mission 
requirements fall just within maximum AV capabilities o f 10 ms'^ and full power mission 
duration o f 10.9hrs. From a mission duration perspective this should not be a problem, since 
the Inspector power requirements during the free-drift phases o f EOS manoeuvring should be 
minimal. Flowever, in terms o f AV requirements this is rather close to the Hmit, given that 
station-keeping costs during the actual observation phase have not been taken into account.
Transfer Type AV (ms-') Transfer Time (s)
Docking to P t 4 EOS 3.66493 8255
(R-bar approach) R-bar 0.8 1300
Pt 4 to P t 1 PFG 0.13913 1394
Pt 1 to Pt 2 PFG 0.17606 2965
Pt 2 to Pt 3 PFG 0.13912 1676
Return to Docldng EOS 3.18780 20364
(R-bar approach) R-bar 0.8 1300
Total 8.90758 37254 10 hrs)
Table 7-1 Case A: Mission Transfer Costs
The final aspect o f the mission plan to be considered is the safety o f the resulting 
trajectories, specifically those o f the PFG  segments o f the mission. The results o f a safety 
analysis o f each o f the PFG  segments, performed by propagating free-drift trajectories and 
testing for potential collisions over a period o f 2 orbits o f the ISS, are given in Table 7-2.
Transfer Duration Any Impact Critical Impact Catastrophic Impact
P t 4 to Pt 1 1394 sec 0.00 % 0.00 % 0.00 %
Pt 1 to P t 2 2965 sec 5.07 % 5.07 % 0.00 %
Pt 2 to Pt 3 1676 sec 57.45 % 57.45 % 57.45 %
Table 7-2 Case A: PFG Trajectory Safety Analysis
O f the three PFG  manoeuvres performed it is only the final transfer, from Observation P t 2 
to 3, which has the potential to cause a catastrophic collision with the ISS. Examining this 
trajectory element closely in Figure 7-15 (b), it appears that this collision potential arises from 
the initial path taken as the Inspector Free-Flyer leaves Observation P t 2 and drifts above the 
Science Power Platform before maldng a second control manoeuvre to correct its course 
toward the target at Observation P t 3. During this relatively lengthy section (for a PFG  
manoeuvre at least), extrapolation o f the free-drift trajectory would suggest that the extended 
path will drift around the rear o f the ISS like an undersized EOS, before looping back up to 
collide with the lower ISS structure. The trajectory is safe however, for at least half an orbit
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past the point where the second control action should occur, giving plenty time in the event o f  
a problem to perform a Collision Avoidance Manoeuvre. The second PFG transfer, between 
Observation Pt 1 to 2, also has a small portion during which there is the potential for a 
collision with the ISS. The Velocity Selection strategy integrated into the PFG method has 
however managed to constrain the impact velocity, to reduce the level o f possible damage to 
the ISS.
7.4.2 Case B: A Two Target Inspection M ission
The second test case is more ambitions, consisting o f the multiple inspections o f two 
distinct targets, with observation positions required both above and below the ISS structure. 
This scenario would be representative o f the most challenging mission the ISS-Inspector 
would be likely to encounter or be expected to achieve.
The first target chosen is at the main Airlock, located below and to the rear o f the 
main truss structure, as shown in Figure 7-17. The Airlock is positioned close to the ISS 
centre o f mass, and is occluded from view in many directions by the surrounding structure o f  
the core ISS modules, the main truss and the large truss-mounted thermal radiators, making it 
a challenging target to obtain a detailed view of.
Figure 7-17 Case B: Inspection Target 1 and Observation Points
The positions available to observe Target 1 are constrained to view the Airlock at 
rather shallow angles by the obstruction caused by the right hand solar radiator which is
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attached to the main truss. This obstruction prevents a head-on inspection o f the airlock 
from a position close to the z-axis, and so to obtain a complete inspection o f the Airlock, 
observations must be performed from positions surrounding the target in the orbital plane. 
The chosen observation positions therefore consist o f a single point almost directly above the 
target, positioned high enough to safely avoid the radiator and main truss structure, and two 
additional points below the target. These lower observation points, positioned in the relatively 
clear space below the ISS structure, enable viewing angles from ahead and behind o f the target 
along the x-axis to be obtained more easily than would be the case from above the target.
The second target is one o f 3 Russian Research Modules (though on more recent ISS 
assembly plans the structure has been reduced to 2 Modules) attached to the Universal 
Docking Module below the Russian portion o f the ISS, as shown in Figure 7-18. This target is 
primarily accessible for observation from below the ISS since it is obscured from above by the 
rest o f the ISS structure, though overhead views are possible from certain angles. In addition, 
its location toward the rear o f the ISS makes it an interesting study o f accessibility and transfer 
costs using EOS manoeuvres.
%
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Figure 7-18 Case B: Inspection Target 2 and Observation Points
The selection o f observation points to view Target 2 from angles below the ISS 
structure is relatively straightforward thanks to the target’s position, clear o f  the main bulk o f  
the main structure. The orientation o f the module favours inspection from positions forward 
o f the target along the x-axis, resulting in the positioning o f Observation Pt 5, with
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Observation Pt 4 producing a good end-on view o f the module. Obtaining an inspection view 
from above the target is not so simple due to the obstruction caused by the rest o f the ISS 
structure, however thanks to the Research Module’s orientation angle away from the 
surrounding structure the target is visible through the structure from a point located above the 
main truss. Though the target is relatively far away from this observation position, this should 
be easily within the range o f the Inspector’s cameras.
Interface screens from the Inspector Mission Planner tool used to define each o f the 
observation points are shown in Figure 7-19 (a-c) and Figure 7-20 (a-c), detailing the views 
available o f each target at their respective observation points and the information used to 
select each position.
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Figure 7-19 Case B: Target 1 Observation Points
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(c) Observation Pt 6
Figure 7-20 Case B: Target 2 Observation Points
The sequencing and optimisation stage for this mission is slightly more 
computationally expensive than for Case A due to the spread of observation points above and 
below the V-bar, necessitating an additional EOS manoeuvre at some point to perform the 
required transfer from above to below the ISS. There are o f course, a number o f periods in 
the mission at which this transfer may occur, depending on the sequence o f observation 
points visited. The numerical results o f the sequencing optimisation task taken from the 
Mission Planner interface are shown in Figure 7-21 and a graphical overview o f the resulting 
mission trajectory is given in Figure 7-22.
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Start From Docking Port
1-4.6.15.1.15.0) (-44.-4.8.75) 21.3 51.4deg 
(-8.8.16.1.10.5) (-19.4,-16.8.4 5) 45.8 33.5deg 
(-21.7,-16.3,9.9) (-19 4,-16.8.4.5) 14 3 49.7deg 
-100,-9.6.8.7) (-44.4.8.7.5) 7.5 59.9deg 
[-3.7.-16.3.11 0) (-19,4,-16.8,4 5) 170 33,5deg 
(7 4,13.7.13,8) (44.48.7.5) 16 0 31.4deg 
Return to Docking Port
67748 8284 1
0.02889 418 4
3.07556 19690 3 
0.12300 2194 4
0.02961 608
0,11817 1739 4
3.19488 23124 2 
N/A
Total: 10.24758
OpbmMeSequenpo ProgiO»
Figure 7-21 Case B: Transfer O ptim isation Dialogue
Figure 7-22 Case B; M ission Trajectory Overview
The result o f this optimisation o f mission transfers is that the observation points are 
to be visited in the sequence: 1, 6 , 4, 2, 5, 3. After the initial retreat from docking and EOS 
transfer to Observation Pt 1, a PFG manoeuvre is used to transfer to the second point above 
the ISS, Observation Pt 6 . A second EOS manoeuvre is then used to transfer to the first o f
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the observation points below the ISS structure. Further PFG manoeuvres are then employed 
to visit the remaining points, before a final EOS transfer is used to return to docking.
Concentrating on the PFG segments o f the trajectory, it can be seen that the mission 
sequencer has automatically ordered the PFG transfers so that the direction o f motion utilises 
the orbital dynamics o f free-drift trajectories to enhance the safety o f the PFG transfers.
Below the ISS the transfers are ordered such that the broad direction of travel is always in a 
positive direction along the V-bar, resulting in a free-drift trajectory that naturally drifts away 
from the ISS structure. If this direction of travel were towards the rear o f the ISS, the 
resulting trajectories would have a tendency to drift up towards the structure. This ordering 
o f transfers is a natural consequence o f the cost o f PFG transfers used to optimise the mission 
sequence. The PFG strategy attempts to optimise path safety at the expense o f AV and 
transfer time, resulting in increased transfer costs for transfer orientations that are less 
intrinsically safe. Given that the EOS cost o f transferring to and from any given point is 
relatively independent o f  its position along the x-axis, it is natural that the free-drift 
characteristics o f transfers above and below the V-bar will influence the optimal manoeuvre 
order for PFG transfers. i H
Figure 7-23 Case B: PFG Trajectories below the ISS
The EOS segments o f the mission plan are relatively standard, consisting o f a standard 
retreat and return to docking, with a single additional EOS manoeuvre performed to transfer 
between Observation Pt 6  above the ISS to Observation Pt 4 below. This EOS transfer from
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above to below the V-baf closely resembles the standard return to docking manoeuvre from 
above the ISS as seen in the previous example. With the final observation point located below 
the V-bar, a complete orbit o f  the ISS is then required to perform the EOS transfer to the 
desired position below the docldng port before the R-bar forced motion return to docking. 
Profiles o f the planned EOS transfers are shown in Figure 7-24.
Transfer to
Transfer Pt 6 
to Pt 4
(a) EO S Trajectories in the X-Y Plane
Transfer Pt 6
to Pt 4 Transfer to Pt 1 -
Return to 
Docking
(b) EOS Trajectories in the X-Z Plane 
F igu re  7-24 C ase B: E O S  T rajectories
The cost incurred by the additional EO S transfer can be clearly seen in the overall 
mission costs, shown in Table 7-3. In comparison to the results o f test Case A, PPG  transfer 
costs remain a small fraction o f mission, whilst the extra EOS transfer has made a significant 
increase to the overall mission cost. In this case unfortunately, mission costs for Case B 
exceed the original ISS Inspector design capabilities, both in terms o f AV requirements and 
mission duration. O f  course these constraints are conservative minimum estimates and may 
be expanded as the Inspector Free-Flyer is developed and the capabilities it will require are 
realised. W ithout utilising an EO S transfer between Observation Pt 6 and P t 4, the total cost 
would be within the Inspector’s capabilities, even allowing for an additional PPG  transfer 
between these points, however mission safety would be significantly reduced by the use o f a
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PFG  transfer across the V-bar, One potential solution would be to replace the EOS return to 
docldng from Observation P t 3 with a direct PFG  transfer to a point along the R-bar below 
the docldng port. Given the proximity o f P t 3 to the docldng port, this should be possible 
with a minimal impact on overall mission safety.
Transfer Type AV (ms ') Transfer Time (s)
Docldng to P t 1 EOS 3.66748 8284
(with R-bar approach) R-bar 0.8 1300
P t 1 to P t 6 PFG 0.02889 418
Pt 6 to Pt4 EOS 3.07556 19690
(with R-bar approach) R-bar 0.8 1300
Pt 4 to P t 2 PFG 0.12300 2194
Pt2 to P t 5 PFG 0.02961 608
Pt 5 to P t 3 PFG 0.11817 1739
Pt 3 Return to Docldng EOS 3.19488 23124
(with R-bar approach) R-bar 0.8 1300
Total 12.63759 59957 (~ 17 hrs)
Table 7-3 Case B: M ission Transfer Costs
The results o f a safety analysis o f the PFG  segments o f the mission plan are given in 
Table 7-4. It can be seen that both the first and second PFG  manoeuvres have a section o f 
approximately 150 seconds during which their free-drift trajectory represents a potential threat 
to the ISS. In both cases however, velocities have been reduced to constrain the impact below 
that which would cause a catastrophic threat to the station. Given as a percentage o f 
manoeuvring time, this critical damage threat represents just 6% o f the PFG  portion o f the 
mission, a significantly better result than in Case A.
Transfer Duration AnyImpact Critical Impact Catastrophic Impact
P t 1 to P t 6 418 sec 35.97 % 35.97% 0.00 %
Pt 4 to P t 2 2214 sec 6.78 % 6 J 8 5 t 0.00 %
Pt 2 to P t 5 604 sec 0.00 % 0.00 % 0.00 %
Pt 5 to Pt 3 1750 sec 0.00 % 0.00 % 0.00 %
Table 7-4 Case B: PFG Trajectory Safety Analysis
7.4.3 Case C; A 6  Target Inspection M ission
The final example is given as a test o f the abilities o f the ISS-Inspector and the 
Inspector Mission Planning Tool to perform the inspection o f a wide range o f targets
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distributed extensively around the ISS structure. This is reaUy intended to stretch the abilities 
both o f the planning software and the Inspector Free-Flyer, rather than fulfilling a foreseeable 
mission requirement. Flowever, it is useful to investigate how well observation positions 
towards the outsldrts o f the regular operating area are dealt with, and it also gives an 
opportunity to observe the PFG  transfer between a number o f widely separated observation 
positions. The inspection targets chosen are, from the front o f the ISS to the rear:
1) The Inspector Free-Flyer docldng point, located on the COF module.
2) The External Experiment Pallet, attached to the Japanese Experiment Module (JEM).
3) The Cupola viewing window.
4) The Crew Return Vehicle (CRV) docldng point.
5) The connecting node between the Science Power Platform (SPP), the Russian research 
modules and the rest o f  the Russian ISS segment.
6) The rear Soyuz capsule and Progress supply vehicle docldng point.
The observation positions required to view this range o f targets are quite varied, both above 
and below the ISS structure, as shown in Figure 7-25. The orientation o f targets 1 and 2 
require inspection from opposite sides o f the orbital plane (along the z-axis) resulting in a 
large out-of-plane separation between each o f these observation points and all the others. 
Targets 5 and 6 meanwhile are located to the rear o f the ISS, resulting in observation positions 
separated from the other points by a significant distance along the V-bar. The problem o f 
radio frequency shadowing by the ISS structure, also forces Observation P t 6 to be located 
high above the station in order to obtain a S-Band video connection during inspection.
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(b)
Figure 7-25 Case C; Observation Point Overview
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The interface screens from the Mission Planning Tool used to select each observation 
point are given in Figure 7-26.
(a) Observation Pt 1 (COF Module)
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(b) Observation Pt 2 QEM Pallet)
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(c) Observation Pt 3 (Cupola Window)
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(d) Observation Pt 4 (CRV Berth)
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(e) Observation Pt 5 (Central Russian Node)
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(f) Observation Pt 6  (Rear Soyuz Capsule)
Figure 7-26 Case C: Observation Point Selection Screens
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Given the widely distributed nature o f the observation points in this example, the 
results o f the sequencing and optimisation stage o f mission planning are particularly 
interesting. Visually studying the relative locations o f the six observation points does not 
suggest any obvious sequence which they should be visited. The numerical results o f this 
sequencing optimisation, given in Figure 7-27, show that using the Inspector Mission Planner 
results in visiting the observation points in the sequence 2, 3, 1, 6, 5, 4.
M iss io n  P lan n ir.fj Sof|iiM nt <
Index:
: Start From Docking Port 
: (23.6,19,3,-30.0) (9.8,-4.1,-19.6) 29.1 30.0deg 
(-4.7,8 9,-10.5) (-4.3,-4.3,-3.4) 15.0 36.6deg 
(10.9,13.2,22.5) (10.9,-5.1,85) 23.1 30.0deg 
(■401,42.8,0.1) (360,-29.-00) 45.7 19 2deg 
(23.1,-109,12.9) (24 0 .4  5,1 2) 13.3 41 4deg 
(9 2,-17.3,16.3) (-42,-11.9,2.2) 20.2 41 4deg 
: Fleturn to Docking Port
3.48723 7657 1
0.51780 6204 4
0.65390 6510 4
0.12267 1562 4
816694 20000 3 
0.30197 3923 4
3.18929 23101 2 
N/A
Total; 11.43988 68957
mm*
Figure 7-27 Case C: Transfer Optimisation D ialogue
The mission sequence comprises o f two PFG manoeuvring segments, separated by 
and EOS transfer from above to below the V-bar. The initial retreat from docking is followed 
by an EOS transfer up Observation Pt 2 above the ISS. There is then a sequence o f 3 PFG 
manoeuvres visiting Observation Pts 3, 1 and 6, before transferring to Observation Pt 5 below 
the ISS using an EOS. The final stage uses a PFG transfer to reach Observation Pt 4, before 
returning to docking on the standard return EOS. A visual overview o f the resultant mission 
sequence and trajectory is given in Figure 7-28.
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(b)
Figure 7-28 Case C: M ission Trajectory Overview
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Concentrating initially on the first PFG  segment between the observation points 
located above the ISS, shown in Figure 7-29(a), it appears that the manoeuvres have been 
sequenced in a slightly different manner than previous test cases. O ther sets o f observation 
points above the V-bar have arranged the sequence to traverse the points opposite to the V- 
bar direction starting with the point furthest ahead, but these results are quite different by 
maldng a transfer along the direction o f the V-bar. This is most likely to be due to the 
additional cost o f transferring across the orbital plane, significant here due to the relatively 
large out-of-plane offsets o f Observation P t 1 and P t 2. By traversing the first three 
observation points in order along the z-axis this cost can be minimised despite the additional 
cost o f translating back and forward along the V-bar. This sequence also results in a 
favourable PFG  trajectory from Observation P t 1 to 6, which requires only one control action 
to drift for the majority o f the transfer. This is in stark contrast to the other two PFG  
transfers (Pt 2 to 3 and P t 3 to 1) which require a large number o f control impulses to reach 
their goals, as shown in Figure 7-29(a) by the small looping arcs in the trajectories. Part o f the 
reason for this feature in these trajectories is the Velocity Selection strategy o f the PFG  
method, which will reduce the magnitude o f control magnitudes to maintain the passive safety 
o f the trajectories.
The second PFG  segment consisting solely o f the transfer between Observation P t 5 
and 4 below the ISS (shown in Figure 7-29(b)) is more typical o f previous examples. Initially 
the trajectory takes advantage o f the orbital dynamics, drifting for an extended period before 
being forced to make an increasing num ber o f control impulses to maintain its final path to 
die goal.
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(a) PFG Paths above the ISS
(b) PFG Paths below the ISS 
Figure 7-29 Case C: PFG Trajectories
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The EOS segments o f the mission are once again similar to those seen on previous 
examples, though in this case the locations o f the initial goal point (Pt 2) and second retreat 
point (Pt 6) are further away from the origin than before both in terms o f in-plane and out-of- 
plane offset. This results in a noticeably cut-off ellipse in the initial trajectory to reach Pt 2, 
and a relatively elongated ellipse away from the rear o f the ISS when retreating from Pt 6, 
shown in Figure 7-30.
Transfer to 'i pt2‘i[^Transfer Pt 6 \  to Pt 5
Return to Docking
Figure 7-30 Case C: EOS Trajectory in X-Y Plane
Looldng at the transfer costs for the mission, given in Table 7-5, the most immediate 
difference is that the PFG  segments account for a significantly greater percentage o f overall 
costs than in any previous examples. In  Case B, the 4 PFG  transfers account for less than 3% 
o f total AV and 8% o f transfer time costs, whereas in this case the 4 PFG  transfer costs have 
risen to 11.5% o f AV and 25% of transfer duration. This can be partly explained by the 
increased distance between observation points, however absolute distance has only increased 
by a factor o f approximately 2, not sufficient to account for the 3-4 multiple increase in costs. 
However, as previously noted from the PFG  trajectories, each o f the more expensive PFG  
transfers (especially Pt 2 to 3 and Pt 3 to i) require a relatively large number o f smaU 
magnitude control impulses to achieve there goals whilst attempting to maintain passive safety. 
So it is this Velocity Selection strategy, along with the increased cost o f transferring across the 
orbital plane that leads to the more costly P FG  transfers seen here.
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Transfer Type AV (ms-1) Transfer Time (s)
Docldng to Pt 2 EOS 3.48723 7657
(R-bar approach) R-bar 0.8 1300
P t 2 to P t 3 PFG 0.51788 6204
Pt 3 to Pt 1 PFG 0.65390 6510
Pt 1 to P t 6 PFG 0.12267 1562
Pt 6 to Pt 5 EOS 3.16694 20000
(R-bar approach) R-bar 0.8 1300
Pt 5 to P t 4 PFG 0.30197 3923
P t 4 Return to Docldng EOS 3.18929 23101
(R-bar approach) R-bar 0.8 1300
Total 13.83988 72857 (~ 20 hrs)
Table 7-5 Case C: M ission Transfer Costs
Although the negative aspects for this mission o f the PFG  Velocity Selection strategy 
have been discussed in terms o f increased PFG  transfer costs, looldng at the results o f a safety 
analysis o f these mission segments in Table 7-6 would indicate that the strategy was at least 
successful in that respect. The only transfer to possess any significant collision danger is from 
P t 3 to Pt 1, during which the trajectory has the potential for a low velocity Ch'AWimpact for 
approximately two an a half minutes o f a near two hour transfer. So, despite the extended 
length and duration o f the PFG  transfers in this example, overall mission safety has not been 
compromised.
Transfer Duration Any Impact Critical Impact Catastrophic Impact
Pt 2 to P t 3 6204 0.00 % 0.00 % 0.00 %
P t 3 to Pt 1 6510 2.42 % 2.42% 0.00 %
Pt 1 to P t 6 1562 0.72 % 0.72% 0.72 %
P t 5 to P t 4 3923 0.00 % 0.00 % 0.00 %
Table 7-6 Case C: PFG Trajectory Safety Analysis
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C H A P T E R  8: C O N C L U S IO N S
8.1 Review
As a summary o f the main results o f this thesis, a review will be presented o f what has 
been achieved through each chapter. To begin with the International Space Station was 
introduced, highlighting the increased size and complexity o f this new space structure, and its 
associated maintenance and support requirements. The clear potential was seen to utilise a 
free-fiying robotic agent to fulfil some o f these support needs, especially given the high costs 
and risks involved in using astronaut EVA operations, and the limitations o f  the ISS robotic 
arm. From this, the primary problem of planning safe collision free paths and trajectories for 
a free-flying support robot such as the ISS-Inspector vehicle to facilitate manoeuvring around 
the exterior o f the ISS was identified. The general problem of path planning for robots was 
then investigated, and an overall review o f the available literature in the field o f path planning 
made.
O f the available path planning techniques, two specific methods were chosen for 
application to the ISS-Inspector path planning problem, the discrete Laplace potential field, 
and a wave front cost method. These methods were chosen for their suitability to deal with a 
complex obstacle configuration such as the ISS structure, both in the straightforward 
representation o f the obstacle shape using a discrete grid, and their avoidance o f the formation 
o f local minima in the potential field. This crucial result guarantees that the path planner will 
always be able to find a path to the goal, if one exists. The Laplace potential was chosen as 
the base m ethod for its simple formulation, and the collision avoidance characteristics o f the 
resulting paths which tend to avoid obstacles by a wide margin and follow a smooth path with 
no sudden changes in direction. The wave front method was chosen as an alternative for its 
ability to easily incorporate additional path constraints or costs, such as obstacle proximity or 
radio communications coverage, into the formulation o f the basic cost function.
In Chapter 2, an existing solution to the orbital dynamics o f the relative motion 
between a free flying vehicle and the ISS was introduced. This linearised solution to the 
relative motion o f a free-flying body, in close proximity to a reference body in a constant 
circular orbit, is Icnown as the Clohessy Wiltshire (CW) equations. The resulting relative 
motion, caused by the interaction o f a constant circular orbit and a similar but slightly 
eccentric orbit, in a rotating reference frame attached to the circular orbit was then
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investigated to provide a better understanding o f the free-drift paths described by the CW 
equations. It was also shown that for the operating range o f the Inspector vehicle, less than 
1000m from the ISS, the errors introduced by the linearised equations o f motion are 
negligible. Trajectory deviations caused by small thruster errors however were shown to be 
more significant, especially over extended free-drift trajectories, and must be taken into 
account when designing guidance and control strategies.
Through these simpHtied equations o f motion the paths and trajectories o f a free- 
flying vehicle operating close to the ISS to be planned and optimised. A brief investigation 
was then made into the basic optimisation o f a two-impulse transfer between two points, 
highlighting the cost savings in terms o f AV that can be obtained by manipulating the duration 
o f a transfer. This was also extended to the optimisation o f a transfer with a single waypoint 
positioned for obstacle avoidance. Tins showed a crucial conflict between the propulsive 
efficiency o f extended looping trajectories and the need for relatively direct paths to maintain 
collision avoidance. A strategy was suggested and developed using the maximum deviation of 
the resulting trajectory from its desired route as a second criterion when optimising each 
transfer. This straightforward solution allowed routes to be followed using a series o f 
waypoints, giving a simplistic m ethod for adapting non-physics based path planning strategies 
to the orbital environment. However, this technique was too inefficient to be used for 
Inspector path planning due to large num ber o f waypoints required to closely follow the 
desired path, and the control impulses required at each point.
The specific details and plans for the ISS-Inspector vehicle and mission, as developed 
by Daimler-Chrysler Aerospace (now EADS Astrium), were presented in Chapter 3.
Although the ISS-Inspector project is at a relatively early stage, it was possible to obtain an 
approximation o f the free-flyer’s planned capabilities and control systems, as well as reviewing 
the operationally tested X-Mir Inspector vehicle. A number o f potential problems and 
constraints on the operation o f a free-flying vehicle operating from the ISS were identified, 
such as the flight rules imposed by NASA for visiting vehicles and the difficulties of 
maintaining radio communications with the ISS as the signals are shadowed by its structure.
A range o f pre-defined manoeuvring skills developed by EADS Astrium for the Inspector 
Free-Flyer were detailed. These included basic station-keeping and R-bar forced motion 
manoeuvres, as well as safety critical Collision Avoidance (CAM) manoeuvres which must be 
available at all times during Inspector operation to facilitate a safe retreat from the ISS in case 
o f an emergency. An investigation was made into the safe approach o f trajectories toward the 
ISS structure up and down the R-bar, resulting in the development by the author o f approach 
safety envelopes, which can be used to define the areas o f space surrounding the station which
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are safely accessible through an R-bar approach. Finally, the concept o f a graphical virtual 
camera view, incorporating observation point constraints such as approach and station- 
keeping safety, and command and video communications coverage, was developed to assist in 
selection o f suitable observation points.
Following on from a simple elliptical trajectory known as an Ellipse o f Safety (EOS) 
that was developed by EADS Astrium to provide passive safety during the fly-around phase 
o f the X-Mir Inspector mission, an new point to point manoeuvring strategy malting use o f 
the EOS was developed in Chapter 4. The EOS utilises an ellipse trajectory around the ISS 
structure that is inclined in the out-of-plane direction, so that as the ellipse drifts along the V- 
bar due to a differential acceleration between the ISS and the free-flyer caused by aerodynamic 
drag effects, the ellipse trajectory wiH pass to the side o f the station and avoid a collision. By 
controlling the initial position and inclination o f the EOS, a method was developed here to 
force the resulting EOS to pass directly above or below a chosen target position. With the 
addition o f a specifically designed passively safe free-drift retreat trajectory from the ISS to 
transfer onto the EOS, and a forced m otion r-bar approach back toward the structure, the 
EOS strategy then facilitates fully passively safe manoeuvring from point to point around the 
ISS. The limitation is in both the AV cost o f setting up and returning from the EOS, and the 
transfer times involved in orbiting around the ISS structure. This extended trajectory is be 
useful m providing pre-mission overview observation and inspection opportunities, but the 
AV costs win limit the application o f EOS transfers in any single mission. With this in mind 
two specific EOS applications were developed:
•  A safe retreat from docking with EOS transfer to the first mission observation point.
» A return manoeuvre via an EOS and an R-Bar forced motion approach back to the
docldng point.
This enables the two most critical phases o f each mission to be undertaken with the highest 
possible degree o f passive safety, provided by the EOS transfer.
Moving on to the less stringently constrained manoeuvring permitted for close 
proximity transfers during the observation phase of the Inspector mission, the two alternate 
path planning methods chosen from the earlier review of path planning, were then applied to 
the ISS configuration space in Chapter 5. Previous work at the University o f  Glasgow had 
demonstrated the use o f analytical potential functions for path planning and guidance. 
However, this method o f potential specification was deemed unsuitable given the complex 
configuration o f the ISS structure and the close proximity o f ISS-Inspector manoeuvring
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operations. The two alternatives applied for the ISS-Inspector were based on a potential field 
representation of Laplace’s equation, and a numerical W ave-Front cost field.
Using these potential fields, guidance methods were then developed in Chapter 6 to 
manoeuvre the Inspector Free-Flyer safely around the structure o f the ISS. The result o f this 
was a guidance technique. Gradient Impulse — Potential Field Guidance (GI-PFG), which 
used the normalised potential gradient vector to trigger the control impulses required to 
maintain a path toward the goal and away from the ISS structure. This had tlie advantage of 
utilising the natural free-drift characteristics o f the orbital dynamics where they suited the 
desired route, whilst not being directly linked to or limited by these constraints. The GI 
m ethod was further developed by implementing velocity selection criteria at each control 
impulse. This performed collision checking on the predicted path for a range o f impulse 
magnitudes in order to increase the safety o f the resulting trajectory. Finally, to test the 
robustiiess o f the GI-PFG  method, the effect o f errors both in the positional data supplied to 
the controller and in the supplied thruster impulses were investigated. It was found that the 
method naturally compensated for thrusters errors, whilst with the addition o f a simple 
navigation smoothing stage, position and velocity errors could be successfully overcome.
The GI PFG  method that has been developed is aimed primarily at real-time guidance 
o f the Inspector Free-Flyer rather than off-line path planning prior to the mission. To this 
end, it has been shown how the technique can overcome the main obstacles to using such a 
potential field guidance system under error prone, real-world guidance and navigation 
conditions. For the mission planning element o f the ISS-Inspector mission, the principal use 
o f G I-PFG  path finding is to assess the application o f a PFG  manoeuvre to a specific transfer, 
and to obtain an estimate o f the costs and risks involved. The same potential fields calculated 
in the planning phase, can then be used later in the final execution o f the PFG  transfer.
It has also been shown that the G I guidance method is flexible enough to be used with 
a range o f potential fields in addition to the potential functions it was originally designed for. 
The safety o f the m ethod comes partly from the potential fields used to generate the paths, 
but also using velocity selection at control points to choose the safest trajectory to follow at 
each step. The behaviour o f the G I path in relation to the steepest descent path can also 
controlled through the GI switching angle, permitting a degree o f control over the path 
produced.
Finally, it may be possible to combine G I-PFG  manoeuvring with alternative methods 
such as reactive control systems, to enhance the safety o f the mission under off-nominal 
conditions such as an unexpected loss o f navigation information. A combination o f all these
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safety elements o f  the G I method ate, however, required to make PFG manoeuvring a viable 
option for Inspector Free-Flyer transfers at the ISS.
In Chapter 7, all the individual methods and techniques developed were brought 
together in order to meet the thesis goal o f an overall ISS-Inspector mission planning tool.
The observation camera visualisation tools developed in Chapter 3 were integrated to assist in 
the initial selection o f suitable observation positions. The primary task was then to attempt to 
optimise the use o f available manoeuvring techniques to accomplish each mission with 
minimum cost and maximum safety. This was achieved by combining conventional route 
scheduling techniques based on the Travelling Salesman Problem (TPS), with specifically 
developed cost graphs. These costs were based on segregated manoeuvring zones around the 
ISS structure, designed to choose PFG  transfers wherever possible to reduce manoeuvre 
costs, whilst forcing EOS transfers where required to preserve mission safety. This strategy 
proved to be broadly successful, although small concessions were made to safety in certain 
circumstances. In  addition, the use o f multiple EOS transfers lead to AV costs close to or 
exceeding the Inspector Free-Flyer’s original design capabilities. As a high level mission 
planning tool however, the Inspector tool fulfilled its goals in being both easy and quick to 
use, and accessible to a range o f operators both on the ground and on orbit through its ability 
to execute on relatively low powered laptop computing systems such as those already installed 
onboard the ISS.
8.2 Summary
In  summary, having identified the requirements for a free-flying vehicle such as the 
ISS Inspector, and the lack o f the techniques necessary for safe and adaptable close proximit)^ 
manoeuvring at the ISS, the key result o f  this thesis was the development o f two 
complimentary manoeuvring methods for the Inspector Free-Flyer. These methods, namely 
Ellipse o f Safety trajectories and Potential Field Guidance manoeuvring allow the Inspector 
vehicle to manoeuvre freely around the ISS with a high degree o f passive safety in a manner 
not previously possible. The two distinct methods coexist by complimenting each others 
wealmesses. While the tightly constrained EOS m ethod provides full passive safety for 
mission critical manoeuvring elements at the cost o f AV and transfer time, PFG  manoeuvring 
permits fast, efficient, and safety constrained manoeuvring within areas where it is safe to do 
so.
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The primary purpose o f the Inspector Mission Planning Tool was to investigate more 
closely the implementation and combination o f EO S and PFG  manoeuvring in complete 
missions, as well as to evaluate the rapid planning o f missions through a simple user interface. 
From  a manoeuvre implementation perspective the tool demonstrated that useful inspection 
missions could be realistically executed using the techniques developed. Flowever, for more 
complex missions, cost estimations did exceed preliminary Inspector Free-Flyer design 
capabilities. Furthermore, these results were estimated to provide a high degree o f passive 
safety throughout each mission, with only a small risk for reduced velocity impacts during 
certain stages o f PFG  manoeuvring. The three test cases were designed to represent a wide a 
range o f potential mission scenarios from a basic single target observation to an ambitions six 
target mission, so each should be considered individually.
•  Test Case A: Three observation points, viewing a single target above the ISS.
O n the whole the planning o f mission A was successful, both in obtaining suitable 
inspection views and in planning the manoeuvres required to visit the observation points. 
The mission plan indicated that the chosen objectives are (excluding station keeping costs) 
within the predefined minimum capabilities o f the ISS Inspector. Furthermore, aside from 
a single segment o f one PFG  manoeuvre (representing 16% o f total PFG  manoeuvring 
time, during which a CAM is still available) the mission planning tool managed to produce 
a mission that is passively safe.
•  Test Case B: Six observation points, divided between two targets, above below the ISS.
Initially the mission plan and cost results for mission B would appear to represent a failure 
o f the mission planner, with mission exceeding both AV and mission transfer duration 
constrains. However, the minor modification o f using PFG  manoeuvres to replace the 
EOS return to docldng would transform this result into an achievable mission, whilst PFG  
safety analysis suggests that the overall mission would remain highly passively safe. This 
demonstrates how the results o f the mission planning tool are not necessarily the final step. 
An experienced mission planner still has the potential to improve upon these results, and 
utilise options and strategies not currently integrated into the software to achieve mission 
goals.
• Test Case C: Six widely separated observation points, with six targets spread around the 
ISS.
Though (in comm on with mission B) the total mission costs for mission C exceeded the 
maximum design capabilities o f the Inspector Free-Flyer, in this case the cause it not solely 
attributable to the planned intermediate EO S transfer. The suggested solution o f
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transferring directly from the final observation point to the docking port using PFG  
manoeuvres would again be applicable given the proximity o f Observation P t 4 to the 
docldng position. Flowever this would only bring total AV costs close to the prescribed 10 
ms^ maximum, and is stretching the limits o f the Inspectors operational capabilities. Even 
so, it was not expected that this rather extreme example would be within the manoeuvring 
capacities o f the Inspector Free-Flyer, and rather it was a test o f the Mission Planning 
Tool, in which it has succeeded well.
From a planning and interface standpoint, the mission planning tool demonstrated the ability 
to rapidly plan or prototype inspection missions using a relatively simple operator interface.
This was achieved by heavily utilising the graphical aspects o f the mission representation and 
interface, to optimise the sldUs and input o f the operator. The result was a relatively powerful 
mission planning tool, which is easy to use, and succeeds in presenting the results in an 
intuitive form for immediate operator evaluation.
8.3 Recom m endations
Following on from the work detailed in this thesis, there are a number o f directions in 
which further work would be recommended. Much o f the specific mission designs developed 
for the ISS-Inspector mission planner are highly dependant on the physical design and 
capabilities o f the Inspector vehicle, and it would be beneficial to update this tool to keep up 
with current and future advancements in free-flyer technologies. To further the development 
o f PFG  as a realistic solution to manoeuvring at the ISS however, it would be necessary to test 
these manoeuvring rules using a more realistic simulation and control model. This should 
include extending the guidance and control methods to include rotational controls both in 
manoeuvring and inspection phases, where development in this thesis has been limited to the rj
pure translational problem.
The most important enhancement that could be made to either o f the path planning 
methods from an operational point o f view would be to be able to incorporate changing 
environments or obstacle configurations into the potential field. For the Laplace potential 
field a promising avenue o f research has been presented by Zelek [62]. The paper proposes a 
method that allows a new potential field to be calculated mid-path by using an intermediate 
potential field, constructed by interpolating between the previous potential field and the 
incomplete new potential as it is calculated. Zelek demonstrates that this intermediate 
potential field is stable and suitable for safe path planning, so using this method the Laplace
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potential could be updated at set sample intervals enabling the worldng potential field to 
account for any moving obstacles.
To achieve a similar result the wave-front method could be modified to use the D* 
algorithm [93] mentioned previously. As described in Chapter 1 this method allows the areas 
of the configuration space that are affected by changing obstacle configurations to be 
determined. Only these portions o f the grid that are hidden from the goal by the changing 
obstacle then need to be recalculated. For movement o f a small obstacle or component o f the 
ISS this would mean that in many cases only minimal recalculation o f the cost field would be 
required to account for this change. Flowever the effectiveness o f this optimisation would be 
reduced in the case o f movement o f a large obstacle, such as the PV arrays, positioned 
between the start and goal co-ordinates, as the majority o f the cost field would require 
recalculation.
The wave-front cost field method also has further potential for improvement through 
manipulation o f the movement cost function. This could be used to open up a form o f direct 
configuration o f the cost field, to allow the operator to shape paths around obstacles in a 
more favourable m anner by manually modifying the local cost function.
For the Laplace potential field it would also be valuable to investigate methods of 
improving calculation and storage requirements. One possibility is to modify the iteration 
scheme used, which by default iterates each node in order o f their position along the x, y, and 
z axes respectively, to use a wave front style calculation iterating each node in the order o f 
their offset from the goal node. In  theory this should propagate the low initial potential 
outwards from the goal far more quicldy across the other nodes. However care must be taken 
not to compromise the avoidance o f local minima during these iterations. The discrete 
formulation o f the Laplace equation used here also relies upon regular grid spacing between 
the calculation nodes, both in the iteration equation and the subsequent interpolation 
methods. The use o f variable node spacing, would allow more optimal grid representations 
such as a quadtree structure to be applied to the discrete Laplace equation in order to optimise 
storage requirements o f the potential field, and provided increased detail in the potential field 
in complex areas o f the configuration space. The use o f alternative grid structures would have 
the same potential benefits for the wave-front method, however it would introduce problems 
in controlling the expansion o f the wave-front in the cost calculation stage as open space areas 
encompassed by enlarged grid cells would jump the wave ahead and may cause the wave to 
become out of sync.
The area o f the Gradient Impulse manoeuvring strategies that could be developed are 
the velocity selection routines developed to enhance mission safety. A more efficient path
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propagation and collision detection m ethod would permit improvements in the selection o f 
velocity at each control impulse, either by allowing a wider range o f potential velocity 
magnitudes to be tested, or by allowing the manipulation o f impulse direction as well as 
magnitude. Efficient collision detection routines would have the additional benefit o f 
speeding the calculation and improving the accuracy o f overall mission safety estimates.
Finally, the mission planning tool could be enhanced in to reflect likely mission 
requirements. The introduction o f time window constraints to the scheduling optimisation, 
would allow the planner to synchronise Inspector manoeuvring with external mission 
requirements such as astronaut EVA activities or optimal lighting conditions. It would also be 
beneficial to introduce more flexibility in the choice o f manoeuvres available to the mission 
planner, such as allowing PFG  return to docking, as proposed in Chapter 7 as a solution to the 
cost limitations o f the EOS return to docldng. The high cost o f EOS manoeuvres, which 
given planned ISS-Inspector AV limits effectively constrain their use to two EOS transfers per 
mission, strongly favours the use o f PFG  manoeuvring for all short distance transfers. To do 
this however, would require a m ethod o f evaluating both the transfer cost and safety 
implications of alternate manoeuvres In a quantitative manner, enabling the selection o f PFG  
manoeuvres to be incorporated into the overall mission optimisation.
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A P P E N D I X  I -  SPACE S T A T IO N  D E V E L O P M E N T
Space Station History (1971-1990’s)
O n the 19^' April 1971, Salyut 1 was launched from Baikonur on a Soviet three-stage 
Proton rocket. For 6 m onths the first space station orbited the Earth before its orbit decayed 
and it re-entered the amiosphere on the 16* October. The first crew to visit Salyut 1 on 23*
April 1971 were unfortunately unable to gain access to the entry hatch, but the second crew 
successfully docked with the station on the 16* June, and made it their home for a total o f 24 
days, completing the primary mission to study the effects o f long duration space flight on 
humans. Tragically an accident during re-entry caused their capsule to dépressurisé 
prematurely and the three cosmonauts were IdUed. This first generation o f Salyut spacecraft 
were cylindrical structures approximately 12m long and 4m in diameter, equipped with fully 
integrated power and Hfe-support subsystems to accommodate a crew of up to three 
cosmonauts. The Salyut series o f space stations was then successfully developed though the #
70’s and 80’s up to Salyut 7, which was launched on the 19* April 1982, remained in orbit for s
a record nine years and was home to a total o f nine cosmonaut crews. Based on the second 
generation Salyut design, Salyut 7 was the first space station to support the docking of 
additional modules to enhance its capabilities, and with the docldng o f the Cosmos modules 
provided valuable experience to be used in the design o f the subsequent Mir space station.
One significant part o f the Salyut program’s success was the development o f the Progress 
supply vehicle, an automated freighter with both pressurised and un-pressurised 
compartments. Progress greatly enhanced the capabilities o f the station by enabling the §
delivery o f supplies and new equipment to the interior o f the station, as well as refuelling the 
station propellant tanks from the docked Progress vehicle’s tanks.
Following the successes o f the lunar Apollo program, the first American Space Station 
— Skylab was launched on the 14* May 1973 from the Kennedy Space Center by the last 
Saturn V rocket. Skylab, shown in Figure I- l , made extensive use o f redundant Saturn and 
Apollo hardware. The station itself was in fact a 'dry’ third stage o f a Saturn V vehicle 
converted into a habitable structure, and astronauts were transported to and from the station 
by Apollo spacecraft. Once operational, Skylab was home to three crews who stayed for a 
total o f 171 days. Nearly 400 man-hours o f experiments were performed in such areas as 
Solar Astronomy, Earth Observation, Astrophysics, and life  Sciences. The work carried out 
through the life o f Skylab demonstrated the ability o f astronauts to perform  repairs and EVA’s 
in micro-gravity, with the EVA man-hours achieved on Skylab exceeding the sum total o f  aU 
previous missions. Skylab was scheduled to remain in orbit for 8 to 10 years, however due to
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greater than predicted solar activity its orbit deteriorated faster than anticipated and the station 
returned to earth during July 1979.
Figure I-l Skylab from Orbit (source: NASA)
In the late 1970’s and early 1980’s NASA’s manned space program focused on the 
development o f the new reusable space vehicle, the Space Shuttle (Arbiter. The first shuttle - 
Columbia was completed by contractors Rockwell International and launched from the 
Kennedy Space Center on April 12 1981. The Space Shuttle however was developed primarily 
as a transportation system, and possessed only limited facilities as a science platform within 
the Shuttle cabin. In order to enhance these capabilities and make use o f the space in the 
Shuttle cargo bay for experimental purposes, the European space laboratory Spacelab was 
developed. The aim o f Spacelab was to expand the Shuttle into a space laboratory that could 
support a crew o f six for missions o f up to nine days. Designed as a modular system 
consisting o f pressurised modules o f either one or two segments and external pallets, Spacelab 
provided a great deal o f flexibility in the missions that could be undertaken. The first Spacelab 
flight launched in November 1983 aboard Space Shuttle Columbia and also carried the first 
European Space Agency astronaut Ulf Merbold. Since then Spacelab has become the most 
frequently flown payload on the Space Shuttle, having carried out a total o f 33 missions, 
including 17 missions with the extended 2  segment ‘long’ module, and has performed a large 
number o f science experiments.
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The Mir Space Station
When the core module o f the Mir space station was launched on 20* February 1986 it was 
initially estimated to have a five year life in orbit, but surprisingly the Mir station managed to 
survive nearly three times its design life. Developed from the preceding Salyut module, the 
Mir core made use o f heavy docking ports to allow for multiple additional modules to be 
docked, expanding the size and volume o f the station. Over its life 5 extra modules, along 
with an extra docking module, were attached to the Mir core as shown in Figure 1-2:
Kvant I [1987] — Astrophysics telescopes, life support equipment and solar panels.
Kvant II [1989] — Earth observation, life support and EVA hardware and solar 
panels.
Kristall [1990] — Science and technology experiments, a special heavy docking port 
and solar panels.
Spektr [1995] — Astrophysical and geophysical observation experiments and solar 
panels.
Priroda [1996] — Remote sensing experiments and joint Russian - U.S. equipment.
An additional docking module was also attached to the special docking port on the Kristall 
module in 1995, enabling the U.S. space shuttle to dock with Mir.
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Figure 1-2 The Mir Space Station (source: NASA)
The extended life span o f the Mir station was made possible through the regular re­
supply and re-boost by Progress supply vehicles and their successor, the Progress-M vehicle. 
This allowed a total o f 43 cosmonauts and astronauts to make Mir their home for stays o f
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more than a month, and a further 59 had the opportunity to visit the station for short trips. 
The use o f unmanned vehicles to dock with such a complex structure as Mir as not been 
without problems however. Docking with the station is normally an automated process, but 
on 24* June 1997 a Progrèss-M spacecraft was being controlled manually by the space station 
commander to test new remote control docking techniques developed to reduce reliance on 
the automated systems. Unfortunately, because o f lighting from the remote camera, the 
Progress craft collided with the Mir station, damaging the Spektr module’s solar panels and 
puncturing the module itself [1]. Lucidly damage was restricted to a single module, however 
subsequent missions managed to reconnect electrical cables to the module restoring part o f 
the lost power supply though the module remained fuUy depressurised. The last Soviet 
mission to Mir left the station in August 1999, with the future o f the station in doubt as funds 
required to support Mir were being m oved onto the International Space Station project, and 
MIR finally re-entered the earth’s atmosphere on 23* March 2001.
The International Space Station ISS (1998 - Future)
In 1984 the then U.S. President Ronald Reagan announced plans for an ambitious new 
space station to be launched within 10 years. Unfortunately this project. Space Station 
Freedom, did not advance beyond the planning stage due to escalating cost estimates and an 
ever decreasing NASA budget. Instead, the plans for an aU American Space Station Freedom 
transformed over the years to incorporate co-operation between international partiiers in 
Canada, Europe and Japan. With the addition o f Russia to the program in 1993 the program 
was streamlined, and with the co-operation o f the member countries developed into the 
International Space Station as it stands today [161].
The first component o f the International Space Station, the Russian built and launched 
Zarya control module, was launched into orbit on 20* November 1998, and was joined by the 
American Unity module on 10* December o f the same year. Over the following 5 years the 
ISS structure has been expanded to approximately half its final size through a total o f 37 
assembly and re-supply missions utilising a range o f launch vehicles including the Russian 
Proton and Soyuz Launchers and the U.S. Space Shuttle. The ISS became operational with 
the arrival o f the Russian FGB (Functional Guidance Block) module in July 2000, and has 
been permanently crewed since 3T‘ October 2000. Throughout its construction phase the ISS 
will also be capable o f performing an increasing part o f its science and research functions as 
modules and equipment are added, as shown in Figure 1-3. However, it will not be able to 
support its fuU crew o f 7 astronauts and cosmonauts until the addition o f the final segment, 
the U.S. habitation module.
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Figure 1-3 ISS Construction Sequence (source: N ASA)
The plentiful availability o f research facilities, electrical power and manpower on the 
ISS, coupled with regular access for equipment change out and sample return, mean that the 
scope for science and research on the station are unmatched by any previous endeavour. 
Research facilities will be provided by a total o f 6  modules from 4 different space agencies:
— 2 U.S. modules — a Laboratory module and a Centrifuge.
— The European Space Agency (ESA) Columbus Orbital Facility (COP)
— The Japanese Experiment Module (JEM) including an external exposed palette
— 2 Russian Research Modules
These experiment modules are equipped with International Standard Payload Racks, which 
allow experiments to be designed to a standard format and easily transported between and 
installed in the ISS. In addition, there are a number of standard external platforms where 
instrumentation and experiments may be mounted on the outside o f the station, for example 
to monitor the space environment or perform earth observation missions.
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Finally, a number o f options are available for transport to and from the ISS. Crew 
transfer to and from the station wiU normally be carried out by the U.S. Space Shuttle with the 
addition o f Russian Soyuz capsules. Re-supply o f materials and propellant wiH be provided by 
existing technology in the form o f the Russian Progress-M autonomous vehicles, as well as the 
new ESA designed ATV (Automated Transfer Vehicle) launched by the Ariane-5 booster, and 
the Japanese FI-II launched HTV vehicle.
Space Station Statistics
The International Space Station marks not only a leap in size and facilities over previous 
space stations, but also a vast increase in the resources required to assemble and support the 
station over its lifetime [3]. Since Salyut 1 was launched in 1971, space stations have evolved 
from one part structures transported into space by a single launch, into massive multi-part 
structures, constructed from a large num ber o f separate modules and elements, launched over 
an extended period o f time. Moreover, thanks to automated transfer and supply vehicles, the 
operational life-span o f these stations in orbit has been dramatically extended. Table I-l 
illustrates the evolution o f space stations over the past 3 decades, and details the progression 
o f both available size and power as well as assembly and support requirements.
Space Station 
[launched]
Mass
(kg)
Pressurised 
Volume (m^)
Modules Power
(kW)
Crew
(max)
Life-span
(years)
Salyut 1 
[1971]
18,500 100 1 + Soyuz 
capsule
1 3 0.5
Skylab
[1973]
74,783 361 1 + Apollo 
capsule
11 3 6
Salyut 7 (Core) 
[1982]
18,900 100 1 + Test 
modules
2 3 9
Mir
[1986]
124,000 398 7 + 
capsules
35 >3 >14
ISS
[1998]
454,000 1215 >18 + 
vehicles
110 7 Est >10
Table I-l The Progress of Space Station Capability and Complexity
As can be seen in Table I - l ,  the ISS represents nearly a four fold increase in mass, 
pressurised volume, and power supply over tire previous generation Mir Space Station. The 
International Space Station once fuUy assembled wiU have span o f over 70m across the solar 
arrays and total length o f over 100m, and the internal pressurised volume available is 
equivalent or greater than o f a 300 seat passenger aircraft. As a result o f the complex support
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structure required such as the main truss, and the logistics o f operating the station during 
assembly, the number o f launches that will be required to completely assemble the ISS is a 
planned 46 assembly flights as opposed to the 7 flights necessary to assemble Mir in orbit, a 
six fold increase.
In addition to a simple increase in mass and volume, from an engineering perspective 
the most dramatic change in the last two generations o f space stations has been the increase in 
the complexity o f the completed structures. This has come about partly through the use o f  
modular designs, which are assembled over an extended period o f time, but must also be 
operational for a large part o f the construction phase. Furthermore, these modules may not 
even have been designed at the same time (in the case o f the Mir station) or even by similar 
design teams (as with the International Space Station), requiring designs that can be easily 
modified and adapted for changing conditions. Finally, a great deal o f increased complexity is 
brought about by the power requirements o f modern stations, necessitating large solar arrays 
as well as large thermal radiators to dissipate waste heat.
Salyut 1 [1972]
mm w#
Skylab [1973]
Salyut 7 [1982]
Mir [1986]
International Space Station [1998]
%
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Figure 1-4 The Evolution o f Space Stations (source: NASA)
This increased complexity can easily be seen in images o f the ISS and Mir compared to 
earlier space stations, as shown in Figure 1-4. Early space stations such as the Salyut series and 
Skylab were simple cylindrical structures, fully constructed on the ground and fully integrated 
with all the station systems. Instead Mir and the ISS are far less one dimensional in their 
orientation with modules attached in various planes and additional support structure outside
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the core modules further complicating the geometry. The consequence o f such intricate 
structures is that operations on the exterior o f the station become extremely difficult to plan, 
and more troublesome and hazardous to perform. In  addition, the problem is compounded 
by the fact that it is these types o f external missions that will be required more often because 
o f the increased size and complexity o f the systems.
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A P E N D IX  II: STATE OF T H E  ART R O B O T IC S
The arrival o f the U.S. Space Shuttle in the 1980’s significantly increased the flight rate for 
crewed missions to Earth orbit. With a number o f reusable shuttles regularly available, and 
human crews required to use the shuttle as a launch vehicle, human presence and availability 
in orbit has been gready increased. This has enabled a range o f new missions that were 
previously not possible, such as the launch and subsequent retrieval o f satellites, and 
repair/upgrade missions to satellites such as the Hubble Space Telescope. Yet whilst the 
repair o f Hubble was made possible by the skills o f astronauts, without the Shuttle's robotic /
arm to capture the satellite and then provide a steady platform for the astronauts to work 7
from, these missions would not have been possible at all.
To date the use o f robotic arms has been primarily limited to crewed space vehicles, where 
they may be used to support human activities in space, and perform as a terrestrial crane to 
grasp and manoeuvre payloads. The completed ISS wiU have at least three robotic arms 
available to astronauts onboard the station, from the small manipulator on the JEM  Exposed 
Facility for managing the external experiments on the platform, to the SSRMS developed from 
the Shuttle manipulator which wiU be used to manoeuvre complete ISS modules during the 
construction o f the station. This 17 metre long manipulator, with a total o f 7 motorised joints 
and a choice o f actuator heads, will be able to handle very large payloads, and assist in 
docldng/berthing operations. In  addition the SSRMS will be mounted on a mobile base 
system which can travel on rails along the main truss structure and is self re-locatable, enabling 
it to be moved to other attachment points on the station.
The robotic assistance o f the Shuttle SRMS, and the space station SSRMS will be 
invaluable during the construction o f the ISS, yet the new space station wül still require up to 
40 EVA’s or 300 to 400 hours per year over its lifetime. This is a full order o f magnitude 
increase over previous Russian and American operations, which over the construction phase 
o f the ISS will amount to more astronaut EVA time than all previous experience combined.
In  addition to the high cost in astronaut time for the construction o f the station, another 
important limiting factor in hum an activities comes from the space environment. Unlike the 
Earth’s surface, space lacks the shielding effect o f the atmosphere which blocks most high 
energy solar and galactic radiation, and whilst space structures such as the ISS can be designed 
to protect their crew, EVA operations are inherently more risky as tlie crew must leave the 
relatively safe refuge o f the station with only a pressure suit for protection. Each individual 
astronaut may therefore only perform a limited duration o f EVA activities, limited by a safe
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radiation dose. Therefore, every effort must be made to reduce the necessity for human 
presence outside the station wherever possible, through the use o f robotics.
As well as the use o f robotics in orbit, there are also possibilities for enabling completely 
new missions using robotic spacecraft, such as the on-orbit inspection, servicing and repair o f 
commercial satellites [8]. With the high development and launch costs o f large commercial 
communications satellites, there may be a future market for servicing vehicles in orbit, capable 
o f rescuing satellites which have failures during their deployment or during their operational 
Hfe, or even solely to make inspections to assess satellite failures. Another possible application 
o f such orbital robots is for de-orbiting redundant satellites at the end o f their lifetime to 
reduce orbital debris in geo-stationary orbit. Interestingly, there are many similarities between 
such satellite rendezvous and servicing/repair missions and die ISS inspection missions 
developed in this thesis, presenting a future alternative application for the tools and 
techniques developed.
As previously mentioned, the Progress automated supply vehicle has been a key factor in 
the success o f the Soviet space station program since the 1980’s. First used in 1978, Progress 
was eventually replaced by the enhanced Progress-M vehicle in 1989. Importantly, botli 
spacecraft made use o f an automated docldng system, Igla on Progress and Kurs on Progress- 
M, allowing reliable re-supply o f the Salyut and Mir space station. Although Progress-M wiU 
also be used to supply the International Space Station, the Automated Transfer Vehicle (ATV) 
is currendy in development by the European Space Agency, utilising the latest in robotic 
technology to provide supply and re-boost services to the ISS [45].
A num ber o f robotic missions have aheady been completed which demonstrate the 
possibilities for the future use o f robots in Earth orbit and deep space. These missions have 
successfully shown the potential o f robotics both to support human space flight, and to 
explore the solar system. In  addition, the advantageous combination o f human and robotic 
activities, as well as the use o f spacecraft autonomy, have been tested and flight proven.
X — Mil* In spec to r
Launched onboard the Progress M-36 supply shuttle to the Mir space station on 5*^ ' 
October 1997, the German X-Mir Inspector [162] was the first step in the development o f the 
Inspector product family o f free-flying vehicles. Developed by DASA-RI (a division of 
Daimler-Chrysler Aerospace, now EADS Astrium) in Bremen, Germany, the X-Mir Inspector 
was designed to verify the concept o f using a small free-flying vehicle to make observations of 
a space structure and to test the use o f a custom monitoring and control station (MCS) 
onboard the Mir station to control the Inspector mission. The Inspector free-flyer was stored
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in the pressurised compartment o f the Progress vehicle so that the MCS hardware could be 
installed in the Mir station prior to the Inspector mission. Inspector was then transferred by 
cosmonauts on Mir onto a special separation mechanism in Progress allowing the free-flyer to 
be ejected from the supply vehicle once it had undocked and retreated from the space station.
X-Mir Inspector itself was a relatively simple spacecraft, with only two thrusters aligned 
along the longitudinal axis and reaction wheels to control attitude, as shown in Figure II I . 
Due to this simplicity, and the lack o f any back-up thruster systems. Inspector therefore 
required extensive safety rules in the flight software to prevent the possibility o f a collision in 
the event o f a thruster malfunction. For navigation a star camera along with laser rate gyros 
were used to determine attitude. Interestingly though, relative position measurements were 
made using a novel video navigation system that used the video data from the Inspector video 
camera, and reference points on the Mir station picked out by the operating cosmonaut, to 
determine the relative position to the station.
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Figure II I The X-Mir Inspector Systems Diagram (source: EADS Astrium)
The mission profile, given in Figure II-2, was for Progress to undock and retreat to a safe 
distance from the Mir station before releasing the Inspector vehicle. Inspector would then 
make two complete fly-around inspections o f Progress to verify its systems before moving to 
the Mir space station and completing three orbits to make a complete observation o f the 
station with its onboard camera.
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Figure II-2 The Mir — Progress — Inspector M ission Overview (source: EADS
Astrium)
Unfortunately the Inspector Vehicle was unable to complete its first impulse manoeuvre 
as the star camera had been unsuccessful in acquiring enough stars to identify the initial 
attitude o f the vehicle. This caused the safety rules embedded in the control software to 
inhibit the thruster firing, and as attitude could not be re-acquired, the active manoeuvring 
phases o f the mission were cancelled leaving the Inspector drifting safely way from the Mir 
station. Nevertheless, manual attitude control via the MCS by cosmonauts onboard Mir 
allowed a number o f observations o f Progress and Mir to be made by the Inspector camera as 
it drifted away, fulfilling the majority o f the primary mission goals. The lessons learned from 
the Mir Inspector mission are to be used in the design o f subsequent, more sophisticated 
generations o f the Inspector family operating in the complex International Space Station 
environment, such as the ISS Inspector.
Mars Pathfinder — The Sojourner Robot
The Mars Pathfinder spacecraft [163], launched on the 4^ December 1996, and more 
specifically the Sojourner vehicle it carried to the Martian surface, are excellent examples o f  
the application o f robotics and autonomy to the control problems encountered in operating 
spacecraft at a significant distance from Earth. The Pathfinder project was the first project to 
be launched under the new NASA Discovery “Faster, Better, Cheaper” program, the most 
striking example o f this philosophy being the Sojourner Rover [164] carried on the Pathfinder 
craft, shown in Figure II-3. While technically part o f the mission payload, the Sojourner
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vehicle was essentially a complete spacecraft in its own right, with all the necessary subsystems 
required for guidance and navigation, communications and data handling, and power and 
thermal control. Sojourner also carried a scientific payload o f its own, including a colour 
imaging camera and an X-ray spectrometer. In addition, the rover was also highly automated, 
to the extent o f being capable o f fully autonomous operation in case o f extended loss o f radio 
contact. Yet despite this technology, the rover vehicle was designed and constructed in only 3 
years to a budget o f $25M including mission support costs.
Figure II-3 The Mars Sojourner Rover (source; NASA)
The Sojourner micro-rover itself is a small 6 wheeled vehicle, 0.63 X  0.48 X  0.28 m in 
size giving a ground clearance o f 0.18 m. During the flight on the Lander however, the wheels 
can fold away, reducing the height from 0.28 m to 0.18 m. The 6 wheel rocker-bogie design 
o f the rover, using 4 o f the wheels for steering, makes the vehicle highly manoeuvrable 
enabling it to turn on the spot and traverse obstacles up to 1.5 wheel diameters in height. 
However the rover is not a high speed vehicle, due to power restrictions the electric drive 
motors are geared very low to provide the torque required to traverse the soft uneven terrain, 
resulting in an average speed o f 0.7 cm /s. Communication with the rover is achieved by a 
radio modem connection to the Lander to relay the data back to Earth, though the rover itself 
is capable o f backing up the data collected to transmit to the Lander at a later time in case 
communications are not possible.
The design o f the control system for Sojourner was also dictated to a large extent by the 
requirement to satisfying the stringent power limits [165]. This effectively meant that no two 
pieces o f major equipment onboard the rover could be operated at the same time, so for 
example the laser navigation system cannot operate at the same time as the wheel motors, and 
the radio modem cannot communicate with the Lander while the rover is taking 
measurements with the spectrometer. Consequently the control structure used is essentially 
sequential, with the added advantage o f greatly simplifying the control software required.
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Sojourner therefore operates in a step by step fashion to complete its goals. For example, in 
moving to a new waypoint the rover would move a small distance in the desired direction, 
stop and use its laser navigation system to detect any obstacles, and then make a 
communication check with the Lander before moving another step or turning to avoid any 
obstacles detected. Despite this relatively simple control structure and the very slow 
movement o f the rover, it was in fact capable o f demonstrating quite a sophisticated level of 
autonomous behaviour. Commands are given to Sojourner in the form o f high level tasks 
such as take a spectrometer reading at a given point, and waypoints to be used to traverse the 
Martian surface. Due to the communications time-lag o f approximately 10 minutes between 
Mars and the Earth, real time control by human operators was not possible, so the 
combination o f human guidance via waypoints and autonomous hazard avoidance on the 
rover was used. These waypoints can be planned by controllers on the ground using terrain 
information gathered from the Lander and rover cameras to determine the preferred route to 
the goal point. In the event that communications with the Lander are temporarily lost, the 
rover will automatically retrace its steps to the last position where it successfully 
communicated and wait until it receives a response from the Lander. I f  however 
communications are lost for an extended length o f time, the rover is then capable o f 
undertaking a backup version o f its mission fuUy autonomously, broadcasting the results in the 
hope that the Lander is still capable o f receiving them.
Although a ground based exploratory vehicle, the Mars Sojourner Rover actually has a 
lot in common with an free-flying orbital inspection vehicle such as the ISS Inspector. Both 
vehicles are designed with the aim o f gathering visual images o f their environment. Both are 
designed to be as autonomous as possible, while at the same time malting use o f human 
decision malting skills for mission planning and in case o f emergencies. Finally, both vehicles 
have to be as small and efficient as possible, leading to some similar solutions to design 
problems. For example, the navigation system on Sojourner detects obstacles using a laser 
and a pair o f video cameras, similar to the visual navigation system on the X-Mir Inspector 
which also used the vehicle’s onboard camera. The lessons learned from Sojourner may 
therefore be highly applicable in the development o f free-flying vehicles as well as future 
planetary rovers.
Space Shuttle Robotic Atm
The robotic arm on the Space Shuttle, known as the Shuttle Remote Manipulator System 
(SRMS) was developed by the Canadian company SPAR as part o f the Canadian contribution 
to the NASA Shuttle program. Comprised o f an upper and lower boom  and an end effector
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giving a wide range o f motion, the SRMS was designed for capturing and manipulating 
payloads in orbit. Controlled by the Shuttle crew from the flight deck via 2 joysticks, the 
robotic arm is capable o f manipulating payloads o f up to 30 metric tonnes. To date a total o f  
five SRMS have been built since 1983 and have proven to be an essential part o f the Shuttle 
systems for a range o f missions, demonstrating the reliability and usefulness o f robotics as a 
long term solution in space. More recently the Shuttle manipulator has been used to perform 
the first phase in the assembly o f the International Space Station, assisting in docking the 
Unity module carried aboard the Shuttle, to the orbiting Zarya module. Figure 11-4 shows the 
SRMS being used to support two o f the shuttle astronauts as they complete this stage o f the 
assembly sequence.
Figure II-4 SRMS Assists in the Assem bly o f the ISS (source: NASA)
In the future, as well as supporting the further assembly o f the ISS, the SRMS design will form 
the basis for the enhanced Space Station Remote Manipulator System (SSRMS) which was 
then installed on the ISS on 22"^ * April 2001.
Japanese Robotic Experiments
Although not as well known as most western efforts in the field o f space robotics, the 
Japanese space agency NASD A has had success with its recent robotic test missions [166J. 
Amongst the missions that NASDA has flown are the Manipulator Flight Demonstration 
(MFD) which was flown on board the US Space Shuttle in August 1997, and the ETS-Vll 
Flight Experiment which was launched by an H-11 Rocket on 26* November 1997. A 
number o f additional technologies have also been developed as part o f the Japanese space 
program, such as the orbital capture o f satellites, and new approaches to planetary rovers.
The Manipulator Flight Demonstration was flown as a payload mounted in the bay of  
shuttle mission STS-85, with the purpose o f demonstrating the robotic manipulator
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technologies developed for the Japanese Experiment Module -  Remote Manipulator System 
(JEM-RMS) for the International Space Station. The MFD mission was also the first 
opportunity for the Japanese and American space agencies, NASDA and NASA, to gain 
experience in co-operating on a space mission in preparation for their participation in the ISS.
For the M FD mission, the robotic arm m ounted in the payload bay was controlled from the 
shuttle flight deck. The change-out o f an Orbital Replacement Unit (ORU) was 
demonstrated, along with other tasks such as the opening and closing o f a door with the 
manipulator. In addition, a successful test was made o f tele-operation technologies to 
command the arm from the ground, consisting o f a command sequence uploaded from the 
ground and executed by the manipulator.
Unlike the collaborative M FD mission the ETS-VII Flight Experiment was exclusively 
Japanese, and a fully robotic mission [167]. Designed to test technologies to be used in the 
development o f the H -II Transfer Vehicle (HTV) for the ISS, the ETS-VII mission completed 
a number o f demonstrations including the fully autonomous rendezvous and docking (RVD) 
with a secondary vehicle, and the use o f a robotic manipulator system controlled from the 
ground. The RVD experiment was made by detaching a small target satellite (named Orlhime) 
from the main chaser (Hlkoboshi), which then rendezvoused and re-docked with Orlhime.
Remotely controlled docldng from the ground was also performed in order to compare the 
performance o f autonomous RVD techniques. The ground controlled tests carried out on 
the Shuttle during the MFD mission were then extended for the robotics phase o f the ETS- 
V II experiment, allowing the remotely controlled manipulator to carry out the intricate 
equipment exchange tests previously controlled by the astronauts onboard the Shuttle.
Similarly the robot arm was also used to successfully demonstrate the remote assembly o f an 
antenna and a truss structure.
Other projects that have been developed through the Japanese space agency include a 
planetary surface rover designed and manufactured at the Tokyo Institute o f Technology.
Based on an unusual symmetric 3 wheeled collapsible design, the rover offers improved 
ground clearance to traverse rocky terrain while still giving a compact stored footprint for 
transportation. Software has also been developed to assist in the tele-operation o f such an h
explorer, to overcome the problems o f hum an control with a time delay (~6 sec) for example 
in the exploration o f the lunar surface. The final area o f focus has been in research into the 
technologies required for on-orbit servicing o f satellites, such as techniques for the capture of 
a non co-operative satellite and dextrous manipulators to carry out maintenance tasks.
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Terrestrial Robots
Away from the space based projects and experiments o f orbital robotics and planetary 
exploration, a number o f terrestrial free-flying (and free-floating) autonomous vehicles have 
been developed which have a distinct similarity to orbital free-flying inspection vehicles. The 
similarities are not just in the goal applications o f such vehicles to make visual inspections o f a 
target, but significantly in the technologies required such as visual and GPS navigation 
systems, path planning and route following, obstacle avoidance, and autonomous vehicle 
control. One o f the major drivers for the development o f such vehicles has been from 
robotics competitions aimed to stimulate advances in the field. In  particular, as a result o f the 
Association for Unmanned Vehicle Systems - Aerial Robotics Competition, a large number o f 
autonomous free-flying helicopter type vehicles have been developed to fulfil the competition 
objectives o f autonomously mapping an area o f terrain, and finding and retrieving a small 
target disk from the area. The winner o f the 1997 competition was the Autonomous 
Helicopter from the Carnegie-MeUon University which will be discussed in detail later in this 
section. In  the commercial arena, a great deal o f development has gone into the field o f 
autonomous subsea vehicles, both in the lucrative and hazardous oil industry, as well as 
underwater exploration. With an underwater environment as dangerous for humans as space 
resulting in high costs o f exploration, subsea robots are driven by similar economics to the 
development o f robotics in space.
C.M.U. Autonomous Helicopter Project
The development o f the Autonomous Helicopter Project at Carnegie-MeUon 
University began in 1991 with the construction o f an indoor test bed to examine the attitude 
control system that would be required for an autonomous helicopter. From  this first electric 
helicopter experiment m ounted on a swivelling platform, the project has grown into a fully 
autonomous free-flying helicopter [168]. The goal o f tlie project was to develop a vision 
guided helicopter capable o f fully autonomous operation, using only sensors and capabilities 
available onboard. To achieve this, the helicopter should be able to autonomously perform 
such tasks as takeoff and landing, flying a prescribed path, systematic search and location o f a 
target, target tracking and following, and autonomous return to base.
In order to fulfil the goal capabilities for the project, a number o f key technologies
have been developed by the Autonomous Helicopter group at Carnegie-MeUon University, 
which have applications for space robots. To be able to accurately pilot and control a free- 
flying vehicle such as a helicopter, accurate measurements o f the vehicle state in terms o f 
accelerations and rates as well as position and attitude must be available. In the case o f the
Autonomous Helicopter this has been achieved using conventional solid state inertial sensors 
to measure accelerations and angular rates, coupled with GPS data for the position and 
translational velocities. In addition, positional and translational rate information can also be 
obtained from visual tracldng sensors below the helicopter, which track features on the terrain 
below providing, with the addition o f a magnetic compass, a self reliant backup in the event of 
loss o f GPS information. This visual tracking technology could be useful for orbital 
inspection applications if it can be extended to work with three dimensional solid targets.
Three dimensional visual tracking may enable accurate position information to be obtained for 
a free-flying inspection vehicle, with respect to the ISS for example. Another key technology 
for the Autonomous Helicopter Project is pattern recognition and target tracking software 
developed to enable the helicopter to search for specific objects and track objects, enabling 
the helicopter to maintain its heading towards a target and follow moving targets. This kind 
o f capability would have useful applications for a space-based robot for guiding the vehicle to 
a docldng port, or pointing an inspection camera in the direction of a specific target point for 
example. Target tracldng could also enable additional applications such as the slaving o f an 
inspection robot to follow an astronaut’s movement. The main application o f the 
Autonomous Helicopter so far has been for aerial mapping missions using another new 
sensor, a scanning laser rangefinder linked to the control system state estimator to provide 
accurate detail o f the terrain below as the helicopter flies above [169]. The accuracy o f the 
results is only made possible by the high accuracy o f the state information synchronised to the 
laser range results, and the relatively low altitude that the helicopter is capable o f flying.
Subsea Robots
While the primary impetus for the development o f aeronautical autonomous vehicles 
has been from robotics competitions and academic research, subsea robotic research has been 
driven to a large extent by the range o f possible applications o f such vehicles. One example of 
this is the range o f Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUV’s) developed by the Canadian 
company International Submarine Engineering Ltd. Their products range from the 6.5 meter 
underwater hydrographic survey vehicle ARCS, which was completed in 1986 and operated by 
the Departm ent o f National Defence - Canada for AUV research, to the huge 10.7 m long 
Theseus AUV, developed to autonomously lay fibre optic cables underneath the Arctic ice 
pack. Capable o f supporting a configurable payload o f nearly 2000 kg (wet) to a depth o f 
1000 m and a range o f 750 km, Theseus successfully demonstrated its abilities by laying 190 
1cm o f cable under the ice during trials in 1996 [170].
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A number o f robotic underwater vehicles are also operated by the Woods Hole 
Oceanographic Institute in Massachusetts, to support their research ships, towed instruments, 
and manned submersible. Amongst these is the Remotely Operated Vehicle (ROV) Jason 
[171] which is operated, similarly to many space robots, by a pilot on the surface. Equipped 
with multiple CCD video cameras and a sdU camera, Jason is able to provide imaging 
capabilities down to a depth o f 6000 m. Jason however requires continuous human control 
and is physically linked by a tether to the operating ship on the surface, making it unsuitable 
for long term underwater monitoring. For this purpose the Autonomous Benthic Explorer 
(ABE) was developed [172]. This fuUy autonomous vehicle is capable o f following a set of 
commands without any contact from the surface, and by entering a sleep mode at a docking 
station in between excursions can remain underwater on a mission for up to a year.
As well as these commercial and scientific developments o f AUV’s, competitions such 
as the Annual International Autonom ous Underwater Vehicle Contest are also beginning to 
be held following the aerospace example. The winner o f the first year o f this competition in 
1998 was ORCA-1 developed by a team at the Massachusetts Institute o f Technology (MIT) 
[173]. This 1.4 m  long, 48 kg underwater vehicle was built for only $5000 using many 'o ff the 
shelf components to accomplish its goal o f negotiating the competition gates o f the course at 
the US Naval Coastal Systems Station in Florida. The systems used were similar in many ways 
to those that might be utilised in a space inspector type vehicle, such as accelerometers and 
gyroscopes for navigation, backed up by additional instruments to reset sensor drift. ORCA-1 
also included two arrays o f sonar transducers for obstacle/landmark detection, wliich could 
then also be used for navigation and obstacle avoidance. During the course o f the 
competition, the AUV managed to successfully navigate its way through two o f the control 
gates to win the competition.
Current Development Projects
With the assembly o f the International Space Station already in progress, a num ber o f 
vehicles are currently in development with the aim o f providing free-flying robotic services to 
the completed station. These range from the competing free-flying external inspection 
vehicles o f the ISS Inspector and AERCam II, to the Personal Satellite Assistant designed to 
support astronauts inside the space station. In 1998 collaborative work was undertaken 
between the University o f Glasgow and the developers o f the Inspector project EADS 
Astrium in Bremen, Germany, which resulted in tlie development o f a number o f mission 
planning tools for the Inspector project which are the subject o f this thesis. We will therefore 
concentrate mainly on the Inspector mission, although these tools and techniques are also
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applicable to other vehicles, in particular the NASA developed AERCam which bears many 
similarities to Inspector.
ISS “ Inspector
Following the success o f the X-Mir Inspector demonstration mission in 1997 discussed in 
section 0, the next step in the Inspector project was to design a new generation o f Inspector 
vehicle to operate at the International Space Station - the ISS Inspector [174]. Tliis new 
Inspector was to be greatly enhanced from the original X-Mir Inspector, possessing increased 
manoeuvrability and payload capacity along with the fault tolerance required to operate at the 
new manned space station. In  addition, the ISS Inspector wiU be based at a docldng station 
on the ISS itself, allowing it to be recharged and refuelled between missions.
In 1996 the original concept for the ISS Inspector project was submitted by a partnership 
o f RSC-Energia (Russia), Dasa (Germany), and Boeing (USA) as a proposal to the NASA 
Advanced Engineering and Technology Demonstration (AETD) program, for which it was 
selected to provide observation and inspection capabilities for the ISS. The AETD program 
was later cancelled, becoming the Pre-Planned Program Improvement (P^I) of which 
Inspector was still a part, though the future o f this is also now in doubt. Phase A of the ISS 
Inspector project, defining the mission and system requirements and initial system design, was 
however completed under funding from the German space agency DLR. It was during this 
phase that a number o f the tools presented in this thesis were developed in conjunction with 
Dasa, and it is the mission concepts developed in this phase on which a large part o f the work 
presented is based. In 1998 it was proposed by D LR to join the Inspector project with the 
DLR funded Experimental Servicing Satellite (ESS) study. The objective o f the ESS study 
was to demonstrate the servicing and repair o f satellites in geostationary (GEO) orbits. 
Consequently the fusion o f the two projects would enable the baseline requirements o f the 
Inspector mission for a free-flying inspection vehicle, to become the foundation for enhanced 
robotic manipulation capabilities in later phases o f the project.
The ISS Inspector project development can be broken down into 3 distinct stages, 
shown in Figure II-5. The first step is essentially the original Inspector, a free-flying vehicle 
based at the ISS with onboard inspection capabilities from video cameras and other sensors. 
Following on from that is the Visitor vehicle, an extension o f Inspector with the capability to 
support additional payloads loaded at the ISS, and retreat away from the interference and 
disturbances o f the space station. Finally there is the Operator vehicle, equipped with robotic 
manipulators enabling repair and servicing tasks. The final two stages are however only at the 
initial concept stage, so we wiU concentrate on the original ISS Inspector.
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Figure II-5 The Inspector Product Family (source: EADS Astrium)
Unlike the X-Mir Inspector which was launched from the unmanned expendable 
Progress-M vehicle, and never manoeuvred close to the Mir space station, the ISS Inspector 
will be based at the International Space Station and will perform the majority o f its operations 
within the 200m safety zone o f the station. The project must therefore comply with all the 
NASA safety standards for manned space flight, which are far more stringent than for 
missions where human lives are not involved, as well as additional safety restrictions specific 
to the ISS. Furthermore, Inspector will also require RVD capabilities, similar to those o f 
unmanned supply vehicles such as Progress-M and the ATV, to dock with its service port on 
the ISS. And finally, the vehicle must also be able to support a range o f inspection payloads 
such as visual and infrared cameras, thermal imaging equipment, and possibly spotlights to 
extend inspection opportunities and support astronaut EVA’s.
In order to satisfy the safety requirements for a free-flying vehicle operating at the ISS, 
the Inspector safety concept must rely on a number o f layers o f protection. At a hardware 
level the Inspector systems must be designed so that all critical systems, such as the 
propulsion system and the guidance, navigation and control (GNC) system are 2-fault tolerant. 
Then no combination o f 2 failures in either system can result in hazardous consequences to 
the station. Also, the mission planning software must ensure that at all times the vehicle is 
travelling on the safest possible trajectory to reach its goals. This can be achieved by ensuring 
that the free-flyer is on passive safe trajectories where ever possible. The techniques used to 
ensure mission safety will be discussed extensively later in this thesis. However, Figure II- 6  
shows an early mission plan using EOS trajectories and forced motion transfers to perform an 
inspection of the ISS.
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Figure II-6 ISS Inspector Preliminary M ission Concept (source: RADS Astrium) 
NASA AERCam
The Autonomous Extra-vehicular Robotic Camera (AERCam) [175] developed by NASA 
has been a competitor to the ISS Inspector since both projects began. Also designed to 
provide camera views o f the International Space Station and the Space Shuttle to the 
astronauts on board and controllers on the ground, the second generation o f both vehicles 
look mechanically rather similar.
The first generation o f AERCam was demonstrated by AERCam Sprint on a Shuttle 
mission in December 1997. Sprint was a small 14” diameter sphere, covered in a layer o f felt 
to cushion any accidental impacts, as shown in Figure II-7. The free flying vehicle was 
controlled directly by an astronaut from the aft flight deck o f the Shuttle using two PC’s and a 
joystick in a similar way to the SRMS, and possessed only minimal autonomy. In fact many of 
the Sprint systems, including the thrusters, basic avionics, and hand controller, were adapted 
from the EVA rescue backpack used by astronauts for free-floating space walks. Sprint 
successfully demonstrated its control from the Shuttle, and the use o f its two onboard micro­
cameras to make inspections o f the Shuttle during its 30 minute flight in the Shuttle cargo bay.
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Figure II-7 AERCam Sprint (source: NASA)
The next generation vehicle, AERCam II, is now under development at the NASA 
Johnson Space Center. AERCam II will provide a much greater degree o f autonomy than 
Sprint through the use o f a three tiered control software architecture known as 3T. This 
divides software tasks to control AERCam into three levels;
Hardware skills enabling the software to directly perform task elements, such as 
moving to a specific position or tracking an object.
Sequencing abilities to build complex tasks from individual skills, for example to 
plan a path using multiple manoeuvres and obstacle avoidance skills.
High level planning capabilities to organise tasks and plan missions within 
constraints such as time and resources.
One o f the most important hardware skills is the ability for the free-flyer to control its 
movement in the ISS environment. This is handled by the Motion Control System (MCS) 
which encapsulates navigation and control functions to support basic manoeuvres such as 
moving to a specific co-ordinate location, and station keeping at a point. In addition, the use 
of stereo vision has also been developed for the AERCam project, using stereo imaging 
cameras to provide tracking skills for the vehicle. This allows AERCam to track an object and 
determine its location relative to the camera, enabling the free-flyer to maintain a fixed 
distance and heading relative to, for example, a moving astronaut on EVA outside the station. 
Path planning software is also under development for the AERCam project [39], using a 
technique known as the Generalised Voronoi Diagram (GVD) and 3-dimensional Generalised 
Voronoi Graph, to construct a geometric roadmap to travel between any two points. These 
path planning techniques will be looked at in detail later in Chapter 3. The 3T control 
architecture will be deployed via a user interface running on a PC either onboard the ISS or on 
the ground. The user interface displays both the status and results from AERCam, and allows 
the user to both directly control and issue commands to the free-flyer with a joystick and 
keyboard, or to plan missions and tasks to be executed autonomously by the vehicle.
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NASA Personal Satellite Assistant
In  contrast to the relatively large external space vehicles Inspector and AERCam, the 
Personal Satellite Assistant (PSA) [176] is designed to be a highly miniaturised helper inside 
the space station. Using the atmosphere inside the station to propel itself with tiny ducted 
fans, the small ball shaped robot could rove around the ISS interior supporting astronauts by 
responding to voice commands, or be commanded by observers on the ground to monitor 
operations onboard the station. Furthermore, the PSA, wirelessly connected to the ISS 
network, is planned to house a small video screen to display information for the astronauts, 
along with a camera, microphone and speaker enabling two way video communications with 
the ground. In the event o f an accident the PSA could be sent into damaged or dangerous 
parts o f the station to check for damage and detect hazards such as smoke or gas with its 
onboard sensors. While only in the first stages o f development, the PSA project gives an 
impression o f what may be possible in the future o f robotics and human spaceflight.
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A P P E N D I X  III: T H E  C L O H E S S Y  W IL T S H IR E  E Q U A T I O N S
Non-linear Equations of Motion
The first step in developing the equations o f motion for the free-flyer in a co-ordinate 
system attached to the International Space Station is to transform all the relevant forces and 
position vectors into the ISS reference frame, as shown in Figure III-l.
Pree-Flyer
;e Station
Figure III-l Frames of reference for relative motion
We can write down all the vector quantities shown in the rotating ISS reference frame
r ^ = [ 0  Ir^l  0]^
R = [x y  z Y  
6  ^= [0 0
g ,  = [ o  - | g  I o f
Eqn III-l
I f
where is the orbit radius vector o f the station, R is the relative position o f the free-flyer, (o is 
the orbital angular velocity vector o f the station, and g ^  and g ^  are the gravitational force
vectors o f the station and free-flyer respectively.
The orbit radius vector o f the free-flyer rp is given by
E q n  I I I -2 + R
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I
and /,, 4, and ^ are the components o f g  ^ along the ISS frame axes, given by
h = - ]
Eqn in -3  = -
L  =  — •
%
ryri
\ Ls \  +  y
\ L f  I
N ew ton’s Second Law can now be applied to the free-flyer, in the ISS frame to obtain
Eqn III-4 m
where the summation term ^  / .  represents aU the external' forces, with the exception o f
i
gravity, acting on the respective vehicles. This includes all disturbance forces such as 
atmospheric drag, as well as applied manoeuvring forces in the case o f the free-flyer.
Similarly, New ton’s second law can be written for the ISS
Eqn III-5 m d  r. m, I s  + Z / ,
XYZ
Using the rules o f differentiation o f vectors, in a rotation frame o f reference, the left hand side 
o f Eqn III-4 and Eqn III-5 can be expanded as
Eqn III-6 dt r_p + 2 ( ^ x f  ^  ) - ^ â X T p  )%yz
and
Eqn III-7 dt =  L s  + 2 ( ^ X £ ^  ) +  ^ X r ^  + g ) X ( 0 ) X r s )XYZ
Substituting Eqn III-2 for r p in Eqn III-6 then gives
d ^ rL .F
Eqn HI-8 dt £ 5. + ^  + 2 ( ^ X £ ^  + ^ x R ) h - ( ^ X £ 5  -yœxRXYZ
+ û } x ( û ) x r g  ) + 0 ) X ( ^ x R )  
Now, from Eqn III-2 we have R = £p -  ig , so that
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Eqn III-9
And from Eqn III-4 and Eqn III-5
d ^  R d ^ r _ p d ^ L s
dt^ XYZ dt^XYZ XYZ
Eqn IIMO d r.dt^ XYZ dt^ XYZ
Finally, substituting Eqn III-7 and Eqn III-8 into Eqn I I I - l0, gives the vector form o f the 
equations o f relative motion for the free-flyer
R + 2 ( ^ x R )  + ( ^ x R )  + 0)X(cgxR)
E q n l l l - n  _  _  + _ L V f  - - L V f
S l f  2 - S  >»f  zL j L .F ,.  iHs Z L j L . S i
The vector cross product terms can be expanded as
^ x R  = \ i^ y ,  - \ i ^ x ,  O]^
Eqn 111-12 = [j^|ÿ, -  o]^
çûx{ ^ xj^ ~ \ - \ c^ X, - | ^ p y ,  o]^
and the two summations o f disturbance forces can be represented by the total difference in 
applied force to the free-flyer f  ^  p. s- ’ iti component form by
EqnIII-13 / ^ = [ / ,  / ,  f j
Substituting Eqn I I I - l2 and E qn I I I - l3 into Eqn III-l 1, and writing the result in component 
form gives
X + 2oty -ydfy — co^x = I f k +f x
Eqn in-14 ÿ~2ak~é}x-0) '^y  ^ ^F h  +
8 h + f z
Finally, Eqn III-14 may be rearranged to give the more common form o f the equations 
x  = —2ûty~ûty + û)^x + ^g^  |/j + / ^
Eqn III-15 ÿ  — 2û)x + cdx + 0)^ y + ^g + 1 g j + f y
Z=\ gp\ l 3  + f z
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These equations represent the inertial acceleration o f the free-flyer, resolved along the axes of 
the ISS co-ordinate system. However the equations are non-linear, and can only be used to 
solve for the free-flyer m otion by numerical methods. They cannot be easily manipulated 
further to derive equations to predict and plan trajectories in this orbital co-ordinate frame.
Linearised Equations of Motion — The Clohessy Wiltshire Equations
To make the equations o f motion easier to use, they may be simplified based on the 
assumption that the space station is on a circular orbit, and approximated since the distance 
between it and the free-flyer is relatively small compared to its orbital radius.
From the laws o f gravitation it is clear that 
Eqn in-16 L  |u  F
I I | I“ S' I
\8
In addition, from Eqn III-2 it can be seen that
Lf =!:s + K  = U  (y  + b | )  z Y
Lf \ + '^y\i:s\+\i:sf + z^y
|z:f | +
which through a binomial expansion may be reduced to
Eqn m-18 I -  Ir^ |( l4--b^)
k s \
Substituting Eqn III-l 7 into Eqn III-l 6 gives
Eqn HI-19 |g  '
k s \
and by another binomial expansion 
EqnIII-20 | = ||-
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Now, using the definition o f given in Eqn III-3 the y component o f the gravitational force 
may be written as
Eqn 111-21 \g A h  + & J  = -  g . \Ls\ + y + g
which by substituting Eqn III-18 and Eqn IIX-20 becomes
I l f  1^2 + | i s | \Ls I
Eqn HI-22 U J ' a + U  J  “ “ js. \Ls 1
2 y
k s l + i '
' - ■ ' " ' ' E l ’ .
+ \g
(1 +  — )r
(1 +  r ^ )V I y
Since the deviation in the x-z plane is small for proximity operations, the x and y components 
o f gravitational force can be approximated by
E q n  HI-23
g
g
lgp
Finally, substituting Eqn HI-22 and E qn HI-23 into the non-Knear equations (Eqn H I-15), and
,2 |g  'noting that for a circular orbit |d?j = 0 and |^ | produces
x  = -2ûty + f ^
E q n  H I-24 ÿ - - 2 m  + 3û)^ y  + 
z - - 0 ) ^  z +
These equations are known as the Clohessy Wiltshire (CW) Equations [103], regardless o f the 
frame o f reference in wliich they have been obtained.
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A P P E N D I X  IV: T H E  ISS I N S P E C T O R  H A R D W A R E  SY ST E M
The Inspector Free-Flyer, with its associated support systems, is planned to be 
launched by the Shuttle STS to the ISS during the latter construction phase o f the space 
station. From  then it will be permanently based at the ISS to fulfil an inspection and EVA 
support role in addition to documenting the later stages o f station assembly. This role, 
defined under the NASA Pre-Planned Program Improvement (P^I), outlines the primary 
capabilities o f Inspector for the visual and non-visual inspection o f the ISS and its associated 
structures, using both visual video and stills cameras, and optional environmental monitoring 
payloads such as infra-red cameras and radiation detectors. In addition, the Inspector Free- 
Flyer must be capable o f providing visual support and monitoring for a fuU astronaut EVA 
mission, which is clearly vital for the assembly o f the space station.
As a free-flying payload platform, future Inspector vehicles should also be capable o f 
supporting modular payloads, exchangeable by the space station remote manipulator system 
(SSRMS) while the free-flyer is docked at the station. Third party scientific payloads could 
then be flown on the Inspector Free-Flyer, away from the ISS to provide a disturbance free 
micro-gravity environment, coupled with easy access to space and return capabilities provided 
by docldng with the space station. Finally, though outside o f the scope o f this thesis, 
Inspector must support future robotic payloads for the demonstration o f robotic missions 
such as remote on-orbit maintenance and repair operations, to open up future markets for 
robotic satellite servicing [5].
Vehicle Capabilities
The physical design o f the Inspector Free-Flyer to satisfy all the mission requirements 
has resulted in an octagonal shape with the inspection cameras and payload mounted on the 
upper face. The propulsion system consists o f 16 cold-gas thrusters m ounted in 4 clusters on 
4 o f the 8 faces o f the vehicle, as shown in Figure IV-1. This design provides full six-degree- 
of-freedom manoeuvrability, whilst retaining failsafe control over the vehicle in case o f any 
two thruster failures. Also, due to this layout the available thrust direction can be assumed to 
be independent o f the vehicle attitude allowing, for the purposes o f path planning, 
translational control to be separated from attitude control.
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Figure IV-1 Inspector Free-Flyer Configuration (source; EADS Astrium)
The planned duration o f an Inspector mission is up to 10 hrs o f continuous operation, 
enabling the support o f a maximum 7 hr astronaut EVA mission plus transfer to and from the 
observation position. Retreat to a safe holding point away from the ISS for several weeks is 
also a requirement in tlie event that the Inspector Free-Flyer is prevented from returning to 
docldng. Whilst at this safe hold point, the free-flyer will operate in a power-saving 
hibernation mode until it can return to the station. To fulfil these requirements the Inspector 
Free-Flyer must therefore have sufficient electrical power and AY capacity to transfer between 
any point on the ISS and station-keep for the duration o f a 7 hr observation phase, plus 
additional capacity to safely retreat from the station and hibernate before returning to docking.
For the baseline Inspector configuration shown in Figure IV-1, with a mass of 
approximately 210 kg, a fuel tank holding 4 kg o f nitrogen provides a minimum overall AV 
capability o f 10 ms"  ^ for each mission. Power is provided by rechargeable NiFIg batteries 
giving an available capacity o f 2300 Wh, and solar cells which can power Inspector indefinitely 
whilst in low-power hibernation mode. The batteries and solar cells provide a combined 10.9 
hrs operating time during observation. Given these limitations, the planning o f each 
individual mission must therefore be constrained within the available time, AV, and power 
budget, with the aim of providing the maximum level o f safety and observation time within 
these limits.
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D ocking and Berthing
Rather than docking directly with the ISS, Inspector will have its own docking port 
mounted on the station, both to provide a base for Inspector operations, and to re-supply the 
vehicle with power and propellant between missions. The docking port is designed to fit onto 
two standard Express Pallet adapters, allowing mounting at a range o f locations on the main 
ISS hull and truss structure, and also providing standard mechanical, data, and power 
connections with the space station. Also, the docking port will provide a communications 
node for the Inspector Free-Flyer, reducing dependency on the available ISS systems. For the 
initial ISS-Inspector the baseline location for the docking port is on the European Columbus 
Orbital Facility (COF) module, and it is this location that is used to drive the planned docking 
release and return strategies. The COF docking location utilises the planned ‘flower-box’ 
mounting platform on the end o f the module, simplifying the integration o f the European 
Inspector project into the multinational space station through the use o f European module 
systems.
Between missions. Inspector will remain attached to the docking port, where it can be 
refuelled from the port propellant tanks shown in Figure IV-2. Also, the vehicle batteries can 
be charged from the space station power supply, and any required servicing or payload 
replacement can be carried out via the station robotic arm. Once serviced, the Inspector Free- 
Flyer is then de-activated and lowered into its storage position inside the docking port, shown 
below, where it remains protected from the space environment until required for the next 
mission.
Inspector
Free-FlyerU
Propellant
Tanks
Storage
Bay \
Deploying 
\ Storing
Docking \ 
Undocking
Docked
Figure IV-2 The Inspector D ocking Port (source: EADS Astrium)
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The free-flyer approach to the docking port is carried out using a forced motion 
manoeuvre along the r-bar, detailed in section 3.1.2. The main distinction between the 
approach to an observation point and the docking manoeuvre is the increased navigation 
accuracy required for the final stage o f the rendezvous with the docking adapter. To 
overcome this, and to simplify automation o f the docking approach, a docking specific 
navigation system is used. This consists o f a laser range-finder and two black and white 
optical video cameras m ounted on Inspector, and a custom target pattern on the docking port.
The video cameras are used to track the target pattern, enabling the free-flyer to stay on path 
along the R-bar, while the laser provides accurate range and range-rate data.
Alternatively, it may be necessary for Inspector to berth with the ISS via the SSRMS 
rather than performing a hard dock with the station. This strategy requires that the free-flyer 
approach the station as normal, into a defined berthing box, and then remain within the pre­
defined inner capture box for a period o f time to allow capture by the SSRMS. Berthing 
simplifies the Inspector design, since the free-flyer plays an essentially passive role in the 
capture. However, the procedure is not automated, requiring an operator onboard the ISS to 
control the robotic arm and increasing the operational cost o f Inspector to the ISS.
Moreover, in the absence o f the target pattern on the docldng port, navigation accuracy in the 
berthing box may be problematic, maldng docldng to the Inspector port the preferred option.
Navigation
Further away from the space station structure, navigation data is available to Inspector 
from the ISS Relative GPS (RGPS) system [125]. This system, developed for visiting vehicles 
such as ATV and the Shuttle, will provide positional data with an expected accuracy o f 0.025m 
at 100 m from the ISS. Closer to the space station however, RGPS data will become 
corrupted due to signal interference and shadowing caused by the ISS structure. For f
Inspector therefore, an alternative method o f navigation is required for the observation phase 
o f the mission since this is planned to take place close (10~40 m) to the station.
The X-Mir Inspector made use o f a visual navigation system through its observation 
cameras, which may be enhanced for use at the ISS. Flowever, currently this system requires 
the station reference points to be manually selected from the visual data, resulting in a very 
high worldoad for the operator onboard the ISS, combined with a slow update interval o f the 
order 1-2 minutes which is too long for close proxirnity manoeuvring. Furthermore, the 
additional use o f inspection video cameras for navigation wiU limit inspection camera pointing 
and zoom by the need to keep a sufficient viewing angle o f the station in frame for navigation.
The future o f automated visual navigation is still under development in many fields where
navigation availability is limited, such as for autonomous underwater vehicles [177]. The 
possibilities offered by high quality visual navigation have already been demonstrated 
operationally by such projects as the CMU Autonomous Helicopter discussed in Chapter 1. 
The prior knowledge available o f the ISS structure about which the Inspector Free-Flyer 
operates, coupled with good visibility, unobscured by liquid, gas or constant vibration should 
make Inspector an ideal future application for these emerging technologies.
The current baseline navigation concept developed for the Inspector Free-Flyer, 
requires the use o f more proven technologies, using a single laser range-finder pointed at 
specific target points marked on the ISS surface to derive navigation data. Given attitude data 
for Inspector obtained independently, and the ISS attitude, the Inspector position and velocity 
can be determined from the laser range and range-rate data. ISS attitude data is available at all 
times through the station navigation systems, while the Inspector attitude system consists o f 
laser rate gyros, updated periodically with a star camera. The technologies required for this 
laser navigation system, including the visual tracking o f the target points to enable the laser to 
point at fixed position, have already been well developed, resulting in a less ambitious, more 
proven concept than a completely visual navigation system. The main limitation is in 
requiring the Inspector vehicle to point in a fixed direction toward the target points, though 
this can be solved by an independently m ounted laser and tracking camera.
Communications and Data Links
The communications links between the Inspector Free-FIyer and the ISS are vital not 
only for the telemetry and telecommand (TM /TC) link required to monitor and control 
Inspector, but also to receive data from the inspection cameras and other instruments. Since 
Inspector wkl be controlled primarily from the ground with backup control on the ISS, and 
has only limited onboard control software, the two-way TM /TC  connection wiU be utilised 
continuously throughout a mission though the data rates required will be relatively small for 
the telemetric data. Conversely, the video and camera data link will only be required during 
the observation phase o f a mission, but requires a high bandwidth connection to transmit data 
intensive imaging to the ISS. Two separate radio connections are therefore planned for 
Inspector communications:
UHF-Band T M /T C  connection - 20 kbps, bi-directional
S-Band Video/ Imaging connection - 2 Mbps, uni-directional
The UHF-Band supplies a low data rate, but its relatively long wavelength is capable o f 
passing through most o f the ISS structure with minimal interference, supplying a continuous 
Unie. The S-Band transmission, whilst providing a high data rate is easily masked by the ISS
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structure, restricting coverage to areas with a direct line-of-sight link to the S-Band antenna 
mounted on the station. The placement o f the Inspector communications antennae wül 
therefore have an impact on the planning o f a mission, since the S-Band link is necessary at 
the observation point to complete the inspection objectives.
Communications with the ground station are supplied through the ISS via the 
Tracldng and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS), along with all ISS ground 
communications. With a total available data rate o f 50 Mbps shared with a range o f other 
applications, and an estimated 70% minimum ground coverage, the ground control strategy 
must take into account the limited bandwidth and plan for possible breaks in transmissions 
during a mission. In addition, a transmission delay o f up to 5 seconds between the station and 
ground is expected, though the whole ISS communications system is under review, in view of 
the increasing data requirements for recent station utilisation proposals [178].
Control Architecture
Unlike the X-Mir Inspector which was controlled by a cosmonaut onboard the Mir 
space station, the primary control m ethod for the ISS-Inspector will be from the ground, to 
reduce the workload on the ISS astronauts. For the X-Mir Inspector, on-orbit control was 
necessitated by infrequent ground communications coverage, and the required cosmonaut 
time was justified for the one-off demonstration mission. However, for ISS-Inspector the 
additional mission frequency favours increased automation and the off-loading o f as many 
control tasks as possible to the ground, making use o f the reliable ISS communications down­
link. However, as a backup there wH also be a monitoring and control station (MCS) onboard 
the station to provide secondary on-orbit control capabilities when required. These systems 
are linked by the Central Data Handling System based at the ISS, which essentially acts as a 
server between the Inspector Free-Flyer and the control stations on the ground and on the 
ISS. The proposed configuration o f these control and data handling systems is shown in 
Figure IV-3.
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Figure IV-3 Inspector Control Systems Configuration (source: EADS Astrium)
Though the ISS communications link is much improved over the Mir system, there 
will still be constraints on the available bandwidth, and occasional breaks in coverage. While 
the control strategy is developed for increased direct involvement to ease the load on 
astronauts, an alternative control option on-orbit must also be available to compensate for any 
such breaks in the ground link. This problem can also be reduced through the timing o f 
critical manoeuvres, such as docking/undocking, to ensure ground coverage, so that astronaut 
monitoring is only necessary during passive mission phases. Initially, the tasks most easily 
delegated to ground control systems are all the mission planning and verification tasks that 
must be performed prior to each mission. This leads to a hierarchical control concept, where 
missions can be planned at a high level as a sequence o f manoeuvres and tasks, each o f which 
can be broken down and verified on the ground before execution. The final sequence o f 
manoeuvres can then be uploaded to the free-flyer for execution, with supervisor monitoring 
from the ground or via the MCS onboard the ISS in case o f a communications break. This 
gives a high level control strategy making use o f human planning capabilities and strengths 
and the increased computing power available on the ground, followed by the automated 
execution o f simple commands by the Inspector Free-Flyer. The use o f standard manoeuvres 
helps compensate for the difficulties involved in mission planning under the complex free- 
flyer dynamics and safety constraints, while the execution o f a pre-planned sequence helps 
overcome any control delay between Inspector and the ground.
An exception to the ground control strategy occurs during the actual inspection phase 
o f a mission, where the quick assessment o f imaging is better performed onboard the ISS to
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limit the down-Hnk bandwidth o f high-resolution imaging. In this phase, Inspector will make 
use o f automated station-keeping to act as a stationary remote controlled camera, enabling the 
operator onboard the ISS to manually make inspections and obtain the best available imaging. 
Selected final results can then be forwarded to the ground by the operator for further analysis 
and archiving.
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